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J EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The recent growth in ,the ,'numb~r, ,of national parks in 'Uganda has made an ,important
contribution to the preservation of its unique ecosystems and related biodiversity. However,
the" absorption of"large areas containing valuable naturalres9urces into 'strictly" protected
areas has had varied social, 'economic, and environmental impacts. Conservation often clashes
with fraditionallanduses such,as grazing andcultivation,and.wildlife is often perceived as
directlyc'ompeting with herding and •cultivation"of land. r

'Since protectionism alone, cannot always ensure the conservation of natural resources, the
transformation of the local communities into the protectors ,of the parks -and reserves may be
an alternative. Th,ere is a growing recognition that Uganda's conservation authorities need to
move away from the, conventional isolationistappro~hof park management, which seeks to
protect the park or reserve from the surrounding society, ,toward a 'management "approach
that',aims at putting ,the management of natural, resources and conservation areas' under some

; degre.e ,of ,local control.Su,ch management approaches ,"and ,"specific activities have to be
develo'pedwhich will encourage communities ,living around 'conservation areas to identify
their own future well-being,with·the survival,oftheconservation area.

The following report presents the findings of a socioeconomic survey of the 'communities
most directly affected by Lake MburoNational Park (LMNP) undertaken as a joint effort of
the 'Lake MburoCommunity Conservation Project (LMCCP) and the Land Access Project;

~aufferZoneResearch Programme at the Makerere Institute of Social Research, (MISR). It
provides a description of representative communities ofthe area and presents an analysis ~f

the 'data collected.

The communities around LMNP are not in gen.eral made up ofhouseholds of long-established
residence. A high proportion of households are recent or relatively recent arrivals to, the area,
presenting a picture of rapidly changing and growing communities, fuelled by immigration.
Recently arrived households tend to be landless, sutisistencepastoralists, and economically
marginal. Social structures 'are ,therefore 'weak, making community' mobilisation activities and
a~sistance in 'the ~development of permanent community institutions important.project and
park objectives.

Approximately 66%, of the people living around,' LMNP ~ are immigrants to .their present
village. The tendency of new arrivals to settle 'close "to the park b6undarymeans that

,communities bordering' the park are 'likely to have weaker; social structures and thus be more
difficult to work with effectively. However, the conmtunitiesclosest to the park form the
most important target group for the park's COffiJ?unity conservation programme.

Cattle keepers and "mixed farmers" tend ,to be the park's nearest neighbours. They also have
the least positive' perception ofthe, park. Households living ,closest to the park ,boundary 'are
less likely to achieve' food security and, while there are several, factors that may be influencing
this, 'the greater damage to crops caused by wildlife is probably the most important.

Almost three quarters' of the respondents were Banyankole, ,which'can' be' subdivided'into the
larger ,,·Beiru subgroup of cultivators and the'Bahima ,cattle keepers. The remaining
respondents are made 'up of equal numbers of Bakiga, Banyarwanda, and others including
BagandaandBakooki. While the analysis shows that there has been a spontaneous shift in the
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economic activities of many Bahima and Banyarwanda households .away from strict
dependen~eoncattlekeepingtowards a more sedentary form of mixed farming, 40% of the
Bahima and 15% ofthe Banyarwanda households are landless.

The clear dichotomy between the· Banyankole cultivators and cattle keepers has begun to
break down in l"ecentdecades and the survey introduced anew.economic .. grouping referred
to as mixed farmers to reflect this change. This should not be interpreted as indicating a
complex mixtureof·agricultural activitie~, .integrating 'animal husbandry .. ·with cropping, but
rather it simply indicates households that both 'own livestock and carry out cultivation. There
is no indica.tion that these two economic. activities are functionally integrated; they are carried
out independently.

~For the purposes of the survey, the primary economic ·activities of·households were then
defined as cattle keeping, cultivating, mixed farrning,andother. Pure cattle keeping· appears
to be .declining. in this traditional cattle keeping area. Cultivation .is the principle .economic
activity> (either by itself or in a mixed farming regime) for 72% of .the people. However,
cultivation is even more dominant. In actual fact, 85% of the people grow some· crops, and
the sale of crops is the most common primary source of income in the area. Cultivating
families, especially recently arrived households, tend to be small, resulting in a labour
shortage in the area. This has implications for development projects, requiring cost sharing
from the ·local community.where the provision· of·labour to implement projects· will place a'
strain on· the already labour-short .. households, especially during planting· and harvesting
seasons.

While approximately 53% of the people in the area keep some cattle, cattle keeping is
reported as the primary economic activity by only 19% of the people with another 14%
practising mixed farming as the primary eeonomicactivity.Fi~y-fourpercentof households
reported keeping goats while· only 9% reported keeping sheep.CattJe are grazed primarily on
private land, which is viewed as free for grazing ifit is notfenced.S'easonal movements of
cattle are common in the area,especially· north of the park, triggered .primarily .by a shortage
of water. As water sources .dry up and ·the· .remaining··· sources .are· .found· only. ·at ·greater
distance there is a tendency for cattle herds. to shift southward towards the more permanent
water sources, including Lake Mburo and Lake Kachera. '

Pastoralisthouseholds tend to be larger than the national average and considerably larger
than cultivating households. This has important implications for the government programme
to settle· the pastoralists and· encourage them to adopt the cultivation of crops as a significant
part of their· economy. Unless allowances. are made for the large family sizes when allocating
land,problems are likely to arise in the future.

National confusion overland tenure issues is.reflected in local·· confusion and .uncertainty. The
large majority of households still hold land .under customary·.tenure, but confidence in the
traditiotial system has been seriously eroded by. ,government interventions ·in· the area,
especially,· the creation of the ARS in 1966 ~nd tbe National Park in 1983, which have
aggravated the situation. *

Landownership is strongly related to tribe and socioeconomic activity.· .Bahima and
Banyarwanda pastoralistsare more likely to be landless. than cultivators. They were more
likely to, perceive land shortages (and to view the park as acau~e of this problem) and to
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,/

request government· assistance with. land .tenure issues.. Households with less· land were .less
likely to achieve Ioodsecurity, which might indicate thatlaadshortagesarealreadyb.ecoming
seyere am0ng the cultivating community and effecting the economic viability of cultivating in
a regionmarked'by distinct dry seasons and· periodic droughts.

Slightly over one-third of the ·households indicated the existence of land disputes, and the
park's closest· neighbours are'most likely to perceive themselves to be in dispute with LMNP
over land. Despite the legal status of the park, this is a .. 'matter of concern·· for the park
authorities. This perception· is' unlikely to be altered until ·the Ranch Restructuring Board
(RRB) has completed its work of allocating land to landless pastoralists; the Uganda National
Parks (UNP) should continue.to ·support.govemment in this·effort.

Soil erosion is widespread' in the study area. Bare patches on the hiUs are common. Sheet and'
gully soil erosion is evident on the hills ofRwamuhuku in SangaSubcountY,oncattle tracks
and near watering points in .areas' surrounding LMNP,andonmost hills in Isingiro County.
Degradation of the productive capacity of the land around the park is recognised by the
majority ofthe respondents. In general,however, there was a lack ofconcem over the issue
and a tendency to believe' that nothing could be done about it. This stemmed from the
commonly held perception· that the problem was caused by factors outside human control,
such as. the severity of the. climate. 'Where human influences were perceived, however, they
tended to be seen as the result of poor management stemming from land shortages or the lack
of control over access to grazing.

Park related problems ranked highest as the primary problem faced'by households. The most
important problem reported' by the· majority .ofhouseholds from all groups. is·wildlife.These
problems primarily related to' ~rop·damage by wildlife,··but.also· included human injury, unfair
and harsh laws, and land use conflicts. The lack ofwater was ranked the ,second most'critical
primary problem. The availability of water is. critical'both for domestic' use as well·as for
livestock. However,~s a·problem, it seems more strongly related to' the.' need of .cultivating
families for domestic' water than the need of pastoralistsfof watering livestock. Poor social
infrastructure including poor health facilities was reported as the third primary development
proble.min the area.

-Education is. one of the .most important tools .used by··conselVation bodies in·their efforts to
improve the .. status. 'of conservation areas and (to enhance their relationship with the
community members in the surrounding area; it is an important component of any integrated ~

conselVation and·development program. Only 10010 of respondents'· had received post primary
school education, while 43% had receivednofonnaleducation at all. This is significant for
the park's community conselVation programme, as less educated -people are more likely to '
perceive. the park as a problem, indicating the importance· of any outreach programme for this
se~tor ofthe community.

An assessment of the availability and use of resources within and outside the park by the
people in the .area was made to determine the impact the park was having .on resource use.
While less than. 10% of the population obtained any ofthe listed resources from within the
parka.much·higher percentage ofrespondents indicated that they·would use park resources if
permitted. The.issue of access to resources was. found to. positively influence attitudes, which
provides. support to a park management policy which permits resource use· within the' parks.
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Nearly two-thirds of the respondents saw the primary ·purpo.seof the park as that of saving
animals and plants. Eamingrevenuefor government wascitedasJhe primary purpose of the
park by 21% oftherespon~entsandtourism was cited as the primary purpose of the.park by
only 2%..These responses show .that the majority of respondents had a clear .and correct
perception of the park' spurpose. It does not indicate, however, whether~thispurpose was
understood or valued.

Respondents were also asked to indicate whether the purpose they attributed to the park was
a good .or a bad idea. Slightly ·less than two-thirds of them said the purpose of the park was a
good. idea,. while· only one-fourth said that it was not. Those who indicated a positive view ·of
the existence of the park gave three·main reasons: it .was .. an important·source of revenue. for
the government, the conservation ofwildlife was itself important, and tourism was potentially
important. Those who said the existence ofpark is a bad idea also gave three main responses:
it was a waste of land, it had no use·for.people, and wildlife·was destructive.

An index of attitudes was developed which· was. then cross-tabulated.· against a series of
variables to·· identify influences on· respondents'attitudes towards .conservation in· general·and '
the .park in particular. The level of·respondents' educatio.n.was found to have· a .·significant
effect on their attitude towards conservation. More educated respondents were more likely to
express. positive attitudes, while less· educated respondents' were more likely· to' express
negative attitudes. Different economic activities of households demonstrated a significant
effect on attitudes. Respondents from cattle keeping households tended to be slightly
negative in their attitudes, while respondents from cultivator households and "other"
households were decidedly positive in their attitudes to the park. Older respondents tended to
have more .negative attitudes and younger respondents tended lobe more positive.. This.result
may relate .. to the effects·. of education on attitudes since younger respondents were more
likely to. have received formal education...The result ·may also· indicate the more conservative
attitudes ofotder people or the lack ofnegative experiences with the park by younger people.
However, itclearly.demonstrates the importance of the park authorities working with young
people to capitalise on their apparent predisposition; to be positive towards the park.

Where statements made general reference to conservation as a concept rather than making
specific reference to "the park," support was higher. This may suggest that respondents were
demonstrating· a negative· attitude towards the park· itself and its managers, ·rather than· the
concept of conservation. The results also confirm the importance of compounding· issues in
the formation of· negative· ·attitudes, the· .most important of .which would seem to be.· land.
Respondents were able to identify with the park's goals and.the general value of conserving
wildlife until confronted with the. reality ofproblems oflandlessness and poverty.

The results of the survey indicate that there are a· number of programmes which the LMNP
management and· .the national government can undertake topromotea. better relationship
between the park and the surrounding communities., These include issues related to land
tenure, wildlife damage .of crops, conservation education programmes, and rural development
initiatives that .provide social services, as well as the .. developmen.t of alternative .economic
opportunities forarea·residents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ·reeent growth in the number of national parks in Uganda. has .made an· important
contribution, to the. preservation of its unique ecosystems, and related biodiversity..However,
the absorption of Jargeareas containing valuable· ,natural· ·.resourcesinto st,rictly protected
areas has had varied social, economic, .and environmental impacts. Questions such a& "What
is the impact of this trend on .local survival needs?" and· "How can we ensure sustainable
management of these resources?" still need, to be assessed. In sO,me 'cases, the lack of
attention to human needs has resulted in sabotage, poaching, and encroachment, causing the
unnecessary destruction ofresources (Hough 1988).·Furthermore, ·theestablishment.ofparks
and ·reserves has increased ·pressure on and environmental ..·· degradation of neighbouring areas
(Hough 1984).

Conservation often clashes with traditional land uses ·such ,·as grazing and cultivation.
Peasants and pastoralists ·Iook up.on protected areas as the·'·' last remaining frontier for
cultivation and grazing. Faced with production constraints, pastoralists have little
understanding o.fthe value 'of conservation, particularly when portions of the reserved areas
formed part of their traditional grazing area (GAF Consult 1993). Wildlife ,is perceived as
competing with herding and cultivation for land. In Uganda, during the recent period of state
administrative weakness and political turbulence, local communities took the,opportunity to
encroach on protected areas with 'a view of firmly establishing. themselves· there (Kamugisha
and Stahl 1993). Both forest and game reserves were badly affected.

There is an evident need for ·Uganda's conservation authQrities to move away from the
conventionat·isolationistapproach of park management,which seeks to' protect· the .park or
reserve from the surrounding society. A management approach which aims at putting the
management of natural resources and conservation areas under local control may,be the· most
appropriate. approach. This. approach would emphasise,collaboration between park authorities
and local communities. It is argued that a confrontational attitude only sharpens local
resentment of wildlife and encourages local people to draw the 'conclusion that government
places a higher value on the survival of animals and plants than on their own weU"being. This
is true of the LMNP area, where people believed that if the wildlife valued by government
was .destroyed, the authorities would loose ,interest in·· the area and 'leave it to· them
(Kamugishaand Stahl 1993).

Since prpte.ctionism .. cannot always· ensure the' conservation of natural resources, the logical
altemative··would seem to. be to transform the local, communities into the protectors .of.,. the
parksandr.eserves. This is the basic concept behind.the. community approach to·'management
of protected areas. Management approaches and· .specific~activities have to be developed
which will encourage communities living around conservation areas to identify their own
future well-being·with the survival of the conservation area.

This premise led to the. design and implementation of the LMCCP. The project, which was
developed .. in 1989 by the UNP and the African Wildlife. Foundation's "Protected Areas:
Neighbours as Partners"·.programme in Uganda in response to what was perceived as· a crisis
in the conservation· status of the park, stressed the need to work with local communities to
alter the apparently negative attitudes held by local people towards the park.



Socioec()~omicresearch·.was. seen as an importantstep.in.the identificatio.nandplanningof
effective interventionsoythe project. It was·n~cessary·tounderstand'the local economy, the
people's relationship to the land and natural resources, their· .perceptions of needs and
proble~s, ,and their attitudes towards conservation and. wildlife. Baseline data was .also
necessary .for monitoring the impact of, the projeCt on socioeconomic variables significant to
the· status of the 'park.

The ·following report presents the. findings -of. 8 socioeconomic·· survey of the co~unities

most directly a:ffecte·d byLMNP undertaken as a joint effortofLMCCP and the Land Access
Project; Buffer Zone Research Programme at .the Makerere· ·Institute of Social Research
(MISR). This report describes representative commu~ties of·the area and/presentsan
analysis of the data collected. The report· is divided into five chapters. The .introductory
chapter provides background to the study area. ·Chapter 2 summarises th~ research
methodology. Chapter 3 provides a description of the ten enumeration areas (EAs) st~died.

Chapter 4 provides a discussion of the analysis of the data. Chapter 5 presents a··s~mmaryof

the research findings and the conclusions drawn fromtbem.

A.JUSTlfICATIONOfTHE SOCIAL SURVEY

The goal Lof LMCCP·· is to create a more positive attitude towards 'LMNP among lo~al

communities cby strengthening understanding of the values of ·the park and developing a
perception that it can bring economicb~nefits.The principle guiding LMCCP ~nd UNP's
establishment of a Community Conservation Unit at LMNP.is that·· local communities should
be involved in the conservation of protected areas. The Community Conservation programme
in LMNP·. seeks to involve the loc,al .people in joint·l"esponsibility with protected area
managersfor·.··the ,.management' of natural resources. It was ···necessary, however, .to first
determine people' s ideas and perceptions about their' useofnattlral resources, determine their
attitudes towards conservation and .the ·park,and identify· their ~oricerns and'·problems with ,
wildlife.

MISR'sobjective· is to. gatner a- body of data which will provide a basis for understanding the
issuessurropnding resource access and use in buffer zones around protected areas in. Uganda.
This data will improve management systems for resource allocation in these areas andlead to
the formulation of appropriate government policies concerning them. r

B. DeSCRIPTION OfTHESrUDY AREA

LMNP is located 'in south central Uganda,40 kilometres east ()fMbarara in Nyabushozi
County, MbararaDistrict (map 1). It is bordered by a wetland to the southcoutaining
fourteen lakes, w~ichactsas a bufferbetwe~n the parkaad the heavily settled counties of
Bukanga arid Isingiro.. The boundary to the west with Isingiro·.. County is formed by the Ruizi
River. Intbenorthwest, the park borders the Lake Mburo 'Resettlement Schemel in the
northeast it borders the Nshaara Dairy Crossbreeding .Ranch...Ranches of the Ankole
RanchingScbeme{ARS) lie between the park and Lake Kachera in the east.
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Map 1. Study area and pilot villages
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, .• SELECTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The study population was located entirely within Mbarara District and fell witliin the counties
ofNyabushozi, Kashari, Isingiro,. and Bukanga. The study area for the socioeconomic survey
comprised··all parishes locatedwitmnapproximately 1okilometres of the boundary ofLMNP.
This· distance was selected as the approximate distance over which it was assumed that
communities·might be directly affected by the park and··have the capacity· to. directly affect the
park. It was also assumed that knowledge of and interest in the park would decrease with
increased .distance from park boundaries,and therefore questions about park issues would
yield less information.

2. HUMAN POPULATION

Description. The Banyankole people, divided into two ethnic groups, Beiru (about 45%) and
Bahima (about 23%), predominate in the area aroundLMNP.The Beiruare traditionally
cultivators while the Bahima are traditionally cattle keepers. While there are· still people who
rem~in pure cattle keepers,. especially in Nyabushozi County,people are beginning to carry
out both cultivation and cattle keeping. Other ethnic groups in the area include: Bagandaand
"Bakooki" (a term used locally for certain Baganda immigrants), represented by immigrants ~

from.Rakai and.Masaka Districts to the east who are·mainly settled in the fishing villages and
to the south of the park (13.9%); Bakiga (8.2%), mainly immigrants from southwestern
Uganda; Banyarwanda. (6.6%), mainly refugees of the Rwanda civil war of the 1960s and
their children settled in. the Nakivali andUrichinga· Refugee Schemes south of .the park;
Bahororo (2%), mainly ethnic Banyankole from the former Mpororo County in Rukungiri
and Bushenyi Districts; and other minor ethnic groups.

Density and distribution. The population figures used in this study were dtawn from the
last three national populationcensuses-1969, 1980, and 1991. Table 1 shows that the
population .. figures· for Nyabushozi County, where LMNP lies, increased between 1969 .and
1980 and decreased slightly by 1991. This finding· is .interesting but there is no apparent
explanation for it.

In Kashari·County,. northwest ofLMNP, populatioft.figures have shown a consistent increase
between tne.1969, 1980, and 1991 censuses. Isingiroand Bukanga Gounties, southwest and
south of the park, recorded consistently increasing figures as well. These increases seem to
mirror the general increases in the pop.ulation ofMbarara District of 4.1% between 1969·and
1980, and 2.1% between 1980 and 1991. The eastern and northeastern areas have very low
human populations, the northern area is slightly more ·populated, and the southern and
western areas ·are the most densely populated (map 2).

Table 1: Human populations in subcounties surrounding the park

County
Nyabushozi
Kashari
IsingirolBukanga

1969
37,224
69,791
98,774

4

Year

1980
77,838
94,762

176,351

1991
76,200

126,200
224,100



The figures.·showing a steadily increasing populatiooimply a steady growth ·in the need for
natural resources in·· the .area. Given the predominantly subsistence. economy of· the
communities around the park and the low levels of household income, it is evident· that local
community demands on· the areas natural resources including water, soil, pasture, and trees
will constitute a~major and sustained threaf to the· conservation ofLMNP .(Muhweezi .1993).

3. lAND USE

The major land uses in the area .as presented in map 3 are:

• conservation (LMNPand Cham Forest Reserve);
• commercial cattle ranching (ARS);
• refugee and resettlement schemes (Lake ·Mburo Resettlement Scheme, ·Urichinga and

Nakivali Refugee Schemes); and,
• subsistence cattle keeping, cultivation, and fishing.

The first· three of these land uses resulted from government interventions .in land tenure and
allocation in the area.

North of the park lies the ARS, a large area (250 square miles)' comprising 5 square-mile
ranches held under 49-year government leases, most of which are now occupied by landless
pastoralist "squatters." West of the park lies the Chahi Forest Reserve, which is also home to
pastoralist "squatters," some of whom.carryout minimal. cultivation. The rest of the· study
area is occupied. by .pastoralists, mixed farmers, cultivators, and fishers. The importance of
pastoralism,. mixed farming,. and cultivation varies between the different EAs studied.

Despite its ~emi-arid nature, there is sufficient rainfall.(approximately 700 to 800 mm per
annum). for agriculture to persist in more favourable locations. Cultivators are thus
concentrated in the .v,alley bottoms. The steep hills and hilltops are mainly used by cattle
keepers for grazing. Fishing is carried out on Lake Mburo within the park,Lake Kachera, and
other lakes south ofLMNP..Most people engaged in the fishing industry are also cultivators
with farms. away from the· landing sites.
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Map 2. Population densities around LMNP
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4. VEGETATION AND WilDLIFE

LMNP and its· environs lies .within the Lake Victoria catchment in a semi-arid rain shadow
area. An extensive wetland, which stretches for 40 to 50 .kilometres from. east to· west,
contains lakes, stretches of open water, and extensive areas of papyrus and typha grass
swamps. The entire wetland is fed by the Ruizi River which rises in hills to the northwest.

Due to climate, topography, and soils, there is a ftagmenteddistribution of diverse habitats
which has given rise to a rich mosaic of vegetation ~ommunities. The presence of a
permanent water source·ina dry area surrounded by moister, more heavily settled areas to the
east and west, and the wide diversity of habitat types create.a ·.system of great biodiversity.
The area is the most biologically diverse savannah ecosystem in Uganda, justifying the need
for its protection (GAP Consult 1993).

The vegetation in and around LMNP contains a mixture of savannah grasslands and acacia
woodlands, described .as modified acacia savannah grassland (Hoag, Clements, .. and Monday
1991). The grasslands are dotted with trees and euphorbiasandinterspersed by tracts of open
woodlands and thickets,. the latter being associated with .termite mounds and "kopjes." Bare
patches are common .. as a result of overgrazing and frequent burning which is also believed to
have resulted in the spread of ·the fire-resistant and unpalatable blue lemon grass
(Cymbopogon nardus) which covers extensive areas north of the park. Overgrazed areas
have also been colonised by Acacia hockii trees.

The Chahi Forest Reserve in the·west is less than half covered with forest. This is a plantation
forest of eucalyptus .trees .and a few patches of pine trees. The reserve area ·has·been heavily
invaded bypastoralists and.cultivators.

5. ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

Apart from .the main Kampala-Masaka-Mbarara road· north- of the park and the Mbarara
Bukangaroad to the west and southwest of the park, the area surrounding the park has a
very underdeveloped road . infrastructure. Where roads exist, they are just tracks, often
heavily eroded with gullies and almost impassable. The two roads leading to LMNP from the
main highway were difficult to drive at the time ofthe survey but have since been improved.

c. HISTORY Of THE PARK

The area· presently covered by LMNP was formerly a. traditional grazing.and. hunting ground
reserved for the· kings.of Ankole in the 18008. It formed parlof the cattle ··corridor stretching
from Tanzania to Karamoja· and was primarily utilised by Bahima pastoralists.The great
rinderpest epidemics of the 1880s and 19008 had a particularly severe effect on the Bahima
communities, decimating their cattle and causing starvation,as .. the .Bahima depended almost
exclusively on milk. These epidemics.were· followed by plague and small· pox which killed .off
many ofthe already weakened people (Kalekyezi 1982).

The· reduced levels of grazing and burning in the area resulted in increased vegetation.growth
which enabled the tsetse.fly to· expand into areas north ofLake Mburo in.the 1930s, bringing
nagana and sleeping sickness. The ·tsetse fly invasion greatly reduced the populations of
people and livestock, which allowed increases in the wildlife populations (Langlands 1971).
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The primary· economic activity in the area was pastoralism. Cultivation was practised in 15%
ofthereservewbilegrazing was undertaken on 84% oftbe land (Kalekyezi 1982). -This may
have contributed to the large wildlife populations since the Babima pastoralists shun game
meat. Overgrazing·by cattle, which .led to extensive encroachment in the· area by acacia bush,
favoured browsers like impala and eland. The swamp edgesonthesouthem edgesofLMNP,
which were an ideal habitat for the buffalo, were avoided by pastoralists· because of
mosquitoes and tsetse flies. Traditional beliefs, for example the taboo .. on killing eland and
zebra,further helped·protect certain wildlife species.

In 1964, an area of about 650km2 was declared the Lake Mburo Game Reserve. At that time,
241 families. were recognised as being settled in the area and were given· resident p.ermits in
accordance with the Uganda Game Act of1964. In 1966,30 square miles were excised from
the reserve for the Nshaara Cross Breeding Ranch. During the 1971~80 political crisis in
Uganda the reserve was heavily encroached bypastoralists, since law enforcement was either
weak or nonexistent,and 63km2 was excised from the reserve and allocated as ranches.
Carnivores, especiallylions,were killed by the Bahima pastoralists and ranchers through the
poisoning of carcasses and shooting.

All of these factors led to concerns over the status of the game reserve. These concerns and
the still··significant wildlife .. populations were used to justify the creation ofLMNP which was
gazetted in 1983. The legitimate residents of the game reserve· were evicted, along with
everyone else, without any compensation. People who had long held protective feelings for
the wildlife felt betrayed and began to question whether wildlife was more important· than
themselves. Their bitterness increased when some of the cattle rancherswnohad cqme in 14
years after the reserve had been gazetted were· not evicted.

The creation..of·the park caused a ·high level of local resistance. No attempt. was· made to
work with the local people and none of, the people evicted were compensated in anyway or
given a.lternative land .on which· to settle. ,The consequence was that the park became
surrounded by a· hostile local population. Partisan politics played a role in convincing these
people that they had been evicted from their land as a punishment for not supporting the then
ruling political party.

Three years .later, when the UgandaPeople's Congress government was toppled in a military
coup, the local people seized the opportunity to express their resentment of the park. In the
political turmoil and .administrative vacuum that followed,. some of the original inhabitants
moved back into the area along with hundreds of newpastoralists and cultivators. Cattle
numbers rose rapidly and by 1986 the park was fully occupied.

When the National Resistance Movement government took over in 1986, theLMNP Task
Force was created to. suggest how to. resolve the issues surrounding the park's creation. One
of the recommendations of the task force was that 390km2 0f the Park, approximately 60%
of its .area, shouldbedegazetted leaving only 260km2 as national. park. Part ofthis land was
used to resettle refugees from the war tom Luwero District.··The substantial reduction in the
park's· size· strengthened people's hopes that. further pressure might. force the government to
degazette the entire park.
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II. METHODOLOGY

This chapter will briefly discuss the methods used in this study. These include the preparatory
method, namely the Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and the questionnaire design; the sampling
method· and .field work, ·which ·includes the survey team selection and training; and a
description··of field research methods.

A. RAPID RURAL ApPRAISAL

As a preliminary to this more detailed study, an RRA was conducted in·. the communities
living in and· around the park. The purpose of the RRA was to gain a general understanding
of the neighbouring communities, the main issues concerning the park' srelationship with
these communities, and any factors over which there' was confusion and lack of
understanding.

The main objectives oftheRRA were to:

• investigate the'socioeconomy ofthe communities living in and around LMNP;
• identify trends in .human settlement in and around LMNP and ·the effects of government

policy on human settlement in the' area;
• examine the pattern of resource us~ by the communities and attitudes towards natural

resources;
• identify the problems and needs 'of the communities in and aroun~d. LMNP .with special

emphasis onthe costs borne by the people of the establishment ofthe park;
• examine the attitudes of local communities towardsLMNP and identify factors affecting

attitude formation;
• investigate the extent to which socioeconomic activities are affected by LMNP and how

this affects people' s attitudes towards the park; and,
• identify key issues' and problems to aid in the design of a detailed questionnaire for the

later socioeconomic survey.

A report on the results of the. RRA was presented earlier (Infield and ·,·Naamara 1991). In
summary, three basic economies were identified: pastoralism, subsistence fanning, and
fishing. There was some degree of mixing of cattle keeping and agriculture. The most
important problems perceived by the communities· interviewed were the damage to crops by
bush pigs believed to, come from the. park and the shortage.of permanent water sources for
cattle watering during the dry season. Both .. of these~ problems led to strained relations
between local people and the park authorities, .. especially· the latter, as significant.permanent
water sources are located within the park. Communication between the park·, authorities· and
the local communities was perceived by these communities as being very poor. Very little
understanding of the importance of conservation or the dangers of environmental degradation
was evident. Soil erosion, which is widespread in· the area .surveyed, ... caused, little if· any
concern among. the communities which had suffered from great uncertainty over their land

/ tenure position, partly as ·a result ofthe creation and then subsequent reduction in the size of
the park.

B. QUESTIONNAIRE DeSIGN

The results .. ofthe RRA enabled the project·to design a detailed questionnaire which targeted
issues and questions raised /by the RRA. The questionnaire was carefully reviewed and the
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wording, ·intent, and implications of each question discussed in detail. A series.·. of questions
was formulated to cover the, main fields ofinterest.

The questionnaire was· field. tested· in one village (Rwamubuku) .near LMNP to ·determine ·its
effectiveness. Questions that proved not to elicit the desired information. were·· changed,
others were.discarded. ,The .order .of presentation of th~ questions was also altered where it
was felt appropriate. Further pre:..coding.of the questionnaire was possible from· the range of
responses~obtainedduring the pilot sUlVey.

I

The· questionnaire was translated·· from. English to Runyankole, the local language. The ,social
scientist employed by the project then translated it back~to English to make sure the questions
still carried the same'meanings as the first English version~ The Runyankole version was used
in: the field. A set of detailed instructions was written to enable easy use of the questionnaire
by the enumerators in the field.

The questionnaire was designed· to collect three types ofdata:

• biographical·dataincluding.·demographic data on households, social and. geographical
background' of household andlor individuals, socioeconomic data which included
landownership, land tenure~ and main economic activities;

• respondents' knowledge and attitudes to natural resourcecon~ervation specifically .soil
and pastures; and, '

• attitudes towards and knowledgeofLMNP'and the idea of conservation in ,general.

The formal questionnaire, interview was 'administered to heads .of randomly selected
households.

C. SA·MPlING METHOD

Ten socioeconomic ,survey EAs were usedaround"thepark. Their locations are shown·in map
4. The survey used the same EAs as were used in the 1991 Uganda National Pop~lation and
Housing Census. SurveyEAswere identified from parishes which lie wit)Hn an approximate
distance of 10 kilometres· from the park boundary.. Distances were approximated from census·'.
maps.

,Based on the information (obtained in the RRA exercise, ten EAs were selected for the
survey. A random. sample, proporti'9nal to size, was taken from census data to se~ect eight
EAs·. for the study. Two additional communities were ·selected with bias because I of their
unique characteristics:.Rwonyo. Fish Landing village (EA t) was·· sampled specifically because
of its location withinLMNP, and Rukukuuru 'fish landing village (EA'6) was selected to
ensure .that people involved in the fishing industry were represented effectively in the data as
a distinct strata in the population.

A list of all household heads in eacQ. EA was obtained from.tbe Resistance Committee I (RC)
Chairperson. A seQond random sample of households within. the· selected BAs. yielded·the 30
households desired for interviewing.
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D. SURVEY TEAM SELECTION AND TRAINING
(

The survey· team consisted of a· research assistant (survey team.leader) .and four enumerators,
three men and one woman. Theertumerators had previous·.experiences as enumerators. from
the population census. The enumerators were supervised by the team leader who was
responsible, for ensuring., ~that the correct households were interviewed and that aU
questionnaires were consistent and complete. The team. 'leader was also responsible for
coordinating with local,·leaders and for collecting incidental'data'through, informal interviews
with key informants.

E. FIELD RESEARCH METHODS

The field research activity was broken into two components. The first "was a ,formal
questionnaire interview administered to the household heads or most senior member of the
household· 'present. This was supported by an informal'data collection method involving
cinformal interviews of key· informants which included elders, 'leaders, and other prominent
members of the community;.

F. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE SURVEY

In social research it is difficult.to gain the trust of the community in which research is carried
out. Inevitably, suspicion arises concerning the reason for the survey and the use to which the
collected data will be put. This was particularly the case in the areas around LMNPgiven the
history of the Park's formation and the eff~cts it has had on the surrounding communities.
The mere sighting of the vehicle used in the survey, which had the LMCCP .logo, sent news'
around the village that· the "park people are around." This may have resulted ·in general
reluctance, to give genuine opinions about the park. There seemed to bean automatic
assumption that the ,.team supported the existence of the park. ·and ·the concept of
conservation. Thus, questions dealing with these issues may have received more positive

- answers than were, actually felt. Comments made by members of the communities during
informal discussions with individuals of the team sometimes contradicted the attitudes of the
community···indicated .during the formal questionnaire interviews.

The time available for the survey (3 months) ccoupledwith the size of the study area.meant
that 9nly about five days were spent in each EA. This was not sufficient time, to, build a
relationship of trust between the team and the community., ,The resulting suspicion· at times
brought forth a lot of "no responses" and "don't knows" to questions, especially for those
questions related to issues concerning the park. In. the later analyses "don't know" or "no
response" ,could thus imply genuine ignorance" indecision, unpreparedness, or fear.

G. DATA ANALYSIS

Following field work, the questionnaires were examined and the most frequently occurring
responses were listed. A detailed code sheet was then drawn up for use in data entry.
Following data entry, a printout of the raw data was checked· against ,the original
questionnaires, and any,errorsmade during coding and ,data entry were corrected. ,The coded
responses were then compressed by joining similar responses and by cancelling variables that
failed to provide useful information. Frequency distributions were then calculated to identify
the critical variables' for later cross 'tabulation analysis.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF EAs
The following EA area profiles are derived from an informal data collection exercise carried
out in all the EAs by' the team leader while the enumerators were catrying .out the formal
questionnaire' survey. ·Informal interviews with community leaders, teachers, elders, ·etc. 'were .
conducted to gatherinfonnation which could be useful in checking the validity of
questionnaire data and, to' assist in the interpretation of the formal· data.

The term village historically was the lowest level administrative ~nit (district, county,
subcounty, parish, and.village). For this· report "village" refers" to an RC1 community. RCs
are the grass-roots political organisations which presently exist in Uganda. The RC1 is the
lowest,level of this system and normally comprises about 100 households. RCIs were used in
most·cases as the basic enumeration unit during the 1990 population census., The term village
is used to indicate that the community surveyed is the smallest recognised social grouping
above the household. It· does not indicate a collection ofhouses or a trading centre, though in
some cases such as the fish landings, this is the case. In other cases, the village might bea
large expanse of rangeland with a low density ofpastoralist families settled within that area.

A. RWONVOFISH LANDING

The survey data from the Rwonyo Fish Landing should be viewed as exceptional not only
because of its special. characteristics as a work camp .and fish landing 'but also because of its
location inside 'the park and the subsequent degree of control the park .exercises over its
inhabitants.

The Rwonyo Fish Landing is located on the northern shores of Lake Mburo and lies within
the.park about 0.5 kilometres from the present park headquarters.' The Rwonyo Fish Landing
was established in 1986 in response to a decision taken by the Lake .Mburo Task Force that
fishing on the lake should be permitted but no fishing villages would be permitted in the park.
Hunting had been going on until then, and the fishers had been. practising. illegal. fishing
methods' using small"mesh nets in great numbers. Fishers were collected by .th~Wafden-in

Charge from fishing villages at several sites within the park. A.site close tO,park headquarters
was chosen for .easier control over the fishing activity' and the community.· The people who
presently form the fishing community come from' the neighbouring counties of Bukanga,
Isingiro, Kashari,and Nyabushozi in Mbarara District and from Rakai District.

The landing site is more of a working camp than a village because people come here to work
and frequently return to their ,home areas. The park strictly controls residence at the landing
and prohibits wives and families. (Thus, only eight women reside at the fish landing.) There
are different groups of people within the community. Fishers hold,thefishing license and
generally own the boats and the nets. Barias are workers who actually perform. the fishing.
There are also fish-smokers and labourers who carry fish from the boats to the cleaning spots
and smoking shades and who clean and smoke the fish. Traders who purchase. the fish and
supply the .community', with commodities sometimes stay overnight. A shopkeeper, his
assistants, and a woman who runs the restaurant also reside at the fish landing.

There are .33 structures laid out Qn· a plan determined by the park authorities, including a
restaurant, a' bar, and a shop. The buildings are simple mud and wattle, .·grass-thatched
structures·generaUy·built and owned by the fish license holders. The fish landing has 10.fish
smoking shades and· five pit latrines.
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Fishing is the main·· economic activity at the fish landing,resulting in alargelycashbas~d

rather thaft subsistence society. Other economic activities have sprungup··asservices to the
people involved in the fishing· industry. Two or three people have been authorised to collect
firewood from particular areas in the park and sell it to the camp population. The daily needs
ofthe fishers,barias,and smokers are catered for by a shop, bar, and restaurant. As these· are
the only activities which .have been authorised by the park authorities, they· have acquired ·a
monopoly and .are used not only by the fishing community but·alsoby.··the pastoralists living in
neighbouring areas inside the park and the park staff

The village is reached by a murramroad(in poor ,condition at the time of the survey) leading
from the main Mbarara-Lyantonde road through the National Park· via the park headquarters
and tourist camp. During the rainy season the road can only be used by· four-wheel drive
vehicles ·or·bicycles. The uncertainty of road transport has meant. that most fish is smoked
before sale··and· is transported to market by bicycle. The·shopkeeperownsa car which he·uses
to transport .his merchandise to ·the landing site and' to transport· fish to ·Lyantonde and
Mbarara, but this·breaks down often.

The situation was worse before the park improved the roads. During the rainy seasons even
bicycles could not ·always pass, and the fish had no market. The road improvements· have
eased the situation, but transporting the fish, for which there is always a ready. market,
remains difficult.

When the Rwonyo Fish. Landing was established in 1986 there .were approximately 600 boats
on Lake Mburo. At that time the village was under the control of park management. The
number of boats w~s drastically reduced to 45 by park administration. When the Fisheries
Department began to control the fishing in 1988 the number of boats was increased to 52.
The number of boats was reduced again in 1991 to 50. Eighteen ofthese boats belong to and
are operated by the park staff

The. fish landing is monitored and controlled by a Fish Guard employed by the Fisheries
Department. The people .who stay ··at the fish landing must· paya. ~'campingfee"ofUSh2,000
per month to the park· authorities and fishers must.· also. purchase a fishing license from the
Fisheries Department. Those who operate park staff canoes pay UShl,OOO and have been
officially.·exempted from· paying for licenses.

The community at the Rwonyo Fish Landing falls under the authority of the park (and so
must abide by its rules) but also falls under the Fisheries Department. The community resents
this fact, believingtha~ it is unfair to have to "serve, two masters." The· park's attempts to
control'the population by not allowing wives and families ·is resented as is the payment of
"camping fee," both ofwhich helps to limit the population.

The· park authorities ·are ·limiting ·the social infrastructure to discourage immigration.
Sanitation at the fish landing is poor. There are no h~al~h facilities and people have to go to
Mbarara, Lyantonde,or Sanga for medical treatment. Some of the men sleep under fish
smoking covers since housing is insufficient.

Nets are set and brought·to the landing site .daily. The average catch varies .greatly with the
season. During the dry season it may be as high as 500 fish, while during the rainy season
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I fewer than 100 fisnare caught daily. Fresh fish was valuedatUSh20/= each at the time of the
surveyandsmokedfisnatUSh25-30/= each.

AsmentioDed, the majority of fish are smoked because of transport difficulties. The smokers'
coversccan"hold up to 2,500 ,fish per batch, though generally only,between, 500 and 1,000 are
smoked at'a time. Each'smoker smokes a batch offish most days of the week. ,In periods of
larger catches they ,may' need to smoke two batches a day, so they work overnight. 'The
smoker purchases the fish and pays his assistants and the firewood seller only after he has
sold the fish ,and deducted his profit. Each smoker purchases fish from about four fishers per
day.

Only vel)' insignificant .amounts of fresh fish are sold to the people in the village, mainly for
home consumption. On Saturdays all the catch is taken across the lake to the weekly market
at Rubare in IsingiroCounty where it is exchanged for food supplies for the week. 'The ,food
is shared between fishers and baria~ and sometimes their assistants.

A variety offish are caught from the lake. Oreochromis spp. (ngege) of very s~all size are
the main fish caught by nets followed by Haplochromis spp. (nkegye). 'Protbpter1fs
aethiopicus (mamba) 'and ClariasMozambicus (male) are caught in small quantities, mainly
by hook$.AlI the fish is smoked except Haplochromis spp. which are sun dried. Only
Oreochron'tisspp. and Haplochromisspp. are sold in, outside markets, while ,Protopterus
aethiopictts and Clarias mozambicus are consumed' locally by the fishers themselves or sold
,to consumers around the site. -

A decline 'in the.fish,catch from Lake Mburo has not been perceived as a persistent problem.
Only a seasonal variation is recognised. In the wet season, the increased levels of water
stimulate fish to leavethe lakesto breed in the( adjacent swamps. When the water level comes
down, the fish return to the lake. , f-

The main problems perceived by the fish landing residents are connected with the location of
the site inside the park and the subsequent park laws which they consider too harsh. The
fishers' and their, workers do not 'like the fact that they are not allowed to bring their families
to the fish landing. They would like to have better health facilities and other infrastructure.
The community wishes'tobe allowed to collect,firewoodfreely since they, consider the cost \
ofpurchasing it to be too 'high. They also feel that the camping fee is too high.

Net thefts are common, and their replacement is not easy since they are expensive. Such theft
often leads to a halt in fishing activity for the victim.

The attitudes of the community towards conservation and the park was difficult to determine.
While most -of th,e attitudes given were po.sitive, it was, felt that the people were too cautious
to· reveal their true attitudes. Understandably, because the fish'landing is.under the control of
the park authorities, people were afraid to give negative attitudes, believingthat suchcandour
could endanger their position.

The ""wor~-camp"nature of the RwonyoFish 'Landing caused problems' in data,'collection. It
was difficult to define a household since structur'es are 'occupied by workers who' sometimes
don't even share food. They are present for a number of days to. earn cash but return to their
homes to do other, seasonal activities such as, cultivation. Thus the number of people at the
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fish .landing depends on the season., There are more people in the dry season when the fish
catch is high and there isn't intensive agricultural activity in home areas. During the rainy
season the population is low: the fish· catch is low and 'there is intensive agricultural activity at
home. . I

The information collected combines data from the home area and the fish la~ding.

Information related to household 'origin,development, household economy, conservation, and
resource·use at' the fish landing was mixed. with infQrmation about cultivation, livestock, soil
fertility, 'and .soil·conservation from'the home areas. No cultivation or keeping of livestock is
permitted at the fish landing. At the time ofthe survey, many of the people were away for end
ofyear holidays.

B. AKAKUVllLAGE--KANYARYERU ReSETTLEMENT SCHEME

Akaku'village is one.of four 'villages which made up the Kanyaryeru Resettlement .Scheme. at
the time of the survey. (Currently, there are five villages.) It .is located on the northwestern
boundary ofLMNP. The village is about 7 kilometres from the main Mbarara Road and is
accessed by a rough murram track. The nearest trading centre, Biharwe, is about 13
kilometres away. The Resettlement Scheme has a primary'school (up to level five) which was
built with government help to educate the refugees'children but is presently in poor, shape.
Education for these children is free while the.children ofnon-refugees must pay. The resettled
people do not pay. taxes. Social.services offered by the scheme are based at the scheme
headquarters andinclude health and veterinary extension services.

The village, like the resettlement scheme as a whole, iscomp,osed.of ethnic Bahima and
Banyarwanda pastoralist refugees from the Luwero Triangle who were resettled in the area
(by the government) in 1986/87. These people had originally migrated to Luweroforty to
fifty years ago from Mpororo in southwestern Uganda, .following· severe losses oftheir·herds.
They worked as ranch. hands, eventually rebuilding .their' cattle .herds and· regaining their
pastoralist status. During the 1980-85 civil war they again losttheir cattle, which were either
looted by the forces' of the Obote II government or given away as support· to "the National
Resistance Army. To assist these people and to show appreciation for their support during
the war,· the' National Resistance Movement governmentresettled·them on 30 square miles of
the 150 square miles which was degazetted from LMNP in 1986. v The settlement of
Kanyaryeruby the refugees' started in 1986 and continued until 1991.

However,forvariousreasons, the settlement exercise was not a smooth one." The .land,was
already occupied, some people having been resident even before LMNP was gazetted in 1983
(section I.C). ·These.people, who,··were mostly "Banyarwanda,'pastoralists plus 'a ·few Bakiga
farmers, were told to leave the area -in 1986 when ·the· scheme was established. The
government paid compensation calculated on the basis Qf the developments on the land.
However, the government· refused to compensate focthe land itself as it did not recognise the
traditional tenure under which .the land was held. Furthermore, the land was viewed as
governmentland, having·been a Game ReselVesince 1964. The evicted people claimthis was
unfair as they were unable to purchase an equivalent plot of land with their compensation
money.

Eviction was to follow immediately after compensatiQD, but there were .delays and the"new
occupants arrived before the others had vacated the land. The situation became tense, and
access to water became an important issue. The newcomers were prevented from using the
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personal wells of those to be evicted, even though the latter had been compensated for them
by the government. The situation eased when the government provided two valley dams.
UNICEF·also provided water.pumps, only two of which were'operational at·the time.ofthis,
survey. The .newco,mers .started' to hedge ,the land allocated to them,. effectively .denying
access to pasture for the cattle of the old occupants. Most of the original inhabitants were
still in the '.area··at· the· time of the survey because a livestock quarantine order banned' the
movement of cattle. There were persistent quarrels arising from crop.damage caused by cattle
as the arriving refugees were encouraged to adopt mixed farming practices.

Refugee families were allo~ated an average of 30 acres of land on which. they keep between
10 and 20 head of cattle. Only about one fifteenth ofth~ land' is cultivated, but the community
believes that they don't have enough land. This perception could be aggravated 'by the
continuing uncertainty over plot boundaries. However, it is likely that the expectation of
building up large herds .ofcattle is an important reason.

At the time. ofthe' survey' there were few signs that the refugees were utilising the land. The
only obviousdevelopme~t noticed was that the land had been hedged with acacia shrubs to
prevent communal grazing.. The refugees' cattle had been given to the ·community by the
government as compensation for those lost in the civil war or by wealthy members of the
pastoralistsociety. Iljs customary among these.people to assist unfortunate friends by giving
cattle to them. The small number of cattle owned has been •..·forcing people to undertake
agriculture, something that is resisted by the people but· encouraged by the management of
the resettlement scheme.

Although .most·of the refugees settled during the last two years on' land 'which· was actually
allocated in 1989/90, they have very small gardens. Eventhose who were allocated land with
established banana plantations have .failed to maintain them. The community' indicated that
lack of. progress to\Vards agricultural production .was because of uncertainty over land
allocation. They also implicate crop damage by wild pigs.' It would seem, however, that
people have. put little effort into trying to protect their crops. They want the government to
assist in ·this,for example, by providing money to' hire labour for· digging 'trenches/around
gardens.

The community has developed a dependent mentality and want everything done· for them.
Additionally, they believe that cultivation is below their status. People are more willing to
walk six kilometres and· spend hours queuing for food allocations. than to begin to cultivate
their' own food.

Woodcutting for charcoal production is being carried' out indiscriminately within the
resettlement scheme. Charcoal burners, who mainly come from outside the. 'area, are
suppose.dto uproot the acacia completely by. agreement with the. scheme's .management, .but
in fact have failed to do this effectively. There is concern that this will. produce an increase in
acacia scrub as the.· cut trees will coppice and thus reduce .pasture. The plot owners receive
little payment for the wood.compared to the profits made bythecharcoalbumers.

Whil~ the members'ofthe refugee community are being encouraged to become mixed farmers
they get very little income from crop sales. They have just started cultivation and the amount
of land under cultivation is still limited. At the time of the survey a livestock quarantine had
reduced the market price of cattle as the traders came directly to the owners to buy, thus
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reducing competition. Milk is sold mainly in the rainy season. Very little,if' anY,surplus is
produced in the dry .season and is used for home consumptio.n. Butter is produced and sold
weekly at the Biharwe andSanga markets or collected by traders from the homesteads.
Butter production is a major source ofincome for the women.

Large numbers of wild animals were seen and reported in the area, including impala, topi,
bush buck, vervet monkeys,guinea fowl, and many other birds. The pastoralist people do not
eat game meat and live with most wildlife without harming it. Even buffalo are found, though
these are feared and·are believed to bring ticks and diseases· which· attack the cattle.

Attitudes towardsLMNPwere generally negative, often·because.of crop damage caused· by
,wildlife. This is not surprising as this village is on the park boundary. It does not mean,
however, that. the people .were anti-conservation. The land issue was also a ·factor in people's
negative attitude towards the park, since they believe that the park has taken all· the best land.
(It is impCHtant to note that the ·pastoralistculture could·. further the conservation of wildlife,
as the people are traditionally non-game meat eaters.)

The Kanyaryeru Resettlement Scheme is a very important neighbour of the park. The
people's favoured economic activity of cattle rearing could have a pronounced negative
impact on the park and· wildlife in· the area if cattle numbers increase. For. example, it is ·said
that the sustainable stocking level (SSL) factor was overlooked by the project implementers.
The recommended head of cattle of· 40 per ··family appears· to be very high for the .land
capacity. ·.Each family could easily attain this number in a relatively short period of time in
Ankole which would add up to 28,000 head of cattle for a total scheme area of about
8,000na, implying less tnanO.3halanimal (assuming all land is devoted to cattle grazing,
which is unlikely). The recommended stocking levels for this area should be 1.2halanimal
(Mugerwa 1988, citedinGAF Consult 1993).

c. RWAKOBO VILLAGE

RwakoboRC1 is located in Block 1 and 3 of the NshaaraGovemment Crossbreeding Ranch,~

within Nombe·Parish of Sanga Subcounty. The village lies adjacent the .Mbarara-Masaka road
and ·occupies the land between the main road and the northeastem park boundary.

The village is divided into three parts by a seasonal swamp which runs through its midst. The
northern part of the village (Block 1 ofNshaara Dairy Crossbreeding Ranch) lies next to the
main road. The southern part (Block 3 of Nshaara .Ranch) lies on the ·park boundary. ·The
third part· of the village lies·in the .east. The westem area is· covered by the semi-permanent
Kizimbe Swamp.

The· northern part of the village is occupied primarily by .refugees of the Kanyaryeru
Resettlement Scheme. They arrived about five months before this survey took place and were
settled there because there was insufficient land in Kanyaryeru for all the refugee families.
There were also some households who occupied the area between 1979 and ·1984 and claim
to· have been displaced by the ···1979 Uganda-Tanzania war. It seems,however, that··.most of
these households are· actually Rwandese refugees who "escaped" from the.refugeecamps in
Isingiro and Bukanga Counties south ofthe park. While it is true that some came as·a result "
ofthe war, others came looking for pastures since the refugee camps could notoffer~enough

grazing land. They took. advantage of the political and civil turmoil to occupy the apparently
free government land as the ranches were falling apart.
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The southern· part of the village is occupied by Bahima pastoralists who ·came from other
parts of Mbarara, Rukungiri, and Bushenyi Districts to occupy "free" government land. The
collapse of the management of Nshaara GovemmentRanch following the 1919 war and the
breakdown of civil law and order enabled people to encroach on the,·ranch. MQreand more
Bahima have steadily ·entered the area since then, .gaining· access· to the land by bribing ··the
poorly paid ranch managers and ·government employees with cash or cattle. In 1986,
following the establishment 'of the National Resistance Movement, the government issued a
declarationthat"squatters"on government land, including the ranches and the national park,
should stay. where they were until land was allocated to them. This not only gave those
already settled some degree of security and legitimacy without continuing to· pay bribes, but it
also encouraged further .immigration.

Thepopul'ation.figures for this parish from the last three government censuses show·a steady
increase in numbers. The figures for the parish are 647, 2,154, and 4,826 for the 1969,1980,
and· 1991 censuses, respectively. This seems.to reflect two waves of "squatter" settlement on
both the government and private ranches. During and after the 1979 war many households
were ~isplaced from· Isingiroand .Bukanga Counties and the satrie seemed, to happen·during
the 1980-86 civil war.

The 1991 population census listed 112 households in Rwakobo ReI; however, the survey
was given a list of only 14 households by the RCI Chairperson. This difference could be a
result of many· factors. ,There was .clearly tension between ·the longer established largely
Banyarwanda refugees and the recently arrived Bahima .. refugees from the Kanyaryeru
Resettlement Scheme. TheRC1 Chairperson was uncooperative and may have been trying to
downplay the new Bahima population, as he was a member ·of the older Banyarwanda
populatio·n. It was~lso indicated that some of the original.Banyarwanda "squatters" had
decided to leave, .believing that the land· would be made· into an extension of the"Kanyaryeru
Resettlement Scheme. Government has indicated thatthe first "squatters," the· Banyarwanda
refugees, are. ·to be moved from the Block I part of Rwakobo to create space for the
Kanyaryeru refugees. Not. surprisingly, this has .created considerable bad feeling between the
two groups.

The pastoralists are naturally unstable. in' their settlement, traditionally moving from area· to
area with their herds. The survey took place during an .extended dry season, ·.and ·many
households may have moved out of the· area in· search ofwater and ·pasture, most .likely. onto
the private ranches and the national park.

Members of the original refugee community do not own land. The Kanyaryerurefugees,
however, have been promised to be allocated land. Until these· individual· plots are identified
and allocated the settlers are only allowed to· graze cattle ·and plant seasonal crops such as
maize, beans, cassava, and sweet potatoes around their homesteads.

There are no land disputes between individual squatters since no one ·owns land. The only
disputes reported are tho~e with the private ranchers and the national park authorities. In the
dry· season. the pastoralists are forced by lack of standing water in .the area· to move to the
private ranches and the national park in search of water and fresh pastures, and they run into
conflicts in both areas. When the "squatters" enter the private ranches they are moved on by
the ran.chers with the support of government security officers working with thee Local
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Defeace·Umts..This pushes.them· into the park where they encounter further'.harassmeat·· from
~the park-authorities. Thepastoralists thus deeply resent both the ranchers and ~MNP.

Despite these problems the cattle keepers earnestly s~y. they have no choice as water quickly
runs . out in the dry season. Lake Mburo, -the most sure source of water, is about ·20
kilometres away and within the park.

The most important ecoaomic activity ia this ,area is cattle .keeping, with most· families beiag
almost totally dependent on cattle and milk products for their income. ~ost of the people
interviewed reported owning between 20 and 40 head ofcattly but judging from the number
of cattle seen in the area, .and from observation of the amount of butter·· being 'sold, it was
apparent that larger.numbers are actually owned than respondents were willing toaarmt..One,
likely reason for this could have been the miscoaceptionsattached to the' aims of the survey.
Maay of the people interviewed thought that the survey had come to identify aad penalise
people· who" graze ia thepark,despite efforts made to .. explaia .its true~ aims. There- is also a
belief that I. Muhima~cattle keeper should never give the exact number of his cattle. Goat aad
sheeprearing.is very limited. The number of goats per households 'for those who ownedthem
range between 4-10 head.

Grazing takes place mainly on the government· ranches during the wet' season and part of the
dry season.. Cattle numbers' seem to be very high' and .environmental damage caused by
overgrazing is evident. Herdsmen ·seem to have .little interest .in protecting' the' pastures since
it is not theirla.nd. Cattle stocking rates are out of control since everybody is trying to get as
much us'e as possible from the government land.

Cattle.are. normally sold in the nearby markets· of Sanga and Rwabarata, but the quarantine on
livestock, which was in effect at the time of the survey, meant that traders came to the village
to purchase th~m.

Milk '. sales .are limited since few people can transport milk. to the collecting centre about 8
kilometres away at Sanga. Milk sales are generally only made during the wet season since the
low production' in the .dry season is needed to satisfy .·householdconsumption. /During the
rainy.season excess milk is.processed into'butter by women. Ghee·isrelatively easy to· market
since the 8.reais adjacent to" the main road which permits it -to be sold directly to travellers.
Some traders come to the village to purchase it. Butter is the most important source of
income for the,women in this area.

Petty trading in food, local brew, and household commodities is an important activity,
especially.food trading, as the people don't grow their ()wn food and are totally dependent on
milk and purchased ·food. All food-and local brew originates.·from.outside the parish, making
them very.expensive. Traders are, making huge profits from·this ready market.

r'

The reaso~given for the lack ofeffo~ in agricultural production. is that bush pigs destroy
crops. The lack of security of tenure on .Iand and fear 'of being shifted at any. time also
discourages investment oftime and money in clearingfi~lds.The people'arenot permitted to
cultivate perennial'crops such as' bananas, which is the. region's most commonly cultivated
crop.

The main problems perceived by people here are directly related to"their'way of living. These
are lack ofwater. and pastures in the dry season, low prices for cattle (particularly(during the
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current quarantine period), .and the high cost of acaricides. People believe that wildlife from
the park spreads i diseases. which··attack .. their cattle. During the survey. there was a. general
problem offood shortages caused by the·severe drought.

Soil erosion is clearly evident on the hills in the area and seems.likely to become severe in the
near future. The .people, however, do not see it as a problem. Since there is ··no authority
controlling access or with the power to. limit cattle numbers, the~ area· faces serious
environmental degradation in the future. The. area is very dry· and pastures quickly
deteriorate. No burning was apparent and people said this was because there was no pasture
left to bum and that the government prohibits it. The area, however, still holds considerable
tree cover and no extensive tree cutting was observed. The people need very little wood to
build their simple huts. and they cook only occasionally. .

The lack of secure .land tenure· is perceived as the main· factor hindering development· in this
parish and enhancing ·environmental degradation. This is aggravated by an over-dependence
on a pastoral economy. This has led to problems between the people and LMNP. No
development p~ojects were observed here. People have to go'to Sanga, Lyantonde, or
Mbarara for health services. The only government extension workers were reported to be
from the·Veterinary Department, but even these are based at Sanga Subcounty Headquarters.

The relationship between this community and the national park authorities is strained, mainly
because of their· pastoral nature. The people believe that· they cannot do without resources
from the park,especially water and pasture. They resent the· fact that while wildlife grazes
freely outside the park, bringing ticks and diseases which attack their cattle, consuming their
water and salt, the people are not free to graze and water their cattle in the park. They do not
see the park's value since it only symbolises inaccessibility to water and pastures. Believing
that tlley do. no harm to wildlife· since they do not hunt or eat game· meat, they feel that. they
should be allowed .free. access to the. park and its resources. They believe that.Uganda has too
many·natienal parks· and that LMNP is not necessary..At·the. same time, the peeple say·they
strongly favour coexistence with wildlife (which they already practice outside the park).
Many zebra, impala,. topi, and birds were· s,een around the area, while hippos and buffalo were
also reported to exist in the area.

D. BUNUSYA ANORuKIRI VILLAGES

This EA islocatedwestofLMNP aboutS kilometres from the park boundary in Rwemigyina
Parish, Kakiika Subcounty, Kasharicounty. Access to the village is by a rough road leading
from the main Mbarara-Masaka road, a distance of ahout5kilometres. Between the village
and the park lies the Chahi··Forest Reserve. ~

The area surveyed can be. divided into three areas or villages... The people who first settled this
area.camein·the 1~50sfrom other parts ofwestem Uganda,mainly pushed by land shortage.
These Banyankole-Beirucultivators settled inBunutsya,on the fertile hill slopes. Some of
these people have acquired cattle and· are thus now mixed farmers.

Bakiga farmers from Kabale and Rukungiri Districts·entered the area later, also prompted by
population pressure..They settled· in the ·Iess .fertile hills· called Rukiri, which in··the local
language means "infertile rock." This group predominantly comprises cultivators.
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The third group of settlers to enter the area are the more recently arrived Banyarwanda
pastoralists,·with some Bahima pastoralists. These people mainly moved from·the LMNP area
in 198Jwhen the park was.gazetted, though, others arrived in 1986 when they were moved
out· of the area .reserved for .the Kanyaryeru Resettlement Scheme. These people say their
origins are in Mpororo, Bushenyi District and 'that they moved to Ankole in search of ,
pastures. They are living in the forest reserve which they found suitable because it is
govemment·land and ·near the Ruizi River, a reliable source ofwater.

.
The 1969 National Census. reported the population figures for Rwemigyina Parish to be 1,882
while the 1980 census figure is 3,233. The population had risen to 5,499 in 70 households by
1990. However, the lists ·ofhouseholds given by the RC1Chairperson during· the survey was
64. The difference of six. households can probably be'attributed to the unstable nature of the
pastoralistpopulation in the forest. reserve.. The rise in population figures of approximately
58% between the ·censuses .can ·be ·a.ccounted ~for by ·the waves o~·immigration to the·, area
described above. The presence of an army camp and forest reserve workers may also have
contributed to these increases.

The Banyankole cultivators and mixed farmers occupy the· lower ·slopes.. The soils here are
fert~le and a·,wide range of crops are grown including tomatoes, onions, cabbages, passion
fruit, Irish·potatoes, bananas (matooke), and beans.····The proximity to several good· markets,
schools, an.d institutions, including the important markets of Mbarara Town' and the Biharwe _
roadsidemarkets,Umeans that·much of the produce is sold. It is easily transported 'by bicycle
and occasionally by vehicle.

There is generally ·areadymarket for the farm produce, unless there is overproduction (since
all the people plant similar crops). In such ,glut periods· the farmers have, to sell·at giveaway
prices since most of the produce is perishable. Most of the, successful farmers here ,. claim to
have earned ,their capital from growing tomatoes, though·· many have quit ,because of its
unreliable market. The Tomato Growers Society, which had assisted them, collapsed because
members were not cooperative.

It was observed that people are beginning to change to growing dry crops~ like .sorghum,
beans, peas" and'millet, which provides them with better' control over prices. Though some of
these people own livestock, cultivation is the dominant economic -activity. The capital
invested in livestock all originates from crop sales. The numbers of cattle owned by this
group are ,still generally low.

The Balciga cultivators occupy the hills where they also grow a wide variety of crops, a large
percentage of which they sell. The only problem they face is t4e inaccessibility of the hilly
area. Farmers have to··carry their produce down the valleys to where the 'vemcles stop.

Livestock products like, milk have a ready market in Mbarara, and selling cattle is easy since'it
is near town. Sometimes traders come to the villages for them.

Among"the problems facing the people in this area is the shortage of land. There are very
limited chances for individuals to acquire additionalland'since the area is surrounded by the
Chahi F.orest Reserve. The reserve occupies,the fertile·plains leaving the people the less fertile
hill slopes. People, are. not allowed to dig wells in the valleys because it is a, forest reserve.
Furthermore, there were attempts to prevent cattle passing through the' reserve·while moving
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to water at. the Ruizi·River because they damaged the trees being planted. While the Ruili
River is the. only permanent .source of water in the area, it unfortunately lies within the·forest
reserve.

An army, command post in. the. forest reserve area is believed by the people to be the source
of armed tobbery which is rampant in the area. Cattle theft is also common.

Crop damage is a serious ,problem in th~ area. Bush pigs and vervetmonkeys damage sweet
potatoes, cassava, millet, .ground nuts, .and maize. This leads to a smaller range or.crops being
grown and less land·.being cultivated since people try toguarantee·security oftheir·crops.by
cultivating only close .to the homestead. Some fanners attempt ·toovercome the..Iosses by
planting excess crops so·that some will survive the damage caused by the bush pigs.

It is not .easy to establish whether the wildlife which causes crop damage comes from LMNP
or the forest reserve. Some people argued that "all wildlife belongs to the park." Yet bush
pigs are resident there, and the area is far away from ·the park boundaries. People were
concerned that they are not allowed to hunt bush pigs inside park boundaries yet they believe
that explains why the pigs keep coming back to cause more damage.

This EA is· a considerable distance from the park and, therefore, does not experience much
direct effect from it. People used almost no resources from the park since most of the desired
resources can be found in the forest reserve, which is closer. The forest reserve acts as a
buffer between the park and the community. Some hunting was reported, especially by the
soldiers,but the extent· could not be ascertained.

Attitudes towards ·conservation and·the park were mixed. Those who held negative attitudes
towards the park did so because they believe bush pigs are property of the park...Theyfeel it
is the .duty..of the park to control wildlife either by shooting·· it ·or· fencing· it in. Other.people
believed that national parks are a waste of land which could ·be more· appropriately used for
grazing and cultivation.

Th~area .has an. environmental degradation problem which has resulted· in bare, eroding hills.
The very hilly nature of the area and the dry climate combined with "some degree of
overgrazing has resulted in severe .erosion in places. The·very steep hills·have. been grazed
bare in places and, since the cattle are grazed in the hilltops but watered on the Ruizi River,
prominent cattle tracks have. been formed and are serious sites of soil erosion. There is a
serious depletion. oftree cover by charcoal burners in·the .forest area, and the army uses one
ofthe hills as a target practice site, causing gully erosion.

The Forestry Department does not seem to have achieved much in improving the
environmental situation, .and the people themselves are making no·contribution since they.do
not consider .the land' to' be their own. The Forestry Department has concentrated its
reforestation .activi~ies in· the valleys, leaving the hills bare, but has proposed· that groups of
30 to 35'Iocal people could be alloca~edland on which to cultivate for a few seasons on
condition that they· plant trees at the same time.

E. RWEBISHEKYEIKANYARA AND MAIRO/RUGARAMA

This EA is comprised of two ReI cells, .. RwebishekyelKanyara and MairolRugarama. It is
located ·inNyabuhaama Parish, Rubaya Subcounty, Kashari County, about· 7 ~ kilometres
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northwest of the park. It is transected by the main Mbarara-Masaka· road, about 12
kilometres from Mbarara town. There are a good number ofschools. and.· private· clinics. in and
around BiJ\arwe Trading Centre which is near to the eastern boundary ofthe village.

Settlement in this area dates back to the 1940s when people migrated· fro·m the. densely
occupied parts of southwestern Uganda looking for land to cultivate. At· that time the area
was unoccupied, and the people simply settled on the freeland.

\ The population figures for this parish in the censuses of 1969, 1980, and 1991 are 3,022,
5,189, and 4,829, respectively. The population increase between 1969 and 1980 could have
resulted .from the rich cash economy based on agriculture. which became established in the
area. The population decrease between 1980 and ·1991·· is not clearly understood, but the most
likely explanation is the creation of LMNP in 1983 and the resultant eviction 'of many people
from neighbouring Rwenjeru Parish which was largely swallowed by the park.. Some ofthese
people did not return, even when the area was degazetted in 1986. People of this parish
therefore probably feared the park ~ould .extend the boundaries into this parish.

This .area has a strong· cash economy based on cultivation. Two factors were important for
this development: first, the soils are rich and give high yields per unit of land; second, the
location ensures a ready market for produce since the .. area lies along .a major road and is only
12 kilometres from Mbarara town. Travellers using the main KampalalMbarara road use the
daily road-side markets, while the large urban centre of Mbarara is largely supplied with its
food requirements from· this area. The weekly market at Biharwe Trading Centre,. which is
within 1 kilometres, is attended ·by. traders from allover Mbarara and·Rakai Districts who
purchase produce as well as bringing other items to sell. Thepastoralist communities in
NyabushoziCounty also purchase the majority oftheir food from this area.

This strength of the agricultural economy has led to considerable immigration of paid
labourers, who are employed by the landowners to work on.the farms. Some workers .remain
for several years before returning home. They rent r accommodations or are given room in
their employers' households.

Competition for land in the area is high, and some of the cultivators have borrowed or rented
land. Respondents were reluctant to give information about this, only willing to talk about the
land which they own. ·Where land is rented, payment is made in the form of produce.

The maincfops grown are those with high yields per unit area for which there is a ready
market ..·demand.. Tomatoes, cabbage, and Irish potatoes .·are particularly .important. The ·very
limited .Iand remaining for grazing livest~k is on the hilltops and steepsiopes where
cultivation .is difficult. Most of the people who own livestock are at the extreme .end of the
village towards the next parish where water is available.

Lack ofwater is a problem for both cultivators and mixed farmers. The· crops need constant
watering in the dry season,· and the wells quickly dry up. Livestock has to be moved about 1
kilometres to water in the next parish (Rushozi) where there is a valley dam.· There are no
communal·..·dams··in the area. Only one farmer owned·a. dam, and he has·fenced his .land since
he has enough land· for his cattle. There is only. one water pump in the area and a few hand
dug wells.
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The.. intensive' cultivation of the land and the high human population is causing some
environmental problems and makes it difficult for people to practice any form of effective
enviromnentllconservation. Bush fallowing is difficult because land is in short supply and is
leading to reduced yields. Some'peopleha:ve dug trenches in their banana plantations to
control 'runoff

There are 'signs ofe soil erosion on the ~vergrazed hills. Farmers who own thehins 'cannot
fence ,them because they are' 'grazed communally. Fencing land can lead to sanctions being
imposed on the owner by others. For example, cattle may be stopped from. passing through
other ,people's land"while going for .watering. There are very few people who" oWn both
grazing land and water.

,One of the hills is being extensively quarried for murramand gravel. It is bare and heavily
eroded. There are very few trees in the area since people say they can't afford to tie up what
little lang they have'in tree planting.

Most people seemed to hold positive attitudes tow~rds c~nservationandLMNP.The reason
for 'this is probably the considerable distance between the area and LMNP. There ,were,
however, occasional c~mplaints about bush pigs which ,people believe come from LMNP.
Some negative attitudes towards the park seemed to be the result 'ofthe severe land shortage
in'the area which made people view LMNP as a wasteof'land which could ,be used"more
effectively','by farmers.

Community organisations and development projects in the ,area concentrated' on the crop
economYPfomoting a collective effort in the production, or marketing' of crops~ There are
also community organisations which assist bereaved members when they lose family members

,-by providing ,material and financial help. The Aids Support Organisation (TASO) based in
Mbarara town has a project on health in the area and, has 'carried out a baseline survey on
AID'S "in ,the area.

F. RUKUKUURU FISH LANDING VILLAGE

Rukukuuru Fish Landing is located on the western shore of Lake Kachera' in Rurambira
Parish. The lake is the boundary between Mbarara and Rakai Districts. The fish landing lies
about 1, kilometres from the eastern, park boundary fiom which it,is separated-by the private
ranches of the ARS. Access to the fish landing is by a poorly maintained murram road with
deep gullies. As a consequence, bicycles are'the main form of transport used here. There are
no schools in or close to the fish landing and children have to stay with relatives in other
villages ifthey wish to attend school.

The fish landing was established in 1950 by a group of people who used traditional hand
made nets (kyapa mukono). In the 1960s, fishers and 'cultivators crossed the lake from Raka;i
District and settled here. rhe cultivators, however, gradually moved back.to Rakai because
of extensive crop damage by wildlife. In 1983, whenLMNP was gazetted, the fish landing
was closed. In 1986, when the park was reduced in size, thewestem shore of Lake Kachera
was, degazetted and people slowly returned to the fish,', landing. The ,majority of the people '
now residing at the fish."landing, .however, settled between 1990 ,and 1991, many of whom

'werenot'original residents but moved from other fish "landings' on_Lake Kachera. 'Although
RukukUuru, fish landing is growing at present" it is still much smaller than other fish landings
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on the lake. Rukukuuruand Nyanga fish landings are the only ones on the Mbarara side of
Lake Kachera.

Prior to the 1983 eviction, people had built semi-permanent structures with iron roofs and
cementedflo.ors. according to a specified Fisheries Department plan. At the time of this
survey, however, all-28- structures were either mud and wattle with papyrus or grass roofs
(25) or made entirely from grass (3). There were nine pit latrines and only-one-fish-smoking
shade.

The fish landing is under the control of the Fisheries Department and monitored -by a fish
guard who is responsible -for _enforcing the use of legal net-sizes and ,recording the daily fish
catch. The Fisheries Department sells fishing Jiqenses at USh400/= per year. Plot owners pay
USh10,000/= .to the Fisheries Department as rent for the plot~ There were 1-5 licensed- canoes
operating from the fish landing but-many canoes oross from Rwebiriba fish landing on the
eastern shore. The Fisheries Department authorises house building at the -s~te.Some people
build houses at the fish landing to rent them out to fish landing residents who -own-no houses.

Rukukuurufish landing falls under the Rukukuuru ReI Administration which also covers
residents and squatters on the private ranches. The fish landing has its own _chairperson. The
population of the fish landing is abo~t 50 men and 12 women. A significant number of these
are not directly -involved --in the fishing industry but provide-services. There are three --bar
owners, \two of whom are- -women, and three' shopkeepers, all men.- These are also -casual
labourers -who do work such as building and working as porters. During the day many
Bahima from the ranches visit the tjsh landing to drink at the bars and purchase foodstuffs
and essential commodities. Many people cross the lake to purchase goods from_ the fish
landing sites at the eastern shores since it takes only about 30 minutes -to cross the lake by
canoe.

~ Despite the -fish landing's role as a trading .centre, fishing is -the main economic activity -and
most-of the residents are either fishers or barias. Fishing iso-carried -out both day and night
using gill nets and hooks.

Several species of fish are caught. These include several species- of tilapia (Oreochromis spp.,
locally called enkooki, a name derived from the local name of the dominant ethnic group
around Lake Kachera, the Abakooki), which are the most important; African lungfish
(Protopterusaethiopicus, mamba) and catfish (Clariasmozambicus, male), which are mainly
caught-with hooks; Haplochromis -spp., nkegye;and a species of tilapia (Oreochromis
variabilus,kajansi) which was introduced by the KaJansiResearch Station.

Compared with the Rwonyo Fish Landing (described earlier),- the tilapia -caught here- are
much larger, though the number offish caught -tends -to be fewer. Fishers use the _method of
hitting the water surface with long sticks to drive fish into nets in an attempt to increase their
catch. Fish are soJd -- fresh from the fish landing because there is a ready market by bicycle
traders from Rakai, and the catch is small. All fish caught are readily sold except during the
rainy season when transport can be difficult. At such -times, the fish is- smoked and stored.
Firewood for smoking' is -cut on the neighbouring ranches.

The fish-landing community perceives-a number ofproblems. Uncertainty over the secuiity of
their -land appears to bea major problem hindering development. This is the result of the
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1983.·.·.evietions. People are not sure that the park .will not expand again and· evict them.
Several community members have begun the process ofdemandingland reallocation.

Another important problem is the .lack of a reliable means of transporting fish to market. The
most. convenient method is to transport fish by canoe.across .the Jake.· to RakaiDistrict where
there are good roads and transport to Lyantonde. However, this is uncertain since ·at times
floating vegetation seals off the fish landing for days at a time. This leaves only .the poor
direct foadaccess to Lyantonde which is only usable by bicycle.

Two other problems were also noted. The moving vegetation on.the lake also 'requires .that
fishers must··. watch. over their nets day ~d night to prevent .them being swept away.
S~condly, old battery. cells are used as weights to sink the gill nets as people claim there are
no stones around. These batteries are poisonous andcould·make the lake water. dangerous
for human, livestock, and wildlife consumption, and could .damage the fish population.

The isolation of the fish landing makes its control difficult..Although the landing is under the
administration of the Rukukuuru RC1, RC· officials do not reside at the landing. Excessive
drinking has led to lawlessness and insecurity. Armed robbery is common and Local Defence
Units. (LDUs) are said to misuse their guns· at times. It is difficult to arrest criminals· as. they
have to be taken to the subcounty headquarters in Nyakashashara, a considerable distance.

The community does. not appear to be doing any serious ·harm to. the local environment. This
is because they· have just resettled the area, carry out·very little fish smoking, and are not
cultivating. There isconcem, however, over the general level of fishing on the lake which
may lead tooverfishing. Since these people are traditionally hunters, this is bound to have an
adverse effect on wildlife.

The park is a considerable distance from the fish landing and has little .direct effect on the
communit)'. Howeyer, negative attitudes are held towardsLMNP because of memories of the
community's 1983 eviction and the constant fear that it may recur. Many wild animals were
seen in the area during the·survey.The only problem people .have with wildlife is the fear of
hippos and buffaloes. which inhabit the· area and which could ·cause human injury..However,
the people recognise that hippos reside in the lake. while. buffaloes come from the
neighbouring ranches and are· not directly associated with the park.

G. KAKUUTO VILLAGE

Kakuuto Village is situated to the west of LMNP, in Rukuuba Parish, separated from the
park by the Chahi Forest Reserve and the Ruizi River. The river also forms the boundary ~

between thisRel and Sanga Subcounty.

Settlement in this area is said to have begun in the early 1960s. People settled here even
though·it was agame.reserve with high concentrations.of large mammals. The settlers carried
out hunting and game meat was eaten and traded illegally despite the presence of Game
Department officials who often arrested poachers. People came from Kash:ari, Mpororo, and
Kajara counties, and Bushenyi District, pushed by land shortages in· their areas of origin. It
was indicated that a·severe drought in the.1950s had driven many pastoralistsout of the area,
making it easier for the cultivators to take up residence.
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Population figures for Rukuuba Parish from the last three government censuses 1969, 1980,
and ·1991 are '4,579,6,531, and 7,050 respectively. The increase of 43% between 1969. and
1980 (appro~mately 3.9% per annum) can be explained by the fact that there was still land
available· in. the parish which attracted people in large numbers. The smaller increase of 8%
between 1980 and 1991 indicates that there was less available land for new immigrants.. The
steady increase in population over the last twenty years indicates, however, the suitability of
this' area for settlement. The soils are fertile. Mbarara, 'a large urban·.centre, is "nearby and
provides a significant market for agricultural products,and' there. is' a permanent water source.
This. is especially important "for' cattle· keepers .who have' also ··been attracted by the Challi
Forest Reserve, which is seen -as· open common land by the Bamma and Banyarwanda
pastoralists.

The 1991 government population census recorded 168· households in the· EA. The survey
found only 157 households. The difference may be explained by the unstable nature of the
past0 ralist households in' the forest reserve. The survey took 'place in the dry season, when
thepastoralists had' shifted in search offreshpasture.s, perhaps within the National Park.

The maineconomic'activities in this area are cultivation, mixed farming,pastoralism, trade in
both agricultural and petty commodities, and charcoal burning. Cultivation .is .the most
important, and trade is based on it. All successful households. in the area, whether they are
now mixed farmers or traders, derive their capital from cultivation and crop sales. The
pastoralistcommunity trades or purchases food from the cultivators.

The cultivators and .mixed farmers are settled on the low hills and slopes .A wide range of
crops are .. grown including·· bananas, maize, millet, beans, ground nuts, cabbage, and' fruits
including mangos and jack fruit.

There is a ready market for the agricultural produce here. Buyers come to the village, and it
is easy for the· farmers to. transport their produce to Mbarara directly since ··it .is only 5
kilometres away, across the' Ruizi River..The army camp across.the river in Kaburangire also
provides an important market.

The pastoralists who are in the EA occupy valleys in the Forest Reserve near the' Ruizi River.
Theyprovidean·important· market for the cultivators' produce either buying ·or working for
food. Some of them have started to borrow land in the village. They do not want to attempt
cultivation'·in the Forest Reserve because they know that they could be' evicted at anytime and
also because bush pigs and monkeys destroy most of the crops grown there.

Trade is impcortant in the village. People deal in produce, local brew, locally distilled waragi,
and essential commodities. Charcoal trade is also important·· with Mbarara town providing"a
ready market.. Charcoal b.urning takes place in the Forest Reserve since the village area itself
has no remaining tree cover to burn.

The main problems facing people here reflect the poor social infrastructure. A motorable
access road exists .from the village to Mbarara town· about 8 kilometres distant, but it is
diffic~lt to use during the.wet season. Consequently,<transport across the river still· remains
the most reliable. The entire community perceive the need for a bridge across the·riverwhich
would greatly improve communications. This would also reduce economic constraints and
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bring social services like hospitals· and good schools closer. The closest secondary school Is6
kilometres away at Kaberebere.

A· problem· perceived mainly by the pastoral community is that of landlessness. Residents in
the Forest Reserve are insecure and are frequently harassed by forestry officials. Heavy and
uncontrolled grazing in the ·.Forest Reserve has led to erosion and pasture degradation while
charcoal burners have depleted much of the tree cover. ,These two trends are leading to a
serious environmental problem. The uncultivated bits in .the .area settled ·.by cultivators ·are
greener· with more tree cover. This is believed to be because there is control over grazing and
tree cutting.

Access to water is a big problem. Wells fed by surface runoff quickly dry up during the dry
season, and· the only reliable source of water throughout the. year is the ··Ruizi River.
However, as this is about· 5 kilometres from the settled area, obtaining water for domestic use
is verydiffi~ult. Some people make a living by selling water during the dry season.

The people in this EA were well infonnedabout the problems of soil erosion. Most· families
have dug trenches in their banana plantations. to stop runoff which they say. is a' serious
problem during the .rainy season. This practice, however, was limited to the cultivated areas
while indiscriminate charcoal burning and overgrazing continues. in the forest reserve.

RCofficials indicated that a fair amount of poaching .was· being carried out by people from
this area in LMNP. People, however, denied wanting access to eat game meat from the park.
Key informants suggested that some people poach for home consumption while a few sell
game meat. Cattle are sometimes grazed in the· park,. especially during the dry· season.

Attitudes ·towards conservation and .LMNP were diverse and· ·seemed to ...· depend on an
individual's interests. The cultivators main concern was crop damage. by bush· .. pigs, though
most people. were not sure·ifthey come from the park or··fromthe Forest Reserve. A major
concern of the· community was the need for.more land to· cultivate. People would like·to get
this from the park~ The pastoralists view of the park was highly influenced by their
landlessness.' They were strongly of the view that they should.·be given individual land within
the.park, .believing that their cattle are more important than wild· animals... They also claimed
that they need individual land if they are to begin cultivating.

H. KVARWANSHASHURA, RWENVANGA,AND NVAKAHITA VILLAGES

This EAis composed of three villages located in Nyarnitsindo Parish in Birere Subcounty
situated southwest of the park. The villages are made up of small clusters of households in
valleys separated. by very steep hills. The Ruizi River is the boundary between this EAand the
park.

The area is settled mainly byBanyankole~Beiru and Bahima, though there are some
Banyarwanda pastoralists and a few Bakiga. Settlement of the area is said to have begun in
the 1950s, propelled by land shortages in the Districts of Bushenyi, Rukungiri, and some
parts of·Mbarara.The people were ·attracted by the vacant land and today they hold·large
pieces ofland, especially the pastoralists. Some people have acquired lease or freehold titles
or are in the process of getting them. There was. a major land conflict in· the area resulting
from an individual acquiring a title for land on which other people were already .settled. The
case was referred to the.High Court.
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While, individuals are recpgnised.as owning these expanses' ofJand, the land has' been little
developed. Cattle keepers cannot fence off their land because if they do they will be
sanctioned by other pastoralists.who move their cattle·through·their land while going to'water
on the RuiziRiver.· Those who have tried to fence their·landhave'had their fences' cut down.
Apart from the "Ruizi River,. the.area.lacks permanent sources .ofwater. This means that .large I

, numbers of cattle conv~rge at.the river and the resultant tracks promote soil erosion which
renders useless.large pieces of land..,Overgrazing is evident in' the lower plains since the hills
~re too steep to be easily grazed, especially during the dry season. ~

The steep hills are largely bare ofvegetation.and the h~avy rains have .leached· and'eroded the
soils. Charcoalbuming, which is extensively carried out in the area, may also be a factor

, 'Ie~ding 'to envir~nmentald~gradation. Cultivators cannot ·use the steep slopes and have
concentrated in the small 'areas of ,valley bottoms'and,'on the gentle slopes leading to
overcultivation 'of the already 'infertile land. Even the erosioq control trenches dug in the
-banana plantations' quickly 'fill 'up with silt since runoff water in ~he rainy season is so heavy
due to the'steep hills and lack ofvegetation cover.

The economy in this area is complex with many activities being important. Cultivation,~ cattle
keeping, mixed .farming, ,trading, charcoal burning, ,bee' keeping, brewing, and hunting were
all recorded. Cultivation is the m9st important activity. 'Some of the mixed farmers cultivate
on a considerable scale, even ,though ·some of,them also own· large numbers ,'of cattle.
Matooke bananas are ,grown· mainly, for subsistence while beans, millet, and ground nuts are
commonly".grown for sale. The season prior to .the survey yielded very poor harvests due. to
severe drought, but traders"were observed in, the village purchasing bean$. 'The·.problem of
bush pigs is perceived as a very serious one. Root crops are rarely planted. Only one farmer,
who had fenced his land, was growing cassava;' he made high profits"selling this! to the famine
stricken pastoralists in the ,area. ~

Large herds of cattle were observed in the area. Grazing' takes place in individual land ,but
people freely graze on each other's land. Overgrazing 'isa serious problem. Key informants
indicated that grazing also takes pl'ace.across the, riyer "in the park, though this' was"not
mentioned during the formalinterviews. However, ther~were obvious signs like cattle tracks
and evident overgrazing in the park area just across the river. Cattle were watered .at a few
valley dams and hill tanks but these quickly dry up at the end of the rainy seasop and then all
cattle conyerge on the river. The furthest comer of the village was about 7 kilometres from
the river. -

Communication in the area is poor. The road leading to ,Kaberebere Trading Centre and
Mbarara is in very poor condition 'with 'deep gullies,permitting ,only bicycles to pass. This
means that. there is. no· market for fresh milk and the women 'have to make butter which is sold
at the weekly markets of Kaberebere and Bisheshe (Bisheshe' is located inside park). 'Traders
come to the villages occasionally to buy the. butter.Poorco,mmunicationalsoresults in the
farmers being'cheated.by· traders who come to. the area to buy agricultural produce' and offer
verylo~ prices.

The poor road.also means that it is very difficult for people to reach health facilities and
schools. As a consequence the people have developed self-help projects to construct a sub
dispensary. and a primary school.
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The relatienship 'between the park and the people of this EA is characterised by suspicion.
The people were very uneasy about the survey team and even the RC1 Chairperson of one of
the villages initially refused to cooperate with the survey team..This strong suspicion is
believed to have been the result of the illegal .. activities that the people are carrying out in the
park. Most of the .cattle keepers graze their cattle inside. the park, .. building wood is. obtained
from the park, and many people are hunters and depend on.gatrie meat·from the park for both
domestie·aRdcommercial purposes. It was reported that· during periods such as Christmas
peoplehtt8t· in the park and sell the meat to fellow villagers at prices lower than domestic
animal meat. Evidence ofhunting was observed including many hunting dogs, spears, hunting
nets, and skins ofwild animals especially impala, in people's homes. There is a tree which has
been laid across the river for easy· crossing in the rainy season and this could be a ·way of
facilitating hunting throughout the year. During formal·interviews people expressed positive
attitudes·towards the park because the survey team were·thought to be park employees.

I. ·KIGYENDE AND KABALE V1LLAGES

This EA·is approximately·7.kilometres from the southwestemboundary of the· park in Kamuli
Parish, Kabingo Subcounty. Access to the area is from the·· MbararalBukanga. road. via a
murram track running the 7. kilometres from the main road to the villages.

Figures for this parish from the 1969, 1980, and 1991 censuses are 2,057,4,071, and'5,242
respectively. The· likely reason for·· these steady increases could be the .continuous flow of
Banyarwanda pastoralists· escaping from the overcrowded conditions in the refugee .camps in
other· parts of Isingiro and Bukanga counties. ·Large tracts of·land· were vacant as the area
was formerly part ofthe Masha Controlled Hunting Area.

TheEA is divided into two clear parts or villages. Kigyende Village is composed of Beirn
cultivators with· a few. mixed farmers who own a few· head of cattle. These people settled in
the 1960s,pushedby land shortages in the counties of Kajara, some parts of the present
BushenyiDistrict, and RwamparaCounty in Mbarara District. They were attracted by the
free .land. At that· time there were considerable wildlifeJ.lopulations .causing extensive damage
to crops.. Gradually .tne <wild animals were hunted out. Tnis hunting was sometimes carried
out with the assistance ofGame,Department officials.

The people in this village are largely dependent on cultivation and .crop sales, plus local beer
brewing. Food and beer have a ready market among the' pastoralists ofthe adjoining village
who do not grow their own food. Traders occasionally come to the village to purchase beans,
ground nuts, and onions. The cultivators· have tried to preserve their soils by digging trenches
to stop runoff and practising bush fallowing. However, burning is still common.

The second· part ·of the EA, Kabale Village, is settled by .. mainly Banyarwanda pastoralists,
though there are a few households of Bahima pastoralists. A large percentage· ·of the
Banyarwanda are settled on six square miles of land which belonged to an absentee
leaseholder until the lease expired. The few Bahima pastoralists, who only entered the area in
1990, claim to have been allocated three square miles9f this land by the government. The ~

Banyarwandapastoralists have refused to quit the area, and this ha~ led to a deep conflict
between .the two groups. The land tenure situation is· confusing here. Observations suggest
that no one formally owns the land, and the RC~ Chairperson indicated·that.he.isthe one who
gives land to new pastoralists who come to settle. Uncontrolled·or free entry ofpastoralists is
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a.problern, which, compounded by the lack of apparent rights over the land, has led to serious
overgrazing.

The pastoralists are totally dependent on their cattle. They have failed to cultivate even
seasonal crops because of damage caused by·. wild animals living in the swamps bordering
nearby Lake Nakivaliand depend on food and beans purchased from Kigyende village. Cash
income is earned from cattle products sold at the weekly markets of Nakivali and Kabingo.
Milk is. sold at Kyabirukwamilk-collecting centre about· 8.kilometres away.

The people perceive severe droughts as a major problem. The .livestock keepers run out of
pasture .io. the dry seasons and graze in the swamps. Despite this, reserve·· overgrazing ·is
evident and the area is threatened with serious soil erosion. The hills in the KigyendeVillage
area, mainly inhabited by cultivators, are still in reasonably good condition although· burning
is also common here.

Lack .of domestic water .is also perceived as a problem. Kigyende village has only one
borehole.·.When it breaks down·people have to move about 5 kilometres to draw water from
Lake Nakivali. Kabale on the· other hand is nearer to the· lake and thus better off in this
aspect.

The problem of termites eating up young trees makes it difficult for· the people here to grow
their own·trees. Asa result· building wood is very expensive. ACORD, a nongovernmental
organisation,. has worked in the area providing black wattle tree seedlings which appear
resistant to termites.

There· is .only one school in the area. It only has classes up to PS level, lacks· facilities, and .is
threatened with closure by the Gombolola Chief due to some political differences among the
community. The next nearest school.is about 6 kilometres away.· For medical facilities people
go to Kyabirukwa Mission Dispensary which is about 8 kilometres away. There are efforts .to
build a sub-dispensary through self-help, but this has not yet materialised.

Since the park is a considerable away, the EA faces no direct problems from it. However,
there area number of resources that people would like to get from park. The cultivators say
they would .like to be allowed to fish in Lake Mburo. Traders currently bring· fish from Lake
Mburo. and pass through the village. They would also like to get building wood frOID the park
since it is in short supply in the area. The pastoralists want to be allowed to· graze in· the park
during severe dry seasons,. and indeed some are known to graze cattle there. Otherwise,
attitudes towards the park were positive, probably because .of the long distance from the
park.

J . KVAMUTURWA VILLAGE

Kyamuturwa village is situated in Kyarubambura ·Parish, Rugaaga Subcounty, Bukanga
County located·to the south of LMNP at a distance of approximately 10 kilometres from the
park boundary. The village is located about 5 kilometres from the MbararalRugaaga road and
about 63 kilometres from Mbarara Town.

Population statistics from censuses of 1969, 1980 and 1991 are 2,458, 2,.719, and 5,775
respectively, a large increase having occurred in the last ten years. The 1991 census·recorded
108 households in this EA. This survey found only 81· households. The reason for this big
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differeace isuaclear. According to the RCI Chairpersoa, ·the. discrepancy is due to the
unstable settlement ofBanyarwanda pastoralists who occupy· the·northern part of the village.
Thesurve)' was carried· out in the dry season, and many of them were said to have migrated
in search ofwater aad pasture.

Settlement in this area goes back to the period ofKing Ntare IV.of Ankole. The first settlers
were Banyankole sent by the king to.establish a chiefdom. Later the King ofBuganda sent·his
representatives..The two groups clashed and the Muganda Chief was killed. After the death,
the Munyankole Chief and his people fled to Tanzania leaving the Baganda in the area.
However, later the Banyankole came back under the name Banyanbo. Together with the
Baganda and some other immigrants from Kooki they settled here. Up tonow·these three
tribes are the main ones in this area. In the1950s, they were joined by immigrants from
Mpororo and Sheema in Bushenyi who were .looking for land. These later settlers acquired
land towards the valley in the northern part of the area. The original people allowed this
settlement since the new fanners acted as a buffer between the village and wild animals in the
forests and swamps.

Settlers increased in numbers· in recent years because the land was at first given· free of charge
and later sold very cheaply..At present, however, there is a· conflict. between the two groups.
The origia·alsettlers are now enclosed in the centre of the village and can not expand since all
the .land around them has been settled by recent immigrants. The original residents see the
newcomers as people who grabbed their land.

The main economic activities in the area are cultivation and .pastoralism. Fishing·using basket
traps is carried out in the swamps. Cultivators occupy the centre of the village while a few
mixed farmers are located on the .. outskirts of the village. Crops like bananas, beans,
groundauts~ cassava, sweet potatoes, and wheat are ·grown. Soils are fertile and yields are
high. Markets for crops are the biggest limitation on agricultural4evelopment. Traders come
to the village occasionally to buy beans and ground nuts, but at prices that are
disadvantageous ·to ··the farmer. The Banyarwanda refugee~ in Nakivali Resettlement Scheme
are an important market, but not big enough for all products. Some wheat has been grown,
but efforts have.been frustrated by the lack ofa market.

Pastoralists collectively graze their cattle on private land. Fencing individual land isaot
possible since it would lead to sanctions by fellow farmers.'Those who have tried have had
their fences pulled down at night. Permanent water is aproblem in the area. There is only. one
borehole and two wells for the two villages. Both the wells· are in one valley. The
concentration of cattle on these wells has caused the. area· around them to become seriously
eroded. Getting water from the wells is difficult. The··area is·very hilly and the people reside
high up. on the hills. The cattle 'keepers have had to.continuallydeepen theirweUs to be able
to tap grouad water. At the time of the survey the wells were about 18-20. feet deep and three
people were needed at different levels of the well to be able to get water out.

There is little tree cover in· the area. Respondents iadicated that the area was d~nuded when
the Tsetse Control Division cut down aU the bushes and trees in the 19608 in an .effort to
eradicate· tsetse flies. People feel this may have contributed to· the ., severe. droughts faced in
the area. The lack of tree cover has also meant there are .ao windbreaks, and winds blow·over
the hills destroying crops and houses and aggravating; the problem of drought. The lack of '
trees has· caused ·a shortage of building and fuel woodand, .. coupled with the hilly nature of
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the area, has led to serious soil erosion. Heavy runoff·dowft. the ·hills ·has ·even swept··away
houses.

Fishing. iscamed out .in the· swamps which compose the massive wetland. south of LMNP.
Mud fish are caught using baskets during the rainy season,s. The fish are sun-dried·and then
smoked. The quantities caught are small, and the fishers believe that an increase. in the
Protoptertlsaethiopicus (mamba) population which feeds onthe mud fish has led to reduced
catches.

Informants indicated that some village residents hunt in the park. This· is perhaps not
surprising ·since the village has many Bakooki people who are traditionally hunters. The
southern side ofthe park is a.considerable distance from.the village and too .far forpeople·to
carry. out any other illegal activity·frequently. The distance ·factor may be the· reason why
most attitudes expressed·towards.the park were positive. Many people, however, expressed a
desire to be· allowed to hunt and fish in the park.
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IV. DATAA'NALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

This sectieftof the report discusses the results of the survey. It will follow the format of the
'questionnaire, which was divided into eleven· different sections: hous~hoh;l, demographics,
origins· of people around the park, landownership, household economy, cultivation, livestock
farming, fishing, soil and environmental conservation, development, values of the park ·to its
neighbours,. ·p~oblems caused by the pa~k, and attitudes to the park. In .each· section,. the
discussion .focuses on the extent .to which variables affect responses to. the'questions. Of
particular interest is how people's 'attitudes to the park and environmental conservation are
affected by··other variables.

The, analysis of the .data ispr~sented mainly as summary tables and the .results of·statistical
tests .utilising cross tabulation of ·related variables. ·Chi-square ·tests were :done ·with this
analysis. yieldingp values of relative significance levels..A p) value of 0.10 was judged to
demonstrate a relation~hip of a minimum level of significance for comment.. Higher levels of
significance (0.05, 0.01, and 0.00) obviously demonstrate a, much greater relationship
between, the variables under consideration.

However, .because ·ofthe· sampling method employed (eight EAs randomly selected and two
specifically selected) the following discussion will only address the s.ampled population.

B. HOUSEHOLD DEMOGRAPHICS

1. HOUSEHOLD SIZE

The sample was made up of 243 households. For analysis purposes these were categorised
into tnree c.ategories ofsmall, medium, and large households. Table 2. presentsthe household
distribution for the sample.

Table 2. Number of people in household

Number of people

It04
'5to 9

10 or more

Total

Frequency

52
128
63

243

Percent

21.4
52.7
,25.9

100.0

Household size is an importa~tvariable in examining a household's socioeconomic status. In ~

particular, it is likely to be related to household wealth as it· is an .indication, of. labour
availability which is a central factor in rural economies. Household size was found to' be
significantly related to the househ~ld'smain economic activity (table 3). Smaller households
were more likely to be cultivating households while larger households were more likely to. be
pastoralists and mixed farmers. Eighty-one percent of small households were cultivators
compared· to. only 46% of large households. The majority of pastoralisthouseholds had 5 or
more'members, which·is higher than the national average household·size of4.8 people'·(Gov.
ofUganda 1992).
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Table· 3. Number ofpeople by most important economic activity
(p=0.00190)

Most important economic activity

Number of Cattle Cultivation Mixed Other Row total
pepple keeping farming %
1 to 4 3 42 3 4 52

% 5.8 80.8 5.8 7.7 21.4
5 to 9 29 68 17 14 128

% 22.7 53.1 13.3 10.9 52.7
10 or more 15 29 15 4 63

% 23.8 46.0 23.8 6.3 25.9'

Column total 47 139 35 22 243
% 19.3 57.2 14.4 9.1 100.0

It is suggested that the more traditional lifestyle of the pastoralists has encouraged the
retention of large families. Children are the main herders of the households cattle and thus
there is a need fora·large work force. Pastoralist households traditionally include a .larger
number of extended family members as well. The relative unimportance of cash in the
pastoralisteconomy and the relatively small numbers of children attending school means that
the economic problems resulting from large families in a more cash based society are not
experienced by the pastoralist households.

This result. relates to the difference in tribe in relation to household size (table 4). Only 7% of
Bamma households were small, compared to 23% of Beiruhouseholds. Fifty-two~percent of
the· Bakiga households. were small, which may reflect that Bakiga households are .likely to· be

, relatively recent arrivals· in .the area and are probably·in· the early stages of the household's
growth and development.

Table.4. Number of people by tribe of respondent
(p=0.00042)

Tribe of respondent

Number of Beiru Bahima Banyarwanda Bakiga Other Row total
people %

It04 24 5 3 11 9 52
% 22.9 7.1 15.0 52.4 34.6 21.5

5to 9 58 39 10 6 14 127
% 55.2 55~7 50.0 28.6 53.8 52.5

lClormore 23 26 7 4 3 63
% 21.9 37.1 35.0 19.0 11.5 26.0

Column total 105 70 20 21 26 242
% 43.4 28.9 8.3 8.7 10.7 100.0

Household size was also correlated with the length of residence of households (tableS)..This
shows larger households to be older residents and smaller households to be the most recent
immigrants. Households moving into the area are likeiy to be recently· formed families,
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probably recently ma.rried with few children who have separa.ted from the father's .household
in search of land and resources. The large number of small households "born here" probably
reflect·new second generation households.

Table 5. Number of people by length of residence ofhousehold head
(p=0.00OO9)

Length of resident of household head.
Num.berof < lyear 1 to 5 6to 10 11 years Born Row total

people years years or more here %
Ito4 5 13 6 9 19 52

% 9.6 25.0 11.5 17.3 36.5 21.8
5to9 10 30 24 39 21 124

% 8.1 24.2 19.4 31.5 16.9 52.1
10 or more 7 13 14 28 - 62

% 11.3 21.0 22.6 45.2 26.1

Column·total 22 56 44 76 40 238
% 9.2 23.5 18.5 31.9 16.8 100.0

Household .size···· was correlated with the household's· .total· landholdings (table 6). Larger
households. tended to have more land. This fits in with generally accepted theories of
household·dynamics, which postulate.a cyclical development·. and .decline of households over
time in terms of people,. wealth (in land and .cattle), and economic activities (Low 1986). As
households develop .. they acquire size and assets (especially land, either through' purchase,
allocation··or loans), and then, in the final stages of developme~t,.their size declines. In this
final phase ·of declining size .they are quite likely to sell land which they are no longer able ·to
work. In Uganda, there is a well recognised tradition of selling land (Troutt, et.al. 1992).

Table 6. Number of people by total landholdings
(~O.OOOOI)

Total landholdings

Number of No land <1 acre Ito 3 3.1 to 10 10.1 to >50 Row total
people acres acres' 50 acres acres %
1 to 4 11 6 17 15 3 - 52

% 21.2 11.5 32.7 28.8 5.8 21.4
5to9 39 2 37 23 19 8 128

% 30.5 1.6 28.9 18.0 14.8 6.3 52.7
10 Of more 16 3 5 14 12 13 63

% 25.4 4.8 7.9 22.2 19.0 20.6 25.9

Column total 66 11 59 52 34 21 243
% 27.2 4.5 24.3 21.4 14.0 8.6 100.0

In summary,pastoralist households tend to be larger 'than the national· average and
considerably ·larger than cultivating households. This has important implications ·for the
government programme to settle·the pastoralists and encourage them to adopt the cultivation
of crops· as a significant part of their economy. Unless allowances are made for the ·large

. family sizes when allocating land, problems are likely to arise. The continuing traditional
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nature ',of the pastoralist economy and the slow rate that many households have entered the
cash economy, will also aggravate problems caused by large'" families and small 'land
allocations. An' important strategy maybe to concentrate on the development of non~

agricultural employment 'opportunities. The park and the tourism industry may have an
important role to play in this, and development and conservation projects should be aware of
the issue. The continuing' reluctance, of pastoralists to labour should be noted as a constraint
on the development of alternative sources of income.

Cultivating families, and especially,recently arrived households. tend to be small. ,This results
in a labour shortage in the area, though this was not mentioned as a limiting factor in
agricultural' production. Clearly this has implications for development projects requiring cost
sharing from the local community. Provision of labour to implement projects will place strain
on the' already labour~short households, especially during planting and"harvesting, seasons.

2. LENGTH OF ReSIDENCE

·The communities aroundLMNParenot in general made up of households oflong-established
residence. Of 165 immigrant households (those whose head was not born in the village) more
than 38% of the"households had entered the' area less 'than 5 years before and 11% had
entered the area less than one year before (section'IV.C). The ,relative newness ',of the
communities in the areas surrounding the park is an important factor to be considered by any
agency working in the area, as the recent arrival of many of the ,households may be predicted
to result in,a lack of community cohesiveness and weak community structures.

The length of residence of households in the area was divided into five groups. As shown in
table 7, nearly, a quarter, of the people have been in the area for less than five years and only
one-sixth were born in the area.

Table 7. ,Length of residence of household head

Value
< 1 year
1 to 5'years
6 to 10 years
11 years or more
Bombere
Don't know

Total

Frequency

22
56
44
76
40

~

243

Percent
9.1

23.0
18.1
31.3
16.5
2.1

100.0

The length of residence of households was strongly correlated with the economic activities
variable (table 8). Cultivators have a longer •history of 'settlement in the area than cattle
keepers and mixed, farmers. Over 22% 'of the., cultivators were born ,in, the area, while 40%
have been settled in ,the .area for over 10 years. None ofthe cattle keepers indicated that they
had been born in the area and only 15% of them say they have been settled inthe area for
more than 10 years. The rest have settled dU,ring the last ten years, 45% of the cattle keepers
having arrived between '2",and 5 years,before the survey.
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TableS. Length of residence ofhousehold head by most important economic activity
(p=O.OOOOO)

Mo~ important economic activity

Length of
residence
< 1 year

%
1 to S.years

%(

6 to.l0 years
%

> lO·years
%

Bomhere
%

Column total
%

Cattle
keeping

6
12.8
21

44.7
13

27.7
7

14.9

47
19.7

Cultivation Mixed
falminR

5 2
3.7 5.7
20 13

14.9 37.1
23 7

17.2 20.0
55 II

41.0 31.4
31 2

23.1 5.7
134 3S ;
53.6 14.7

Other

9
40.9

2
9.1
1

4.5
3

13.6
7

31.8

Row total
%
22
9.2
56

23.5
44

18.5
76

31.9
40

16.8

238
100.0

It is interesting· to· note that .41% of the most recently arrived ·households (those .resident .for
less than .... one .year) were dependent on minor economic activities lumped· together as
"others,"which included brewing, trading, paid labour, etc. This indicates that these
households are $urviving on the edge of the main economY,engaging in. whatever economic
activities. are possible while establishing themselves and building up their assets and family
size. ·That. 32% of the households classified as having "other" activities were headed. by
peoplebom.in the area suggests that these households are of such· economic· strength that
they are able to diversify out ofthe main streamagricultural·activities.

Length of residence was also closely correlated with the tribe variable (table 9). This result
probably. reflects the ·establishment of the Lake Mburo Resettl~ement Scheme (EA 2) in
1986/81 which resettled internal refugees from the infamous Luwero Triangle and who·.were
Bahima pastoralists. Sixty-four percent of the Bahima have been residents less than 6 years.
This contrasts dramatically with the Beiru, 1~% ofwhom have been residents for 11 years or
more. The high proportion of Bakigahouseholds who had been resident for more than .ten
years (33%) or between five and ten years (24%) is probably explained by the steady
emigration of Bakiga from their overcrowded homeland in the west. In 1956, Bakigawere
moved ... to Kabingo by the colomal government in preparation for a formal· resettlement
programme which was never actually implemented (Tukahirwa1988).
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Table 9. Length ofresiclence ofhousehold head by tribe ofresponclent
~ (p=o.00000)

Tribe of respondent
Length of
residence

Beim Bahirita Banyanvanda Bakiga Other Row total
%

< 1 year
%

1 to 5 years
%

6,to 10 years

'%
> 10 years

%
Bomhere

%

Column total
%

3
3.0
10
9.9
15

14.9
47

]46.5
26

25.7

101
42.6

12
17.1
33

47.1
13

18.6
10

14.3
2

2.9

70
29.5

4
20.0

7
35.0

6
30.0

3
15.0

20
8.4

3
14.3

2
9.5
5

23.8
7

33.3
4

19.0

21
8.9

4
16.0

5
20.0

9
36.0

7
28.0

25
10.5

22
9.3
56

23.6
44

18.6
76

32.1
39

16.5

237
lOO.O

A large refugee camp for Rwandese refugees has been in existence to the south of the park
since its\establishment in the 1960s.Banyarwanda refugees are known to have been steadily
drifti~gout'of the scheme into surrounding ,areas since that'time and integrating,themselves
into the local population, ancl, would thus have been representedsignificantly'in,EAs 4, 7, and
9.

These results confirm the 'general impression that pastoralists have been more transient and
less settled than cultivators in the region ,around Lake Mburo over the ,last fewclecacles.lt
also indicate~s that this tendency still exists or existed until very recently despite the pressures
brought to bear on the traditional system of nomadic pastoralism. Further to the north, within.
NyabushoziCounty,*there has been a significant trend of settlement among the/Bahima(GAF
Consult 1~93). That this has occurred to a lesser extent around the park maybe the result of
the considerable government interventions in land use which have included 'the creation of
conservation areas that excluded'settlement, government, and privately le,ased.ranchesas part
of the ARS, )\Thich displaced· people, and· refugee settlementschemes,whichexcluded
settlements (Mugisha 1993).

These results, are further confirmed by differences in the most important source of inGome
(table 10). Crops sales are the most important source for 65% of households whose head was
born in the area but only 18% of those resident fOf'lessthan one year. Cattle sales are the
most' important, so~rce for the more recently arrived residents (who, as discussed above, are
more 'likely, to be Bahima pastoralists). Earnings from charcoal', and trading are important for
households of less than one year's residence.
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Table 10. Length ofresiaence ofhouseholdheaa by househola's primary source ofincome
(p=O.OOOOO)

Household's primary ~ourceofincome

Length of Crop sales Cattle sales Beer sales Livestock Other Row total
residence products %

< 1year 4 6 - - 12 22
% 18.2 27.3 54.5 9.3

1 to 5 years 13 33 3 - 7 56
% 23.2 58.9 5.4 12.5 23.6

6· to 10 years 20 17 2 1 4 44
% 45.5 38.6 4.5 2.3 9.1 18.6

> 10 years 51 11 6 1 6 75
% 68.0 14.7 8.0 1.3 8.0 32.1

Bomhere 26 1 6 - 7 40
% 65.0 2.5 15.0 17.5 16.5

Column· total 114 68 11 2 36 237
% 48.1 28.7 7.2 0.8 15.2 100.0

Fooa security in terms of crop proauction increases with the'length of resiaence (table 11).
Only·22% of households· resident for less than a year always grew enough food compared· to
42% of households whose head was born in the area. Only ·2% of -households headed by
someone born in the area never grew enough food to feed the family compared to 22% of
households resident for less than one year.

Table 11. Length ofresiaence ofhousehold head by growth ofenough food
(p=0.00(58)

Growth ofenough food
Length of Always Mostly Sometimes Never Row total
Residence %

<fl year 2 1 4 2 9
% 22.2 11.1 44.4 22.2 4.7

1.. to 5··years 11 3 9 16 19
% 28.2 7.7 23.1 41.0 20.2

6 to 10 years 15 3 10 6 34
% 44.1 8.8 29.4 17.6 17.6

> 10 years 33 17 15 6 71
% 46.5 23.9 21.1 8.5 36.8

Born here 17 9 13 1 40
% 42.5 22.5 32.5 2.5 20.7

Column.total 78 33 51 31 193
% 40.4 17.1 26.4 16.1 100.0

Length of residence was·· strongly correlated with all three of the. variables dealing with land
issues. In .summary, _households of longer residence owned more land. Householas. of longer
resiaence·weremuch less likely to be landless than recent arrivals (table 12), were more likely
to own more .pieces of land (p=O.00016), and owned greater total·land. area (p=O.OOOOO).
Fifty percent of households of less than one year' sresidence were ·landl~ss comparea to only
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10% of households headed by people born in the area. These results support the· findings
discussed earlier (section IV.B.l) indicating that recently· arrived households are in earlier
stages· of development and are more marginal economically. This is confirmed by the result
which shows that·the·respondents from recently arrived· households tend to be younger than
the more .established households (p=O.00005).

Table 12. Length of residence of household head by ownership.of land
(p=o.OOOOO)

Ownership of land

Length of Yes No Row total
residence %
<:: 1 year 11 11 22

% 50.0 50.0 9.2
1 to5 years 39 17 56

% 69.6 30.4 23.5
6 to 10 years 29 15 44

% 65.9 34.1 18.5
> 10 years 72 4 76

% 94.7 5.3 31.9
Bomhere 36 4 40

% 90.0 10.0 16.8

Column total 187 51 238
% 78.6 21.4 100.0

Length of residence was significantly correlated to the sex of the respondent (p=O.06314).
This results casts some light on the nature of the society. On marriage the woman is more
likely to leave her father's. household and join the household of her ilusband than the other
way round. Female respondents, who represent 21% ofthe households, are therefore likely to
be more recent arrivals.

Perceptions of environmental issues show a significant relationship to length of residence.
Households of longer· residence were more likely toreyognise the problem of soil erosion
(p=0.10828). Over 82% of households head"ed by someone born· in the· area recognised· the
existence afsoil erosion in their area compared to only 54% of those resident for ·less. than a
year. Thts relationship is to be expected. Longer residents should be better able to perceive
the problem as they were able to make a comparison with the situation they knew in the past.
Recentamvals .had no local standard with which to compare the present, or perhaps were
comparing the area with a more degraded area from which th.ey had relocated, and thus did
not perceive a problem. The same result was found. when examining perceptions of declining
soil fertility by people farming land (table 13). Nearly·SO% of respondents from households
headed by someone born there recognised a decline in soil fertility compared to only 44% of
respondents from household heads resident for less than a year. (
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Table 13. Length of residenee ofhousehold head by perceived soit fertility decline
(p=O.0062S)

Perceived soil fertility
decline

Lengfhof Yes No Row total
residence %
<: 1 year 4 5 9

% 44.4 55.6 4.6
l·to 5 years 24 17 41

% 58.5 41.5 21.1
6 to 10 years 23 12 35

% 65.7 34.3 18.0
> 10 yeats 60 11 71

% 84.5 15.5 36.6
Bomhere 30 8 38

% 78.9 21.1 19.6

Column total 141 53 194
% 72.7 27.3 100.0

Pereeptions of deelining pasture quality were less clearly influenced by length of residence,
though .still significant (table 14)~ Respondents from households .headed by someone born in
th.e area were least likely to recognise declin~s in pasture quality (J6%) followed by the most
recently arrived (64%). Once again, new arrivals may be comparing the loeal situation with a
worse situation· that existed where they originated. Long-term residents may be referring to
their own land, over which they may have been able to exert greater. control, thus conserving
their pasture condition. The probability of respondents burning their land also increased with
length of household residence (p=O.00663).

Table 14. Length of residenee of household head by perceived pasture deterioration
(p=O.04873)

Perceived pasture
deterioration

Length of Yes No Row total
residence %
<: 1 year 7 4 11

% 63.6 36.4 7.8
Ito5 years 35 10 45

% 77.8 22.2 31.9
6 to ,10 years 23 5 28

% 82.1 17.9 19.9
> 10 years 33 13 46

% 71.7 28.3 32.6
Bomhere 4 7 11

% 36.4 63.6 7.8

Column·· total 102 39 141
% 72,3 27.7 100.0
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Perceptions of the problems faced by households varied significantly with length of residence
(p=0.03011). More recent arrivals were much more likely. to perceive the existence of the
parkas the most important problem with which they had to contend (50%), compared to only
15% ofrespondents from households headed by someone born in the area.

Table 15. Length of residence ofhousehold head by most significant problem
(p=O.03011)

Most significant problem

Length of None Park Water Land Poor social Other Row total
residence related related related. infrastructure %
<1 year 1 11 5 I 2 2 22

% 4.5 50.0 22.7 4.5 9.1 9.1 9.2
Ito 5 years 1 29 10 5 6 5 56

% 1.8 51.8 17.9 8.9 10.7 8.9 23.5
6 to 10 years - 19 8 1 8 8 44

% 43.2 18.2 2.3 18.2 18.2 18.5
>10 years 2 17 22 2 18 15 76

% 2.6 22.4 28.9 2.6 23.7 19.7 31.9
Bomhere 1 6 14 1 10 8 40

% 2.5 15.0 35.0 2.5 25.0 20.0 16.8

Column total 5 82 ~ 59 10 44 38 238
% 2.1 34.5 24.8 4.2 18.5 16.0 100.0

Related· data· also showed that recent arrivals were more .likely .to perceive wild animals as
causing problems than longer-term residents (p=0.00470).Wildlifecauses considerable
damage to crops and can attack livestock, and this would have a greater impactonpo.orer
households just establishing themselves in the area. Concern. over poor social infrastructure
and. a·lackof water resources increased with length of residence, while· more recent arrivals
were more concerned over land tenure issues. This fits. well··with results discussed above
indicating that more recent arrivals were more marginal from .an economic perspective.
Probably the most critical economic issue.perceived .byrural people would be land, with the
park an obvious target for land-short households.

These results are not supported by significant. differences in. responses towards a question
asking what was the /most important assistance government could provide. While there
appears to be atendency for more recent .arrivals to be· concerned about land and longer term
residents to. be concerned about water and· social services, these differences were· not
statistically significant.

Respondents were asked to identify the main purpose of the park followed by whether this
purpose was good or bad.' While no significant relationship between the purpose identified
and len~h of residence existed, longer-term residents were more .likely to perceive the park"s
purpose (however they identified it) as positive than recent arrivals (p=0.04293). This
supports the results discussed above. Attitudes towards· the .park, wildlife, and conservation
ate·discussed in more detail in section IV.H.4
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Insummary,a high ·proportion ·of households are recent or relatively recent arrivals to the
area, pres~nting a picture of rapidly changing - and growing communities,fuelledby
immigration. Social· structures are therefore weak, making ··community mobilisation. activities
and assistance in th~ development of permanent community institutions imp,ortant project and

. park objecti~es. . ~-

Recently' amvedhouseholds tend to be landless, subsistence' pastoralists,and economically
marginal. They therefore form a natural target for project interventions, thoughvtheir·lack of
integration into the .community .makes them a difficult group to work with. More recently
arrived. households tend· to .be less ,aware (and probably less concerned about) ,. environmental
problems, and tend.to ·be less .positive .... towards the park. They· are therefore -an important
target for outreach environmental education -programmes. Developing a dialogue between
longer-term residents, who tend. to be more aware of environmental .problems and more .
positive towards the park, and recent arrivals may 'be' a useful technique for the park and
projects to·employ. - ~

3. TRIBE

As shown in table 16, almost three quarters of the respondents were· Banyankole, which can
be subdivided into the ,larger Beiru subgroup '(43%) and the Bahima (29%). The 'remaining
28% are made up of equal. numbers of Bakiga, Banyarwanda, and others including· Baganda
and "Bakooki".

Table 16. Tribe ofrespondent

Tribe
Beiru
Bahima
Banyarwanda
Bakiga
Other
Don't know

Total

Frequency

105
10
20
21
26
1

243

Percent

43.2
28.8

8.2
8.6

10.1
0.4

100.0

There was. found to be a strong relationship between the tribe of the respondent and the
hous~hold'sdominanteconomicactivity (table 17). This is not surprising given~ the duel
nature of the Banyankol~ people and their traditional division into Bahi'ma cattle keepers and
Beiru cultivators. Eighty-six percent ofBeiru were cultivators, .while only 5% were identified
as mixed farmers (carrying out cultivation and· owning cattle), and .none .were identified .as
strictly cattle _keepers. Ten percent cited "other" .main economic· ,activities.~Among the
Bahima, ·53% were strict cattle keepers and only 9%i' were pure· -cultivators owning no
livestock, while a large proportion, 31%, were identified as mixed farmers. ,
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Table 17. Tribe of respondent by most important economic activity
(p=O.OOOOO)

Most important economic activity

Tribe Cattle Cultivation Mixed farming. Other Row total
keeping %

Beim - 90 5 10 105
% 85.7 4.8 9.5 43.4

Bahima 37 6 22 5 70
% 52.9 8.6 31.4 7.1 28.9

Banyarwanda 8 5 4 3 70
% 40.0 25.0 20.0 15.0 28.9

Bakiga 1 19 1 - 21
% 4.8 90.5 4.8 8.7

Other 1 18 3 4 26
% 3.8 69.2 11.5 15.4 10.7

Column total 47 138 35 .22 242
% 19.4 57.0 14.5 9.1 100.0

These. results indicate that the mixed· farmers category is largely made up of pastoralistswho
have begun including an element of cultivation in their economy, rather than cultivators
beginning to keep some livestock. Of those households identified .. as mixed farmers, 63%
were Bahima and only 14% were'Beiru.This is important as it indicates a significant trend
among pastoralists. away from their traditional total dependence on livestock and
demonstrates the increasingly evident trend towards a sedentary existence among both
groups ofthe Banyankole.people. '

It is·important to note, however, that the trend to ~gin some·level of cultivation by·Bahima
may have· more to do with securing their land tenure status than. as an indication of a, real
economic shift. It has been noted among 'many Bahima.pastoralist households resident within
the park, that they had begun tocultiyate small banana plantations as a mechanism of
weakening .. the .status of the park and making it more likely that they would be allowed to
remain in the .park (Mugisha;personal communication). It is well known that cultivators
traditionally have had stronger rights· to land in the eyes of government simply because they
cultivate it. It may be that Bahima pastoralists realise the implications of this and have begun

"using cultivation asa mechanism for staking a claim to land.

The Banyarwandapeople found in the areas around the park were traditionally pastoralists,
equivalent·· to the Bahima, and better known as Tutsi. These ·households were found to
undertake·. a wide variety of economic· activities, despite their traditional occupation· as cattle
keepers. Forty percent·· were cattle keepers, 25% were cultivators, and 20% were mixed
farmers. The·remaining 15% were found to be engaged in "other" economic activities.

Changes in the Banya~andaeconomy from strict pastoralism towards cultivation is probably
the result· of their .status as .refugees, rather than a spontaneous shift in economic activity.
However, these .changes .may also reflect the effects of· poverty on refugees which forces
people into the periphery of the local economy, or indicates the' enterprising nature of the
refugees,a widely held local stereotype of the Banyarwanda (personal observation). In the
1960s, when the Banyarwanda left ·Rwanda fleeing ethnic violence, many left without their
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cattle herds. Without cattle and settled on a UNHCR Refugee Scheme that strictly· controlled· ,
the number of cattle· refugees could keep, the refugees were forced to develop a new lifestyle
in which cultivation played a larger .role. It is known that· many of tbe refugees secretly left
the .refugee. scheme to ·avoid the controls placed on the number of cattle they could ... keep. It
should be noted that their uncertain status in Uganda· as refugees, even after 30 years, may
have led Banyarwanda respondents to conceal the fact that they owned cattle.

Members of the Bakiga tribe make up slightly less than 9% of the po>pulation. These
households have been migrating steadily into the area as a result of land pressure in the west.
Ninety percent of the Bakiga were found to be cultivators. The majority of "other tribes"
which .included ·a significant proportion of Baganda were also··cultivators, though 15% were
engaged in·"other" economic activities such as trading, brewing,. and .charcoal making.

The respondent's tribe was strongly correlated with·landownership (table·18), the number of
pieces of land owned (p=O.OOOOO), and the total size of land owned (p=O.OOOOO). Forty
percent ofthe Bahima and 75% of the Banyarwanda were landless and must, therefore, have
been grazing their cattle on government ot common land or squatting on land owned by
others, while only 5% ofthe Beiru and 10% ofthe Bakiga were landless.

Table 18. Tribe of respondent by ownership of land
(p=O.OOOOO)

Ownership of land
Tribe Yes No Row total

%
Beiru

%
Bahima

%
Banyarwanda

'%

Bakiga
%

Other
%

Column total
%

100
95.2
42

60.0
5

25.0
19

90.5
25

96.2

191
78.9

5
4.8
28

40.0
15

15.0
2

9.5
1

3.8

51
21.1

105
43.4
70

28.9
20
8.3
21
8.7
26

10.7

242
100.0

Examinatioftofthe most important source of household income supports the results found
above. As would be expected, there is a strong correlation between tfibeand primary· sources
of income (table 19). The primary source ofinc0 me for 13% for Bahima households and 60%
of Banyarwanda households was cattle· sales,while (the primary source· of 70% of Beiru
households and 86% ofBakiga households was crop· sales.
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Table·· 19..Tribe· ofrespondentbyhousehold's primary source ofincome
/ (p=O.OOOOO)

Household's primary soqrceof income

Tribe Crop sales Cattle sales Beer sales Livestock Other Row total
products %

Beiru 74 2 12 16 104
% 71.2 1.9 11.5 15.4 43.2

Bahima 9 51 2 8 70
% 12.9 72.9 2.9 11.4 20.9

Banyarwanda 3 12 5 20
% 15.0 60.0 25.0 8.3

Bakiga 18 1 2 21
% 85.7 4.8 9.5 8.7

Other 14 5 5 26
% 7.7 19.2 19.2 10.8

Column total 118 68 17 2 36 241
% 49.0 28.2 7.1 0.8 14.9 100.0

These results are confirmed by the strong correlation between tribe and the probability of
owning cattle (p=O.OOOOO), showing again the tendency for~livestock to be owned by Bahima
and·a significant proportion ofBanyarwanda, but very few being owned by Beiru or Bakiga.
"Other"economic activities were found to be. important among Bakiga, Banyarwanda, and
"other" households, but not for Bahimaor Beiru. This isinteresting,as all three groups are
mainly composed ofimmigrants, confirming the global stereotype of refugees as enterprising
and innovative. It is recognised that this innovative behaviour· is often forced on immigrants
by economic limitations which encouraged them to undertake non-mainstream economic
activities. The brewing and sale of tonto was found to be important among Beiru households.

The importance of crop sales to· the·Beiruand the Bakiga is confirmed by the .correlation
between food security. among the different tribes (p=O.00000). Clearly, if households· are not
growing sufficient food to feed themselves, they are not prQducing a surplus for sale. Fifty
one percent of Beiru and 45% ofBakiga stated that they always grew sufficient food to feed
themselves. However, both Bahimaand Bakiga were most likely to respond that they never
grew enough food to feed themselves. As this question was .. only· put to respondents from
households who answered that they did grow crops,. thus·excluding··pure pastoralists,.·it can
be seen that the majority of Bahima who grew insufficient ,food were probably able to faU
back on their livestock, while the Bakiga were unlikely to.have·any livestock upon which to
fall back. These results clearly suggest the difficulties experienced·· by an immigrant
community or individual ·immigrant households during the early years· as they work to
establish themselves in their new home area.

The perception of problems experienced by households varied significantly with the tribe of
the respondent (table 20). As the majority of problems perceived are seen in relation to
economic .issues .this result again confirms the close relationship between tribe and economic
activity. The'most common problem cited by Bahima respondents was the existence of the
park (49%). This is believed to indicate that their primary concern is with land and that they
desire·to be able to graze· freely within the park. Interestingly, only 16% cited lack ofwater as
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the most important problem they faced. This is surprising as lack.ofwater is usually presented
as the most .serious problem faced by pastoralists.and the reason for their continued
incursions into the park. Only 25% ofBeiru cited the parkas their main problem, a problem
probably related to their perception that wild animals from the park cause damage. A larger
proportion (30%), however, cited lack of water as their most pressing problem, in this case
water for human consumption rather than for livestock...Seventy-one percent of the Bakiga
cited the.park as their main proble~. This is interesting as .they appear to ·lead a very similar
existence to Beiru households yet are more likely to perceive the park as a problem..This may
be because the park and the problems caused by wild animals were new problems for. them,
not experienced in.Kigezi from where they had probably emigrated. As such, they .may have
been less able to cope with the problem or j~st simply perceived it as .a greater problem
bec.ause it was new·to them. They may also ·view the park as a hindrance to their acquisition
of land· since they are still new to the area and are in the process of establishing themselyes.
However, it should be noted that despite the variation between tribes it is clear that the
dominant· problem.perceived by the communities bordering the park is the park itself

Table 20. Tribe of respondent by most significant problem 
(p==O.00064)

Most significant problem

Tribe None Park Water Land Poor social Other Row total
related related related infrastructure %

Beiru 2 26 32 - 24 20 104
% 1.9 25.0 30.8 23.1 19.2 43.2

Bahima 1 34 11 6 10 8 70
% 1.4 48.6 15.7 8.6 14.3 11.4 29.0

Banyarwanda - 6 4 3 4 3 20
% 30.0 20.0 15.0 20.0 15.0 8.3

Bakiga - 15 1 - 3 2 21
% 71.4 4.8 14.3 9.5 8.7

Other 1 3 12 1 4 5 26
% 3.8 11.5 46.2 3.8 15.4 19.2 10.8

Column total 4 84 60 10 45 38 242
% 1.7 34.7 24.8 ' 4.1 18.6 15.7 100.0

When asked .specifically about problems caused .by wildlife, ·90% of· both Bakigaand
Banyarwanda responded that they experienced problems, compared to 80% of the Beiru and
83% of the Bahima. Despite being statistically significant (p=O.02441),· this result is hard to
interpret. When .asked about problems related to living near the park other than ·tpose caused
by wildlife, Bahimarespondents were more likely top,erceive additional problems than Beiru
respondents· (p=0.03288).This may indicate a·generally" more negative attitude.towards the
park among ·the Bahima, a trend supported by the result· shown for different perceptions of
various pa.rkfunctionsas being either good or bad (p=0.00691).

Percepti9nsofhow·the·.government could help communities··overcome problems was related
to tribe (table 21) in accordance with differing perceptions of problems. Forty-four percent of
Beiru respondents, 29% of Bakiga respondents, and 30% of Banyarwanda respondents
requested assistance to improve water resources. Bahima respondents were the least
interested ingovemment assistance to improve water resourceS. Bahima respondents were
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most concerned with attracting assistance to improve health and social services (40%) and to
resolve-land tenure issues (29%). Banyarwandarespondentswerealso likely to request
assistance an land tenure issues (40%) which clearly relates closely to the result given above
that 75% oftheir households were found to be landless.·. Despite the strong perception among"
all groupseftespondents·that the park was the dominant· problem, few re~pondents requested
assistancefromgovemment with control' of wild animals. This may reflect a general
impression· that·.there. is nothing· that can be done to .control or preven~ 'damage caused by
wildlife... Alternatively, it may indicate that the perception .of the. parkas the maip. problem~ is
more conceptual and an indication of a generally negative· attitude rather than an
identific~tion of specific problems caused by the existence of the park.

Table 21. Tribe of respondent by desired govemmentassistance
(p=O.OOOOl)

Desired government assistance

Tribe

Beiru,
%

Bahima
%

Banyarwanda,
%

Bakiga
%

Other
%

Column total
%

Provide
land

20
28.6

8
40.0

6
28.6

4
'15.4

45
18.8

Health and
social service

38
37.3
28

40.0
5

25.0
5

23.8
5

19.2,

81
33.9

Resolve wildlife
issues

4
3.9
9

12.9
1

5.0
4

19.0
2

7.7

20
8.4

Provide
water

45
44.1

6
8.6
6

30.0
6

28.6
12

46.2
75

31.4

Other

8
7.8
7

10.0

3'
11.5

18
7.5

Row total
%

102 '
42.7
70

29.3
20
8.4
21
8.8
26

10.9

239
100.0

In summary, the results show that there has been a· spontaneous shift in the ecqnomic
activities of many Bahima and Banyarwarida households away from strict dependence on
/cattle keeping towards a more sedentary form of mixed·farming. This is encouraging as i~

confirms tbe· capacity ·of these people for radical changes .in their lifestyle and indicates· the
viability of· this form of economy in· the area. The proposals made by the RRBfor. the
settlement of the Bahima people are thus strengthened.

Forty percent of Bahima and 75% of Banyarwanda households are landless. Given the rapid
disappearance of communal grazing land, the urgent need for programmes to· address the
~anagementoftheseresources and the needs of the people dependent upon them cannot be
overemphflsised. Until this is achieved the pastoralistswill .. remain dependent on the· ranches
and the park for grazing,and continue to perceive the parkas a major cause of problems.

v

Most .Beiru households have achieved rea~onable food security. Many Bakigahouseholds,
especially recent arrivals, 'have not; 'as a consequence, they seem to have a stronger negative
view of the park. 'These households therefore would seem to be an important target for
park/project interventions.
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4. RESPONDENT'S AGE

Therespoodent's age, had some effect on the answersgivea to a number of the questions.
Respondents'were divided into five age groups as presented in the, following' table:

Table 22. Respondent's'age

Respo,ndent's age

<30
30-39
40-49

, 50-60

>60

Total

Frequency

68
56
36
38
45

243

Percent

28.0
23.0
14.8
15.6
18.5

100.0

This age 'data supports the concept of household lifecycles presented earlier 'in ,section
IV.B.l. The si.zeof households tended to increase with the age of the respondent
(p=O.OOOOO), indicating, a, process of the establishment and development of hou~eholds over
time. Wealth is also being accrued over time. The older the respondent, the more 'likely they
were to own cattle (p=O.00026) and have more land {p=O.00132). As the household ages, its
main economic activity changes from cultivation to mixed farming (table 23).

Table 23. Respondent's age by most important economic activity
(p==0.08736)

Most important economic activity

Respondent's Cattle Cultivation Mixed Other Row total
'age keeping farming '%
<30 12 44 5 7 68
% 17.6 64.7 7.4 10.3 28.0

30-39 7 38 -4 7 56
% 12.5 67.9 7.1 12.5 23.0

40-49 6 19 8 3 36
% 16.7 52.8 22.2 8.3 14.8

50-60 9 17 9 3 38
% 23.7 44.7 23.7 7.9 15.6

>60 13 21 9 2 45
% 28.9 46.7 20.0 4.4 18.5

Column total 47 139 35 22 243
% 19.3 57.2 14.4 9.1 100.0

The level~ of the respondent's' education was strongly influenced by age (table 24). Nearly
70% ,of the oldest respondents were 'without any formal education compared'to only 35% of
those under thirty. Of those with education above primary school level, only '12% were from
the 'oldest group while 32% were from the youngest' group. This shows that younger people
are more likely to have received some formal education.
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Table 24. Respondent's age by education level of respondent
(p=O.00573)

Education level of respondent

Respondent's None PI toP3 P4 toP7 Above Row total
age primary %
<30 24 12 24 8 68
% 35.5 17.6 35.3 11.8 28.0

3Q-39 15 11 23 7 56
% 26.8 19.6 41.1 12.5 23.0

40-49 15 5 10 6 36
% 41.7 13.9 27.8 16.7 14.8

50-60 19 10 8 1 38
% 50.0 26.3 21.1 2.6 15.6

>60 31 5 6 3 45
% 68.9 11.1 13.3 6.7 18.5

Column total 104 43 71 25 243
% 42.8 17.7 29.2 103 100.0

Recent immigrants to the area were more likely to be from the younger age groups A larger
percentage of older residents have been resident 11 ye~rs or more. This indicates perhaps the
dispersal of the youth in search of new opportunities, the younger son leaving the father's
compound, or respondent wives who have come into the area.··For example, .35% of the
under-30s were born in the area, reflecting the establishment of second generation
households.

Table 25. Respondent's age by length of residence ofhousehold head
(p=0.00005)

Length·of residence of household head

Respondent's < 1 year 1 to 5 6 to 10 11 years Born Row total
age years years or more here %
<30 6 18 13 1 24 68
% 8.8 26.5 19.1 10.3 35.3 28.6

30-39 7 8 13 17 8 53
% 13.2 15~1 24.5 32.1 15.1 22.3

40-49 4 7 8 14 2 35
% 11.4- '20.0 22.9 40.0 5.7 14.7

50-60 2 14 3 17 2 38
% 5.3 36.8 7.9 44.7 5.3 16.0

>60 3 9 7 21 4 44
% 6.8 20.5 15.9 41.7 9.1 18.5

Column total 22 56 44 76 40 238
% 9.2 23.5 18.5 31.9 16.8 100.0

, It is interesting, however, that young respondents were more likely to perceive soil erosi9n in
their area than older respondents (p=O.09534). On the ather hand, younger respondents were
more likely to admit to burning the bush or fallow fields (p=O.00820), a procedure that is
known to contribute to soil erosion and environmental damage.
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The data seem· to indicate··a generally lllore positive attitude to the park among the· young.
When asked whether they experienced problems from the park other than damage caused oy
wildlife, older. respondents were more likely to say "yes" than younger respondents
(p=O.OI716). Younger respondents were more likely than older respondents .to believe that
the·park's·purpose was·positive (p=0.OI528). This will be discussed in more depth in·section
IV.H.4.

In summary, youngercommumty members are more likely to have receivedformal··education
than older people. They· are also more· likely' to be ·more positive towards·the. park. Young
people, including young .adults, thus make a natural target for outreach education
programmes. While not ignoring the needs and interests of the older people,where resources
are limited it would be advisable to concentrate on working with· schools and youth groups. It
maybe expected· that the children will influence t~e thinking of their parents. That younger
people were more likely than older people to bum land-·a rather surprising result-may
indicate that the education they have been receiving, especially with respect to environmental
issues,has been poor. Park authorities should look seriously· at ·improving the quality and
quantity of environmental education available in communities around the park.

5. RESPONDENT'S EDUCATION

Education is· one of the most important tools used by conservationbodies·in their efforts to
improve the statusof·conservation. areas and· enhance their·~relationship with the community
members in the surrounding area /and is viewed as an important componentof·any·.integrated
conservation· and development program. Section IV.H.4· discusses the impact that education
appears to have on.attitudes towards conservation.

Respondents were divided into the four educational groups shown in table 26. It can be seen
that the .general level of education in the community is.·low. Only 10% of respondents· had
received .post primary school education while 43% had received no .formal education at all.
Combined with poor .standards of education resulting from lack ·of resources and ·poorly
trained and remunerated teachers, it can. be ··seen that .education is a grave need of the
communities.

Table 16. Education level of respondent

Educ~tion level
None
PI toP3
P4 toP7
Above primary

Total

Frequency
104 '
43
71
25

243

Percent
42.8
17.7
29.2
10.3

100.0

It is clear from the analysis that the level ofeducatioftof respondents is closely related to
several aspects ofthe community studied. This is important as it indicates that different social
groups have had. different exposure to formal education and are more likely to behave in ways
or to ·hold· views different from. other groups witha·greateror lesser exposure to formal
education.
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Different socioeconomic groups, as reflected by the dominant economic activity, had different
exposure to education (table 21). Cattle keepers and mixed farmers were ··less educated than
cultivators, and twice as many non-cattle keeper respondents had more than P3 education.
More-educated respondents were more likely to earn revenue from crop sales while
uneducated respondents were more likely to be from households dependent on cattle sales 'for
income (p=O.00039).

Table 21. Respondent's level of education by ffiostimportanteconomic activity
(p=0.01134)

Most important economic activity

Respondent's Cattle Cultivation Mixed Other Row total
education keeping fanning %

None 30 49 18 7 104
% 63.8 35.3 51.4 31.8 42.8

PI toP3 7 31 1 4 43
% 14.9: 22.3 2.9 18.2 17.7

P4 to P7 7- 45 10 -9 71
% 14.9 32.4 28.6 40.9 29.2

Above·· primary 3 14 6 2 25
% 6.4 10.1 17.1 9.1 10.3

Column total 47 139 35 22 243
% 19.3 57.2 14.4 9.1 100.0

Respondents·with no education were considerably more likely to be landless than.respondents
with even low levels offormal education (table 28). Only 12% of respondents with more than
primary education were .. landless compared to 32% of .respondents with .. no education.
Furthermore, the more. education a respondent had, the greater· the number of pieces of land
they were likely to own(p=O.00385).

Table 28. Respondent's level of education by ownership ofland
- (p=O.00166)

Ownership. of land

Respondent's Yes No Row total
education %

None 71 33 104
% 68.3 31.7 42.8

PI toP3 34 9 43
% 79.1 20.9 17.7

P4 to P7 65 6 71
% 91.5 8.5 29.2

Above· primary 22 3 25
% 88.0 12.0 10.3

Column total 192 51 243-
% 79.0 21.0 100.0
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More-educated respondents tended to have been resident in the area longer (table 29). Forty
ninepereentof the respondents.with no education had lived in the area ~Of less than five years
compared to only 36% ofthe respondents who had been resident in the area for more th~n 11
years or were born there~ Seventy-two percent of those with .more than primary ·education
were resident more than. 11 years or born there. This may indicate that less-educated people
are more likely to become marginal in their home area or be younger sons and be requ~red to
migrate elsewhere ·in .search of land and opportunities. ··The majority of respondents who
moved. into the area were in search of land or grazing (see section IV.C).

~ Table 29. Respondent's level of education by length of residence of household head
(p=O.00652)

Length of residence of household bead

Respondent's <: lyear 1 t05 6 to 10 11 years c Born Row total
education .years years or more here %

~ None 13 36 15 24 12 100
% 13.0 36.0 15.0 24.0 12.0 42.0

PI toP3 3 6 11 16 7 43
% 7.0 14.0 25.6 37.2 16.3 f 18.11

P4 toP7 5 12 14 22 17 70
% 7.1 17.1 20.0 31.4 24.3 29.4

Aoove primary 1 2 4 14 4 25
% 4.0 8.0 16.0 56.0 16.0 10.5

Column total 22 56 44 76 40 ~238~

% 9.2 23.5 18.5 31.9 16.8 100.0

There is a significant relationship between the respondent's level of education and the
household's food production performance (1'=0.00618). Increased· levels of education are
,related to increased levels··of food production. Of·the respondents who never grew enough
food, 64% had no education in comparison to ~only 21% who'always grew enough food.
Conversely, of those who alway~grew enough' food, 59% had P4 or ·above education
compared to only 26% ofthose who never grew enough food.

Respondents with . different education levels perceived problems differently (table 30).
Respondents with no education· were more likely to perceive the park as the main problem
they faced (48%) than respondents with higher levels of education (12%). This may indicate
that higher levels of education enabled respondents. to put the problems caused·by the· park
into perspective. Perceptions of lack of water as the main problem increased steadily with
increased·edtlcation from 19%· of respondents with no education to·· 44% of respondent~with
more than primaryc education. /
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Table 30. Respondent's level of education by most significant problem
(p=O.00283)

Most significant problem

Respondent's None Park Water Land Poor social Other Row·total
education related related related infrastructure %

None - 49 20 -6 14 14 163
% 47.6 19.4 5.8 13.6 13.6 42.6

Pi toP3 2 8 11 2 15 5 43
% 4.7 18.6 25.6 4.7 34.9 11.6 17.8

P4 toP7 3 24 18 2 II 13 71
% 4.2 33.8 25.4 2.8 15.5 18.3 29.3

Above primary - 3 II - 5 6 25
% 12'.0 44.0 26.6 24.0 }6.3

Column total 5 84 60 10 45 38 242
% 2.1 34.7 24.8 4.1 18.6 15.7 100.6

Surprisingly, as has·been noted, more-educated respondents were likely to indicate that they
burned·' pasture and fields asa management technique than uneducated respondents)
(1'=0.00290). There are also significant relationships between burning and landownership
(owners burn), respondent's age (younger people bum), and respondent's sex (men burn).

In .summary,cattle keepers are less educated than other· socioeconomic groups. The young
are required to herd cattle· rather than attend school. The lack of education in this group is of
concern with respect to ·government plans to settle the'pastoralists. It also emphasises the
importance of ensuring adequate· education facilities on the sub-divided ,ranches.. More
educated ··8ouseholds ·were more likely to .have .achieved food security, indicating· the
importance.of education to development. Education was also correlated to the probability of
having secure land. Ofsignificance. to the park's Community Conservation programme, less
educated people ate more likely to perceive the park as a problem, indicating the importance
of any outreach programme· reaching this sector ofthe·community.

6. G'ENDER

The difference in. social roles between men and women· makes an examination of the influence
of sex impQrtant. It is assumed that· female-headed households and female respondents will
have~ different perspective on some of the questions,particularly with respect to perceptions
of problemsand~~titudestoward certain issues. Both the sex ofthe head of household and
the sex ofthe respondent were utilised for this analysis. )

,Gender of head of household. Although very few ofthe households sampled were headed
by womeo{20 of 243), there were a number of intetesting results from the analyses. For'
example, there is no significant relationship between theownership·ofland.and the sex.ofthe'
household head. ·Female-headed households were not more likely to be landless, not were
they more likely to be recent immigrants to the. area.

There was no significant difference in the primary' 'economic activities of female-headed
r hOllse.holdscompared. to male-headed households. However, while they were more· likely to

perceive declines in·) pasture quality (1'=0.09427), they did not differ from male-headed
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households·· with respect to perceptions of soil erosion or declines in soil fertility.
Respondents' from female-headedh0useholds were more likely to be positive than negative
toward~ the park (p=O.04876), though they were less likely to have visited the park
(p=O.1083J).

Sex of respondent. In this surveyit~was found that the 58 female respondents were less
educated than' the 185 male respondents (table 31). Nearly two-thirds (62%) of female
respondents' had no' formal education, compared to approximately one-third (37%) 'of males
respondents,/whileonly 26% of female respondents had education beyond the P3 level c

compared to 44% of·males. This statistic reveals that women in the ·area have had
considerably less access to educatio~ than males and confirms.the existence ofthe traditional
bias against women in this regard.

Table.31.·Respondent's sex by respondent's levelofeduc~tion,
(p=O.00903)

Respondent's level of education

Respondent's None PI toP3 P4 toP7 Above :Row total
sex primary %

Male 68 36 60 21 185
% 36.8 19.5 32.4 11.4 76.1

Female 36 7 11 4 58
% 62.1 12.1 19.0 6.9 23.9

Column total 104 43 71 25 243
% 42.8 17.7 29.2 10.3 100.0

While it would appear that women perceived problems in' their area differently than' men, .this
difference was . not statistically significant. However, .women responded' significantly

_differently from men (p=O.06961) in identifying the assistance they would most like from
government. Sixteen percent of female respondents requested government assistance to
control the damage caused by wildlife compared to amy{,%of male respondents, while 21%
of the males wanted government assistance with landcompared·to 10% of the women. That
relatively fewer men requested assistance with wildlife thanwomen··may reflect the priorities
of daily activities. It may also reflect aconcem for.·household food· security 'in .terms of
subsistence food production. Approximately one-third of the respondents of either sex
wanted government assistance with health and social servjces··and.with water.
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Table 32. Respondent's sex by desired government assistance'
(p=O.06.961)

Desired government assistance
RespOndent's Provide Health and Resolve wildlife Provide Other Row total

sex land social service issues water %
Male 39 62 11 59 12 183

% 21.3 33.9 6.0 32.2 6.6 16.3
Female 6 19 9 17 6 51

% 10.5 33.3 15.8 29.8 10.5 23.8

Column total 45 81 20 76 18 240
% 18.8 33.8 8.3 31.6 1.5 100.0

In summary, women are' less likely thaomen to have received formal education. This
, indicates the importance .of any outreach programme making special efforts to reach. this
social group, and targeting activities specifically to women's groups. This' is especially
important as women tend to be' more likely to ·perceive.the park as causing them problems
than men. As women are more .likely than men to request assistance in combating damage
caused by' wildlife' to their crops .(perhaps because they are more responsible for providing
food for the household), this provides an opportunity for theparkJproject to work with
women.

7. LOCATION

The analysis of distance seems to demonstrate an effect on several of the variables examined.
The households of. respondents' interviewed were divided into three groups depending on
their proximity to the park boundary. All households were "located within parishes that
bordered the.park,. but their distance from the park ranged over Rpproximately·ten kilometres.
The eight EAs and their households were classified as being either:

Table 33 ..Location ofhousehold' relative to the park boundary

Location

"next" to the park

"near" to '. the park

"far" from the park

Distance

(approx. 0- 2km)

(approx. 2- skm)

(approx.5-10km)

Number

91

60

92

Percent

37%

25%

38%

The main economic activity of households. differs in relation to.their distance from. the. park
(table 34). Mixed farmers (who are mainly pastoralistsinorigin-'"see IV.B.3) andpastoralists
are more likely to be found close to the park boundary.. This is supported by the finding that
households' owning livestock were more likely to be found close to the park (p=O.OOOOO).
Cattle keepers may have been attracted to the park's' periphery to have easier access to the
park's grazing and water. Cultivators, on the'other hand),~ay have avoided proximity to ,the
park to reduce incidence of crop damage. by wildlife from the park. Households engaged in
other economic activities were equally spread through ·the three distance categories,
suggesting·thattrading, brewing, or labouring were unaffected by proximity to the park.
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Table 34. Most important economic activity by distance from park
(p=O.OOOOO).

Distance from park

Most- important
economic activity.

Next to-park Near to park Far from park Row-total
%

Cattle keeping
%

Cultivation
%

Mixed farming
%

Otber
%

Column total
%

28
59.6
29

20.9
25

71.4
9

40.9

91
37.4

11
23.4
41

29.S

4
11.4

4
18.2
60

24.7

8
17.0
69

49.6
6

17.1
9

40.9
92

37.9

47
19.3
139
57.2
35

14.4
22
9.1
243

100.0

The most important source -of household income was affected by proximity to the park in a
similar way (table 35). Crop' sales were the most important source -of revenue for h.ouseholds
distant from the park, while cattle sales were the- most important source of income- for those
households next to---the park boundary. Charcoal sales were also important for households
next to the park.

Table 35. Distance from park by household's primary source ofincome
(p=o.00000)

Household's primary source of income
Distance from

park
Nextto park

%
Near to park

%
Far from park

%
Column total

%

Crop Cattle sales Beer sales LivestockOtber
sales products
26 44 4 1 16

28.6 48.4 4.4 1.1 17.6
35 14 3 8

58.3 23.3 S.O 13.3
57 10 11 1 12

62.0 10.9 12.0 1.1 13.0

11868 18 2 36
48.6 28.0 7.4 0.8 14.8

Row total
%
91

37.4
60

24.7
92

37.9

243
100.0

Food production was influenced by distance. More-distant households were more likely to
always grow sufficient food to last the year than households next to the park (p=O.OI282)
This may-merely-indicate that cattle keepers, who grow-fewer food crops, -are-more likely to
be found close to the park, but it may also indicate the greater-problems caused by wild
ammals to- c~ltivators living close to the park.

Households with no land were more likely to be settled- close to the park boundary (table 36).
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Table 36. Distance from park by ownership of land
) (p=O.OOOOl)

Ownership ofI~d

Distance form
park

Next to park
%

Near'to park
%

Far from park
%

Column total
%

Yes No

58 33
30.2 64.1
49 11

25.5 21.6
85 1

44.3 13.1

192 51
19.0 , 21.0

Row total
%'

91
31.4
60

24.1
92

37.9

243
100.0

These results' are rea~onable as pastoralists. are,'more likely to be landless '~han are, cultivators
(section IV.'D.2),' and to. be'located next to ,the park. The'more pieces of land a household
held, the more likely they were to be located away from the park (table 37). However, in
terms of total landholdings, it appears that households ~ith larger landholdings were located
near to the park.

Table 37. Number ofpieces of land held by distance from park
(p=0.00012)

Distance'from park

Number ofpieces of
land

Next to park Near to park Far from park Row total
%,

No land
%

1 piece of land
%

2 pieces ofland
%

3 or more pieces
%

Column total
%

33
64.7
.45
33.1
10

21.8
3

15.0

91
37.4

11
21.6
30

22.1
11

30.6
8

40.0

60
24.1

7
13.7
61

44.9
15

41.7
9

45.0

92
37:9

51
21.0
136 .
56.0
36

14.8
20
8.2

243
100.0

The longer a housebold had been resident in the area, the more likely they were to be distant
from the ,park boundary ,,(p=O.00000). Seventy-seven,percent of those settling less than, l' year
ag<> settled "next" to the park, while 62% of those born 'in the area were settled "far" from
the park. Recent arrivals may settle close to the"'park because of, the availability of,.
"unoccupied" land. However, it should be noted that the establishment of t4eKanyaryeru
Resettlement Scheme close to the park boundary may have influenced these resu1ts.-

~ouseholdsat ',different distances :from the park seem to perceive development problems
differently {table 38). Respondents were asked to give the problem they saw as the greatest
barrier.to ,development in, their area. Of those next to the park, 55% cited the "park itself as
the major problem, while only 9% .of households. far from, the park <tid. However, it" is
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interesting to .note that households citing a lack of water as the main problem decreased with J

relative proximity to the.park, from 40% to 13%. This probably reflects the importance of the
permanent sources ofwater found within the park.

Table 38. Distance from park by most significant problem
(p=o.OOOOO)

Most·significant··problem

Distance from None Park Water Land Poor social Other Row total
•. park related related related~ infrastrocture %

Next to park 1 50 12 4 11 13 91
% 1.1 54.9 13.2 4.4 12.1 14.3 37.6

Near to park 1 26 12 3 12 '6 60
% 1.7 43.3 20.0 5.0 20.0 10.0 24.8

Far from park 3 8 36 3 22 19 91
% 3.3 8.8 39.6 3.3 24.2 20.9 37.6

Column total 5 84 60 10 45 38 242
% 2.1 34.7 24.8 4.1 18.6 1'5.7 100.0

Priorities for government assistance also changed with proximity (table 39). Twenty-six
percent of the respondents living in households next ·to the park requested assistance .with
resolving land tenure·issues,compared to only 6% ofthose who were far from the park. This
may reflect the concentration of pastoralists close to the park and their greater concern with
land issues. Not surprisingly respondents requesting help with water increased with distance,
from 11%. ofrespondents to 48%, while a c~ncetn for assistance to combat wildlife declined
with distance (14% to 2%).

Table 39. Distance from park by desired government assistance
(p=O.OOOOI)

Desired government assistance
Distance from Provide Health and Resolve··wildlife Provide Other Row'total

•park '" land social service issues water %
Next to park 23 32 13 15 7 90

% 25.6 35,6 14.4 16.7 7.8 37.5
Near 'to park 17 18 5 17 2 59

% 28.8 30.5 8.5 28.8 3.4 24.6
Far from park 5 31 2 44 9 91

% 5.5 34.1 2.2 48.8 9.9 37.9

Column total 45 81 20 76 18 240
% 18.8 33.8 8.3 31.7 7.5 100.0

The effect .of proximity to. the park on respondents' perceptions of wildlife as a problem
supports the· above result. A clear and significant trend,{table 40) showed that only 58% ·of
respondents living far from the park perceived wildlifeasa problem, 85% of those living near
the·· park did, while·99% of respondents living next to the park did. A similar·trend was shown
by respondents when asked whether the park resulted in any other problems for them. Only
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3% of distant respondents answered yes, while 21% of respondents living next to. the ·park
answered yes.

Table 40. Distance from park by wildlife problems
(p=o.OOOOO)

Wildlife problems
Distance from Yes No Row· total

park %
Next to park 90 1 91

% 98.9 1.1 37.4
Near to park 51 9 60

% 85.0 15.0 24.7
Far from park 53 39 92

% 57.6 42.4 37.9

Column total 194 49 243
% 79.8 20.2 100.0

The experiencing of problems may· have influenced general perceptions of· the park. This
subjectis discussed in depth in section IV.H, but respondents who reported that the park' s
main purpose (which they had selected) was positive declined with proximity (1'=0.0156).
However, the probability of the·respondent having visited. the park increased with proximity
(1'=0.00511).

In summary,cattle keepers and mixed farmers. tend to be the park's nearest neighbours. This
is important. because it presents the opportunity for the park/projects to work with these _
people to encourage the retention of open rangeland close to the park, thus ke.eping open
seasonal dispersal areas for wildlife. It has other implications,as· mixed farmers,· followed by
pastoralists, have the least positive perception of the park. Both these results e~phasise the
importance ofworking with the households living closest to the park.

Households living ·closest to the· park boundary are less likely to achieve food security.
Though there are several factors that may be influencing this, the greater damage to crops
caused ·by·wildlife .. ·is. probably ·the most important. and indiGates the ·importance ·of the
parkJproject working to reduce this problem~ This. ·is especially important, as· households
living closer to the park are more likely to perceive both the park and wildlife as their most
pressing problem.

'C.O·RIGIN OF PEOBlE IN AREAS AROUND LMNP
The origin of households was examined in terms ofthedistance·they had come. Slightly over
one-third.ofthe.people originated from outside the district, while slightly less than one-third
originated from within the village'.
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Table 41. Origin ofhousehold head

Origin' ofbousehold bead
Born here
Elsewhere 'in village
Elsewhere in subcounty
Elsewhere in district
Outside district
Total

Frequency
40
38
24
56
85

243

Percent
16.5
15.6
9.9

23.0
35.0

100.0

The influx' of households into theare~ was caused by several factors with households coming
from several different locations... However,many of the respondents in the EAssouthofthe
park are likely.to .have been Rwandan refuge,es.. Households in the community 'studied in EA
2 in Kanyaryeru' Resettlement Scheme were all relocated by' the government from the same
area and for the same reason.

Approximately 68% of the people living around LMNP are immigrants to. their present
village. Of those, '60% moved in the last ten years and 39% in the last five years. Slightly less
than half of these immigrants (45%) moved from elsewhere within the district, wmle those
coming from outside the district originated primarily from Rukungiri, Btishenyi, and Rakai
Districts. Enumeration units which are further away from the park have a longer history. of
settlement· than' those near the park whose settlement histories are more rC?cent. Almost one
third (30%) of the previous,generation originated·witlUn··the.district, 58% originated outside
the district but in Uganda, 7% originated outside the country, and 5% didn't know the origin
of the parents ,of the household head. The origin of· the head of household is strongly
correlated to the length of residence (table 42). A higher proportion of the most recent
arrivals tend to have come from a greater distance.

Table 42. Length of residence ofhousehold head by origin of household head
(p=O.00194)

Origin of houseboldhead

Length of
residence
< 1 year

%
1 to 5 years

%
6to 10 years

%
11 or more years

%
Column total

%

Elsewhere in Elsewhere Outside
subcounty in district district

6 1 11
33:3 5.6 61.1

5 10 30
11.1 22.2 66.7

6 13 15
17:6 38.2 44.1

5 31 28
7.8 48.4 43.8
22 55 84

13.7 31.2 52.2

Row total
%
18

11.2
·45
28.0
34

21.l
64

39.8

161
100.0

Population movements are often described in terms of "push" and "pull" factors which
stimulate resettlement. These may take a number of forms. Push factors would be. those
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conditions in the areas· of origin which force people to move out of that area, such as land
shortage, deteriorating soil fertility; prolonged drought, famine, and war or civil strife..The
lack· offarnring·· land in. areas. of origin accounted for the movement of33% of the immigrants
(table 43), .followed ·bydisplacementby war and consequent resettlement in the district, ·a
lack ofgrazing, and·other reasons such as setting up another ··or .independent household, work
reasons, displacement by park·or resettlement scheme, etc..

Table 43. Reasons for-leaving former location

Reas,on for leaving

Lack offanning land
Lack ofgrazing land
Work reason
Displaced by war/resettled
Set up household
Displaced by park
Other
Don't know

Total

Frequency

67
38
2

44
22

8
19

~

203

Percent

33.0
18.7

1.0
21.7
10.8
3.9
9.3
1.5

100.0

Pull factors, on the other hand, are·those factors such as land availability, good climate, soil
fertilitY,clanlfamily ties, .and job opportunities which encourage people to settle· ina given
area· rather than somewhere. else. Pull· factors for settlement· into the area of this study
included the availability of farming land (34%), grazing land, deliberate government
resettl~ment, and other reasons, including the availability of jobs, inheritance of land, etc.
(table 44). Five percent~ofthehouseholds just moved between compounds on the same land.

Table 44. Reason for coming to this.location

Reason foi coming here

Still on same land
Farm land available
Grazing available
Jobs available
Resettled bygovernnlent
Land available to buy
Other
Dot:l~tknow

Total

Frequency

10
69
48
3

37
18
16

~

203

Percent

4.9
34.0
23.6

1.5
18.2
8.9
7.9
1.0

100.0

The ongtn of immigrating households was significantly correlated with .the dominant
economic activity (table 45). Cattle keepers (490iO) and mixed farmers (49%) were much
more likely··to have· moved into the area from· outside of Mbarara District· than cultivators
(28%). Forty-one percent of the cultivators were born there or moved within the village
compared· to· 17% and 11%, respectively, of the cattle keepers· or mixed farmers. While·these
results· give the impression of greater mobility among. the cattle keepers, it is likely that these
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resultswereaff~cted by the -establishment of the ~ake Mburo Resettlement Scheme, whose
members were all cattle keepers. .

Table 45. Most important economic activity by origin ofhousehold',head
I (p=0.OO029)

Origin of hoUsehold head

Most 'important Bpm Elsewhere Elsewhere in Elsewhere Outside Row total
economic.activity here in village subcounty in district district %

Cattle Keeping . 8 6 10 23 47
% 17.0 12.8 21.3 48.9 19:3

Cultivation 31 26 9 34 39 139
% 22~3 18.7 6.5 J 24.5 28.1 57.2

Mixed fanning 2 2 3 11 17 35
% 5.7 5.7 8.6 31.4 48.6 14.4

Other 7 2 6 1 6 22
% 31.8 9.1 27.3 4.5 27.3 9.1

Column total 40 J 38 24 56 85 243
% 16.5 15.6 9.9 23.0 35.0 100.0

The main tribes of people in the area are significantly !~elated to their areas ·oforigin (table
46). The dominant Banyankole Beiru (43%), who are mainly cultivators, originate from the
Districts of Bushenyi and Rukungiri and from other parts of Mbarara District. The
Banyankole 'Bahima' (29%), 'who are mainly cattle, keepers, originate from the 'Districts 'of
Rukungiri" (former Mpororo' County), Luwero, and areas of Mbarara District. The Bakiga
(9%),originating~ mainly from Kabale District, B.anyarwanda (8%), mostly asecQnd
generation of refugees of the 1960s Rwanda civil \war, and others (11%), including Baganda,
mainly from Rakai District,make up the remaining population.

Table 46. Tribe ofrespondent by origin ofhousehold head
(p=O.00037)

Origin of household head

Tribe of Born Elsewhere ElSewhere in ,Elsewhere Outside Row total
respondent here in village subeounty in district district %

Beiru( 26 20 9 21 23 105
% 24.8 19.0 8.6 25.7 21.9 43.4

Bahima 2 8 10 12 38 70
% 2.9 11.4 14.3 17.1 54.3 28.9

Banyanvanda - 1~- 3 9 7 20
% 5.0 15.0 45~cO 35.0 8.3

Bakiga 4 4 2 2 9 21
% 19.0 19.0 9.5 9.5 42.9 8.1

Other 7 5 . 6 8 26
% 26.9 19.2 23.1 30.8 10.1

Column total 39 38 24 56 85 ' 242
% 16.1 15.7 9.9 23.1 35.1 100.0
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The distanGe from whiGh households had Gome was signifiGantly related to where they settled
in relation to the boundary of the park (table' 47). Those ~ho Game from "elsewhereln the
village"or were "born here" tended to settle further from the·' park. Of those that· came from

,"outside the district," the majority ·settled··next to the park, as did two-thirds of the. people
originating from elsewhere. within the Jsubcounty.As· discussed above (section IV.B.7),
pastoralists were more likely. to be found settled close to the park which may indicate that
such long-distance movers are more economically marginal' and are· thus forced· to .occupy the
less desirable land close to the park.

Table 41...0rigin ofnousenoldnead by distance from park
, (p=O.OOOOl)

Distance from park

Origin of household Next to park Near to..park Far.from park RowtotaI
head %

Bomhere 5 10 25 40
% 12.5 25.0 62.5 16.5

Elsewhere in village 9 11 18 38
% 23.7 28.9 47.4 15.6

Elsewhere in subcounty 16 6 2 24
% 66.7 25.0 8.3 9.9

Elsewhere in district 16 18 22 56
% 28.6 32.1 39.3 23.0

Outside district 45 15 25 85
% 52.9 17.6 29.4 35.0

Column total 91 60 92 243
% 37.4 24.7 ~ 37.9 100.0

This .. conjecture would also be supported by the finding that the distance···· from .which
households 'had moved was significantly related to whether or not they 'owned land
(p=O.01601) ·and how much land they owned .(p=O.OOl 10). Households that moved in,from
outside the district were more likely to have no land (31%) than inter-village movers (16%)
and tended to own fewer pieces and(Jess land in total.

The age of the respondent was significantly correlated· •. to the distance from which the
household had moved (p=O.OO175). However, these data a.re difficult to interpret. It appears
that younger' respondents came from within the village.. or sub-county, which may. reflect the
younger marginal families mentioned in the previous paragraph. It. may also be a reflection. of
women who have married into the village.

In summary, of the large part of the communities living around the park that were newly
settled' in the area, halfhad moved from villages within Mbarara District, while half had come

/from~ outside the district. The tendency of new arrivals to settle close to the park boundary
means thatthese communities are likely to 'have weaker social structures and· thus be more
difficult to.workwith effectively. However,· as' discussed above, the communities closest to
the. park form' the most important target group for the park's community conservation
programme.
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D. LAND

1. LAND TENURE

Land tenure is an i~portant issue in the area around the park. As discussed earlier, the land
tenure situation in areasaroundLMNP.is historically confused·andcontroversial. At the same
timegovemment policy ·at a national level has been confusing and has .further increased
uncertainty over land tenure issues ("Land Tenure and'Agricultural Development· in Uganda"
1989, and "Report of the TechnicalComrnittee" 1993). Majorgovemment interventions,
especially the creation ofthe park; the d,evelopmentoftheARS,and the setting aside ofland
for refugee or' resettlement schemes have had serious impacts on perceptions'of land tenure,
which has resulted in a prevailing land tenure'insecurity in many.·ofthe area's communities,
especia.lly in those recently settled.

Respondents were asked under what form of land tenure the ·household held its land. -The
main forms of land tenure given were: freeholdormailo titlellease, customary tenure,
borrowed land,· or no ·land. Table 48 summarises the number of landholdings reported by the
respondents. As can be seen, the vast majority of respondents' held their 'land as customary
tenants, and only a· few individuals had lease or freehold' titles. Some respondents indicated
they were in the process of acquiring titles.

Table4~8. Tenure oflandholdings

Tenure category

Freehold or mailo title/lease
f;ustomary tenant
Borrowed
'No pie~e(s) ofland

Total households

piece 1 piece 2 piece 3

18 4
173 51 19

1 1 1
51 IS1 223

243 243 243

Titled landowners tended· to ,be significantly better .educated than customary landholders
(table 49). Nearly three times as many landowner respondents (28%) had .post-primary
education than did· the. customary landholders (10%).

Table 49. Category ofland· tenure by level of education ofrespondent
(p=O.01091)

Education level ofrespondent

Category of land None PI to P3 P4,·· to·P1 Above Row total
tenure primary %

Title or lease 3 1 9 5 IS
% 16.1 5.6 50.0 21.8 9.4

Customary tenure 67 33 56 11 113
% 38.1 19.1 32.4 9.8 90.1

Borrowed 1 - - - 1
% 100.0 0.5

Column total 11 34 65 22 192
% 37.0 11.1 33.9 11.5 100.0
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There is also a significant correlation between tenure and the primary economic activity
variable. Nearly. 40% of the mixed farmers were title holders.compared to 10% or less of the
cattle keepers or cultivators, (table 50). This is interesting as· it suggests that owning land
made it more likely that a pastoralist would make the change to becoming a mixed farmer,
possibly by increasing the ·incentive of their becoming settled. This implies that the lack of
land or uncertainty over land tenure is an impediment to the settlement of pastoralists.

Table 50. Most important economic activity by category of land tenure
(p=o.OOOOO)

Category of land tenure

Most important Title or Customary Borrowed Row total
economic activity lease tenure %

Cattle keeping 2 16 · 18
% 11.1 88.9 9.4

Cultivation 5 125 1 131
% 3.8 95.4 0.8 68.2

Mixed farming 11 17 · 28
% 39.3 60.7 14.6

Other . 15 · 15
% 100.0 7.8

Column-total 18 173 1 192
% 9.4 90.1 0.5 100.0

While the cultivator communities visited tend to hold land. through customary tenure, being in
close proximity to the park and the removal of communities which traditionally had occupied
the area when the national park· was gazetted has caused people to lose confidence. in
customary tenure. They would feel more secure with freehold or leasehold titles.

The Banyarwanda and Bahima pastoralists in the ChahiForest Reserve said they have only
managed to sustain their stay in the reserve by bribing the poorly-paid reserve employees.
However, they are not· allowed to cultivate the land·norare they allowed.to dig water holes.
They can only graze their _cattle. At the time of the· survey, .many showed concern that there
were rumours.that.they may soon·be evicted from the· reserve since restrictions had begun to
be imposed· on the watering ·of animals in the Ruizi River. The reserve officers were
discouraging the movement of cattle to t~e river since it had .proved destructive to the young
trees being planted. However, in one part of the forest reserve people have been allowed to
cultivate the land in groups of about 30 people, planting crops for a few seasons, while at the
same time planting trees they subsequently own.

The ,Bahima and Banyarwanda pastoralists living in the government ranches, the National
Park, and the forest reserv'e are referred to as "squatters." They have no recognised form of
ownership of the land they occupy which is classified as· government or private land. ·At the
time of the survey, the Bahima squatters in LMNP and the government. ranches had ·been
given permission to remain where they were until the work of allocating land to· them by the
RRB had· been completed. The government clearly recognised some form of traditional land
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rights siBee it had accepted responsibility for finding alternative landfor them as
compensation for the original loss of the lands taken by the government ranches and the
national. park. ····Surprisingly,. the squatters interviewed Oft the government ranches made
neither claims.to own the land ·nor to. any special traditional rights over the·area.

The inhabitants of the fish-landing community ~on Lake Kachera were allocated plots of land
by the fisheries department to build houses. They make a token payment to the department.
However, the fact that they were evicted during the creation of the park makes them feel
insecure. They felt that· this may happen again. This insecurity is reflected in .·the type of
houses they have re-erected. While formerly they say they had semi-permanent houses with
cemented floors and iron·roofs, now they have mud andwattle,·.grass-thatched·houses.

The people of the Kanyaryeru Resettlement Scheme community were uncertain about their
tenure position. They say they have been allocated land by the resettlement scheme officials
but their boundaries were still very unclear and quarrels often, arose because of this. Some of
them have tried· to demarcate the boundaries of what they -thought was their land· with. dead
shrubs and planting euphorbia. They mentioned that the government. should provide clear-cut
boundaries enforced by land titles to make their .position· more certain. At the time of the
survey there.were a few households who said they had occupied the land during.the game
reserve period and even had residence permits. These were evicted during 1983 but
reoccupied the land in 1985. These people were evicted again at the formation of the
Resettlement Scheme.· They· were very bitter about it since they claimed that ..·they· had not
been effectively .compensated. Compensati0t:\ was not based on the amount of land claimed
but according to developments made on the land. Since .this was part of the National Park
(and formerly Game Reserve), the government did not recognise the ownership ofland.

In· summary, national confusion over land tenure issues is reflected in local confusion and
uncertainty. Government interventions in the area, especially the creation. of·the National
Park in 1983,. have aggravated the situation. The 18rgemajorityofhouseholds still hold land
under customary tenure, .·but confidence in the traditional.system has been seriously eroded.
The existing state of uncertainty continues· to retard •. development and points to the
importance·ofthe government finally resolving.the land· tenure issues around LMNP and·the
urgent need for the RRB to complete its work. It is important that UNP clearly demonstrates
that it has no expansionist leanings; this could begin with a resolution of the current
incongruity of the park gazette.

Results showed that the more educated households were more likely to have secured land
titles. The weakening of the traditional tenure system and current reformation of national
legislation may result in increased applications for land. titles. As these are more likely to
originate from the educated elite, a possible area of the park' s community conservation
programme maybe to work with less educated households· to assist them in securing land
titles. Nyabushozi Development Agency has been working with households in Nyabushozi
County an.d might be a useful partner organisation forUNP/project activities.

2. THE EFFECT OF LAND ISSUES AND VARIABLES ON ReSPONSES

The survey examined·three variables relating to landholdings: .landownership; the number of
pieces of land· held; and the total amount of land held.~ Seventy-nine percent ofthe households
in the study area own land. Ofthese 71% own one piece of land, 19% own two.pieces, and
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10% ·own three or more pieces. This section will examine the effect of the. amount of land
owned on· responses to ·questions, perceptions of landholdings, and (variations in the tenure
under which landis held.

Landless households are less frequent (table 51) among the cultivator (6%) and mixed farmer
communities (20%), which are by nature more sedentary, than in the. cattle keeping
communities (62%); which are more transient in nature. There is no significant correlation
between landlessness and the respondent's age or sex. While a larger percentage 'of older
respondents .tend. to· be landless and nearly twice as many male respondents tend to be
landless, there are no significant differences between these groups.

TableSI. Most important economic activity by ownership of land'
(p=o.OOOOO)

Ownership of land
Most important Yes No Row total

economic activity %
Cattle keeping 18 29 47

% 38.3 61.7 19.3
Cultivating 131 8 139

% 94.2 5.8 57.2
Mixed farming ~ 28 7 35

% 80.0 20.0 14.4
Other 15 7 22

% 68.2 31.8 9.1

Column total 192 51 243
% 79.0 21.0 100.0

The landholdings of a· household measured in terms .ofthe number of pieces owned and their
total size was strongly related. to the dominant source ofthe household's income (p=O.OOOOO
in each case) and the probability of owning cattle (p=O.OOOOOandp=0.00004,respectively).
Landowners were lessl,ikely to own cattle and the probability of owning.cattle decreased with
the numbers of pieces of land owned. Cattle sales were the most important source of income
for households without land( while crop sales were the most important for households with
land. '

The most important crops grown also varied- with the ownership of land (table 52). Bananas
were the most important crop fo£56% of households with land while beans 'were the most
important·.crop for 63% of households who owned no land. As bananas are a permanent .. crop
it is i111Portant to have secure land tenure before deciding. to cultivate them. Beans are a quick
growing annual and are thus appropriate for households· owning·no land but either ,borrowing
land or "squatting."· (
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Table 52. Ownership ofland by most important crop
(p=0.01810)

Most important· crop

Ownership of None Grains Bananas Root Peas and Other Row total
land crops peanuts %

Yes 46 12 104 11 3 7 187
% 24.6 6.4 55.6 5.9 1.6 3.7 90.8
No 12 It 1 4 - - 1 19
% 63.2 5.3 21.2 5.3 9.2

Column total 58 13 108 11 3 8 206
% 28.2 6.3 52.4 5.3 1.5 3.9 100.0

Households with more pieces of land and greater total holdings.were more likely to produce
enough ·Iood to feed the, family (1'=0.00000 in both cases). Sixty-one p'ercent· of .landless
households were never·able to grow enough food to feed the family (and would thus have no
surplus for sale) compared to 60% of households with three or more pieces of land who
never· experienced a problem ofgrowing enough food to feed the family.

Perceptions of whether the respondents believed that the household owned sufficient ·landr

were significantly related to the household's primary economic activity (table 53). Both cattle
keepers and cultivators were more likely. to perceive land shortages while mixed· farmers,
basically cattle keepers in transition, were the most likely (61%}to perceive that the land was
enough. This may reflect not .only the historic relationship ·to the land and the lifecycle
hypothesis presented earlier (section IV.B.l) but also the need of the c~ttle keepers for the
large expanses of land necessary to pursue traditional.grazing practices.

Table 53. Most important economic activity by enough land
(p=0.01537)

Enough land

Most important Yes No Row total
economic activity %

Cattle keeping 5 12 17
% 29.4 70.6 9.0

Cultivation 50 80 130
% 38.5 61.5 69.1

Mixed farming 17 9 26
% 65.4 34.6 13.8

Other 3 12 15
% 20.0 80.0 8.0

Column total 75 113 188
% 39.9 60.1 100.0

Respondents. living far from the park were more likely to perceive land shortages
(p=0.09504). Perhaps this suggests that the uncertainties surrounding the parkboundaiy have
resulteo in .more free land remaining close to the park. It may also indicate that the more
established communities· further away from the park, ·having undergone a longer process of
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community development, have allocated the majority of .the land, leading to the growing
impressioftofa land shortage. However, there was no significant correlation between length
of residence and perceptions of land shortage. More recent arrivals were no more likely to
perceive a·land shortage than older residents.

Neither the sex of the respondent or the sex of the household head affected perceptions of
land shortage.

Landownership affected perceptions of problems experienced by households (table 54). Not
surprisingly, respondents from households with no land (12%) were more likely than those
from households with land (2%) to perceive land tenure issues as their most serious problem.
However,respQndents from households with no land were. less likely to view the park as their
main problem (28%) than those from households with land· (37%). This is surprising, as
results discussed above seemed· to indicate that poorer, land~short .households were likely to
view the park as the cause· of their problems. The result may indicate·a difference between
cattle keepers (who tend to be landless) and cultivators (who tend to be landowners).
Cultivators are faced· with the very real problem of. crop damage caused by wild· animals
which leads them to make a clear identification of the parkas the cause of the problem. The
problem of landlessness among the cattle keepers is recognised as a more complex issue, and
the existence ofthe park is only one component.

Table 54. Ownership of land by most significant problem
(p=O.04030)

Most significant problem

Own~rship'of None Park Water Land Poor social Other Row total
land related related related infrastructure ~

Yes 5 70 47 4 36 ;29 191
% 2.6 36.6 24.6 2.1 18.8 15.2 78.9
No - 14 13 6 9 9 51
% 27.5 25.S 11.8 17.6 17.6 21.1

Column total 5 84 60 10 45 38 242
% 2.1 34.1 24.8 4.1 18.6 15.1 100.0

When asked if living close to the park caused any problems other than those caused by
wildlife, respondents from landless households were ·more likely to perceive problems
emanating. from the park (p=0.00044). However, among landed households, as the .number of
plots held increased, so. to did the perception of,problems caused.by the park (p=O.00356).
This apparently contradictory result may indicate that the largely landless Bahima viewed the
park as the. cause oftheir landlessness, and that for landowning,. cultivating households, the

--- greater the number of plots held (and thus the greater amount of land under cultivation) the
greater the damage ·caused by wildlife and, therefore, .a generally. more negative· attitudes
towards the. park.

Significant differences ·in requests for government assistance were recorded in relation to
landownership (table 55). When asked what assistance the government could give to
overcome their problems, 49% of respondents from landless households requested assistance
with land tenure issues. Respondents from households with land were more likely to request
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assistance with water (36%)·.or health and social services (36%). The "provision of land" or
"dealing with land related problems" (such as unclear.boundaries) was indicated by 18% of
all respondents as a primary way that the government could assist them.

Table 55. Ownersmpofland by desired government assistance
(p=o.00000)

Desired government assistance
Ownership of Provide Health and Resolve·wildlife' Provide Other Row total

land land social service issues water %
Yes 20 69 18 68 14 189
% 44.4 85.2 90.0 89.5 77.8 78.8
No 25 12 2 8 4 51
% 55.6 14.8 10.0 10.5 22.,2 21.3

Column total 45 81 20 76 18 240
% 18.8 33.8 8.3 31.7 1.5 100.0

In summary, landownership is strongly related to tribe and socioeconomic activity. Bahima
and Banyarwanda pastoralists· are more likely to be landless than cultivators. They were more
likely to perceive land shortages (and to view the parkas· a· cause of this problem) and ·to
request govemmentassistance with land tenure issues.

Households with more land were more likely to achieve food security, which might indicate
that land .shortages are already becoming severe among the cultivating community and
affecting the economic·viability of cultivating in.a semi-arid region. Landless .cultivators were
more· likely to·grow annual crops such as beans and to avoid perennial crops such as bananas.
The effector land tenure on agricultural production is therefore important and needs to be
addressed by government.

3.. LAND DISPUTES

Respondents. were questioned about the existence of land disputes in the area and how they
.were generally resolved. Slightly over one-third of the households indicated the existence of
land disputes. These disputes primarily took the form of land grabbing (46%) or boundary
disputes (41%). Only 1% arose between the park and surrounding people or between large
and small landholders. In 87% of the cases, disputes were reportedly settled by government
administration.

Not surprisingly, respondents from landless households were significantly less likely to
perceive the existence of land disputes than those from.landowning households· (1';:::0.00416).
Furthermore, .as both the numbers of pieces of land held and. the amount .of land held
increased, •so to did the probability of perceiving or experiencing land disputes· (1'=0.02826
and 1'=0.00176, respectively). It is clear that the more land owned, the more ~ikely that
problems are encountered. Landless households clearly have nothing to dispute. This
conjecture is supported by the significant correlation between tribe and perception of disputes
(p=0.02483). The percentages of Bahima (27%), BanyalWanda (15%), and Bakiga (24%)
who perceived land disputes were much lower than the Beiru (43%) or other groups (48%),
probably because they were the most likely to be landless. The settled, cultivating tribes were
the most likely to perceive land disputes.
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The distance.of households from the park boundary affected whether'. respondents perceived
land disputes (table. 56)., Land disputes are most commonlyperceivedby.households. far ,from
t~epark or next· to the park.. As discussed earlier there is greater ·.land pressure in areas more
distant fromth~ park boundary. 'The high level of land disputes in households closest to the
park .~ay reflect more recently arrived households .and thus greater uncertainty over
boundaries.

Table 56. Land disputes by distance from park
(p=O.00673)

Distance from park

Land disputes Next to park Near to park Far·'from park Row total
%

Yes 33 11 39 83
% 39.8 13.3 47.0 34.6
No 56 49 52 157
% 35.7 31.2 33.1 65.4

Column total 91 60 92 243
% 37.1 25.0 37.9 100.0

This explanation is contradicted, however, by the result which· shows' that· recent arrivals are
less likely to perceive land disputes than longer-term residents (table 57). Only 2% of
respondents from households resident for less than one year perceived land disputes
compared with 69% of those resident for more than 10 years. It may be suggested, therefore,
that .households· close to the' park boundary who perceive land disputes see ·themselves in
dispute'with the park authorities over the exact location of.the park boundary .. rather than
with their neighbours.

Table 57. Length. of residence of household· head by land'disputes
(p=O.OI730)

Land disputes

Length of Yes No Row total
residence %
< 1 year 2 20 22

% 9.1 90.9 9.4
I,to 5 years 16 40 56

% 28.6 71.4 23.8
6 to 10 years 16 25 41

% 39.0 61.0 17.4
> 10 years 35 41 76

% 46.1 53.9 32.3
Born here 13 27 40

% 32.5 67.5 17.0

Column total 82 153 235
% 34.9 67.5 100.0
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In summary, the p,ark'sclosest neighbours are most likely to perceive themselves to be in
dispute with LMNP over land. Despite the legal status.of the.park, this ts a matter of concern
for the park authorities. This perception is unlikely to be altered until theRRBhas completed
its work of allocating ··land· to landless pastoralists, and UNP should continue to·· support .
govemmeftt in this effort.

4. EFFECTS OF lANDOWNERSHIP ON PERCEPTIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND

.CoNS·ERVATION ·ISSUES

Landholdings seemed to influence perceptions of environmental problems and .. land
management practices. Most of the people appear to .understand the causes of soil·.erosion
and pasture· deterioration and the me~ns to prevent it irrespective of whether theyo;wn land
or not.

--- - " .

The surveyidentified some variation in perceptions ofthe extent of soil erosion and solutions:'
It is interesting to note that 51% ofthe landless people,claimed that there was no soil erosion
in their area compared to only 19% of the people who own land. Additionally, 20% of the
landless people saidthat.nothingcould be done to stop soil erosion compared 'to 9% of those
wrthland. .

Respondents from households with smaller total holdings were more likely to recognise that
soil fertility had declined since they began farming the land (p=0.08344)~ One would expect "
households· ,.with more land to have beeft able to fannit' less intensively 'and thus· have
experienced fewer problems with declining fertility.. Households with small ,landholdings,
however, would be forced to use' their land more intensively leading to a decline in soil
fertility.

As mentioned earlier (section IV.B), longer residence enabled respondents to more clearly
perceive declines in soil fertility and addressed the issue·by acquiring moreland. More recent
a~ivalswould not have. been farming the land ·longenoushto experience declines in fertility
or tnay have compared the local soil fertility with even more serious declines in the areas
from which they had migrated~

'A widerditterence 'of .opinion. concerning pasture deterioration exists betweerilivestock
keepers who own ,land and those who are landless. Nearly 32% of the landown~rs claimed
that there was no pasture deterioration in their areas compared to only 16% ofthe landless
(p=O.06630). Landless "squatters"· have been ,grazing their ·livestock at high densities on
government· land or private ranches for some years·· and have not been· concerned with
improving pasture management or controlling.'degradation·'as the land is not theirs and .they
expect that they will be relocated eventually by the .government. In this atypical situation of
uncontrolled .. open access, the so-called "tragedy of the commons" (Hardin 1968) does· seem
to be resulting in pasture deterioration which the pastoralistsare well able to observe. Having
-no formalised .land rights among the cattle keeper communities, and the temporary nature of
the ,access to the resource emphasised by government,l has· meant .that land is~reated as
communal grazing l~nd available to all the cattle herders but withou~any regulatory:controls
over its use.

The practice of burning is also related to landholdings. Respondents who own land are
significantly more likely to bum than the landles's (p=O.00690). People with larger
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landholdings also tended to <be burners (p=O.05605),alth0ugh·the high significance level may
be a reflection of non-landowners being non-burners. Interestingly, those with more pieces· of
land

e

were ·3lso more clikely to be burners (p=O.OOO81), ·wmch .may reflect some rotational
man.agement practices and bears·further investigation.

In summary, pasture degradation is perceived td be, and .probably is, progressing. more
rapidly on land occupied by squatters than on land under stable tenure. This underscores the
urgency of the RRB allocating land to the landless squatters, though, in itsel£:· it is not .an
argument against communal management of land, so much as an indication ofthe imporlance
ofproviding stable tenure.

Households with small landholdings were more ·likely to experience environmental
degradation. This indicates the importance of interventions to improve existing. farming
practices. Such interventions should be targeted on the poorer·households.

E.INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION

For the purposes of the survey, the primary economic activities of households were defined
as cattle ·keeping,cultivating, mixed farming" and other. Pure· ·cattle keeping. appears. to· be
declining in this traditional cattle keeping area. Over 70% of the population is involved in
some cultivation. This .is a reflection of the occupation of valleys .by cultivators making
traditional pastoralism increasingly impossible.

Table 58. Most important economic activity

Economic activity
Cattle keeping
Cultivation
Mixed farmer
Other

Total

Frequency

47
139
35
22

243

Percent
19.3
57.2
14.4
9.1

100.0

Asexp~cted there is a clear relationship between economic activity and tribal groupings
(table 59). Cultivation, the main economic activity in the area, is practised by .. 57% of the
people, of whom 65% are BanyankoleBeiru.Cattle keeping is the next most important
economic activity, practised by 19% of 'the population,·. of whom 79% are. Banyankole
Bahima. Mixed farming is practised by 14% of the population, 63% of whom are Banyankole
Bamma. The rest of the people (9%) are· involved in other relatively insignificant economic
activities including.paid labour, trading, and brewing.
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Table 55). Most important. economic activity by tribe of respondent
(p=O.OOOOO)

Tore of respondent

Most· important
economic activity

Cattle keeping
%

Cultivating
%

Mixed fanning
%

Other
%

Column total
%

Beiro

90
65.2

5
14.3
10

45.5

105
43.4

Bahima Banyarwanda

37 8
78.7 17.0

6 5
4.3 3.6
'22 4

62.9 11.4
5 3

22.7 13.6
70 20

28.9 8.3

Bakiga

1
2.1
19

13.8
1

2.9

21
8.7

Other

1
2.1
18~

13.0
3

8.6
4

18.2

26
10.7 '

R.ow total
%
47

19.4
138
57.0
35

14.5
22
9.1

242
100.0

Table 60 illustrates the importance of various sources of income. As seen from tms table,
crop sales· is the most important primary income source for 49% of the households in. the
area, followed by cattle sales (28%), and brewing local beer (7%). Making and selling local
beer·is the most important secondary income source (14%), followed by crop sales.

Table 60. Sources of income

Income· sources Primary source of income
%

Crop· sales 49
Cattle sales 28
Localbrewing 7
Sale· of livestock products 1
Other sources 15

Secondary source of income
%

10
4
14
7
14

Income sources, as would· be expected, are closely related to economic activities. Crop sales
is an income ... source primarily for. cultivators and mixed farmers. Cattle· sales are particularly ~

important ..asan income· source for· cattle keepers and mixed farmers. Trading is only practised
by. a small group of people.. The sale of livestock products is mainly an income generator for
Bamma .women ·but. is ·insignificant in household terms. This ····indicates the continuing
subsistence nature of the pastoralist economy where the majority of milk products are
consumed within the. family with only a small surplus being marketed.

Handicrafts are made by 63% of families in the area. Bahima households were more likely to
engage in the produ~tionofhandicrafts than other households (p=O.00618). Eighty percent·of
Bamma households made handicrafts. However, handicrafts do not seem to bea significant
income earner. Only ·34% of those who make handicrafts sell them. Handicrafts are
important, however in reducing household expenditure, since they are usually made for home
use. Food baskets (36%), milk utensils (44%), mats (14%), and tablecloths (2%) are the main
handicrafts.
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2. CULTIVATION

ImportaDee as· an ···eeonomie ·aetivity. Cultivation is the principle economic.activity (either
by itself orin amix:ed farming regime) for 67% of the people. However,cultivation is even (
more deminant. In fact, 85% of the people grow some crops, and, as seen in the previous
section, the sale ofcrops. is the most common primary source of income in the area.

Bananas and beans are the two most important crops in the area (table 61).Bananasare
grown by 61% of the people who practice cultivation, 78% of whom rank it .as their most
important crop. Beans are grown by more people (79% of the cultivators), but it is less
importantasa principal crop. with only 36% ofthe households.ranking it their most important
crop. The widespread utilisation ofthese two crops over other crops may be because they are
less vulnerable to crop damage by wildlife. Certainly bananas, once they are mature, are
relatively safe from damage.

Table 61. Most important crop

Most Percentage of Second Third Total Percentage
important households most most number of of

Crop crop growing most important important households households
important crop crop crop growing growing

Beans 58 36 78 21 163 79
Grains 13 10 51 70 134 65
Bananas 108 18 16 14 138 67
Root crop$ 11 11 21 33 65 32
Peas &.peanuts 3 9 15 16 34 17
Other 5 2 10 19 34 17
Recently began 8
farming
Total cultivators 206 191 -179

Grains are grown by 65% of the people, but only 10% rank them as their most important
crop. Root crops are .also important, but, because of damage caused .mainly by wild pigs,
most people in the study area are unable to grow these crops effectively or rely o,n them as
staple foods, though their relative importance is reflected .in the riumberreporting them as
their second· and third most important crops.

Of the households that cultivate, 42% of the respondents said they .grew their three most
important crops for sale, though only 25% of those said they had actually sold some of each
of the three crops the previous year. That year there was & bad drought and was not typical:
Only 7% of the cultivators said they did not grow any of their crops for sale. Agricultural
surpluses· are sold in nearby periodic markets, at times in·urban centres like Mbarara, or to
traders who. come into the villages and. buy directly from .the homesteads.

Problems faced by cultivators. Wildlife is perceived to cause problems by 83% of the
people who'practice cultivation. Bush pigs were identified as mainly responsible for crop
damage. Vervets and baboons also cause considerable damage. M<>-st respondents (15%) .said
the problem was crop' damage; only 6% said the problem was human injury. Only 1% of the
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respondents said they··experienced· other problems caused by the park including "harsh park
'laws" whiehdo not permit them to kill the wildlife that destroys their crops.

Inm()stvillages visited, especially those near the park, damage to crops seems to have a
significant impact on the farming system. This has resulted in the productionofa limited'
variety ofcrops and a restriction on the areas cultivated. This has subsequently caused a loss
of .. potential' revenue ,and has led some households· to fail to meet their subsistence
requirements throughout the· year. While 40010 of the households always produce sufficient
food' to feed .themselves,·. ·16% never produce enough to feed themselves, and 26% only
sometimes ·produceenough.

Other problems were of concern to culti~atinghouseholds. Severe dry seasons were reported
by 36% and 23% of them as their primary and secondary problems respectively. Limited land
was given by many as the reason why they think the park is a waste ofland; land which could
be more effectively used for farming. Lack of agricultural inputs and other problems were
cited, though these were perceived as insignificant compared to .the wildlife and park related
problems.

3. LIVESTOCK KEEPING

About·53% ofthe people in the area keep some cattle. Actual herd sizes were not ascertained
since questions about cattle ownership are usually sensitive, especially with Bahima and
Banyarwandapastoralists. Recent government initiatives in' the area 'related .tolandlessness
and squatters, .cattle .holdings, and stock reduction schemes have increased this sensitivity.' In
a number of cases, casual observations during interviews (later confirmed during .informal
interviews)sl)owed that incorrect figures had been given; individuals gave .lower figures than
reality, sometimes' significantly so. Only one person said he ·hadover·two·hundredhead of
cattle and yet it was discovered that other Bahima, especially those close to the park
boundaries and' in the government "ranches, had similarly large herds. The number .of cattle
kept varies greatly both between individuals and from EA to EA. The Bahimapastoralists in
the former government ranches own hundreds of cattle, while the' mixed farmers .in' the other
villages held numbers' ranging from 5-120.

Importance as an economic activity. 'As mentioned earlier, cattle keeping is reported as the
primary economic activity of 19% of the people in this area. Another 14% practice mixed
farming (cultivation and cattle keeping) as the primary economic activity. Cattle sales are
reported by 28% and 4% of the respondents as a primary and secondary source of income.
The sale of livestock products is an important secondary income source for women of cattle
keeping households, accounting for 1% and 7%'as the'primary.andsecondary income. source.
Milk sales "are limited partly because some villages ·are too .far away from milk collecting
centres and ther~ is·no· transport and partly because milk is needed for subsistence, especially
for Bahimapastoralists:Rancid butter or ghee, however, is sold to' traders who are locally
based or who come from the urban centres such as Mbarara, Lyantonde, and sometimes
Kampala.

Absentee· cattle· owners. Absentee cattle owners are common in the area around LMNP.
Cattle herders and their families who have few or no cattle will commonly look after the
cattle of an absentee owner to ensure the continuation of their lifestyle. Such herd
management can be done with or without pay. However, the.keeper has the cattle products at
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his ·disposa.l· and keeps .sccumulating his own cattle within the .herd until he .nasenough to
become il'ldependent. A lack of access to grazing lan.ds also forces families to tend other
people's cattle in order to be .able to graze their own. This .. is particularly important on the
ranches ofthe ARS.

CattlegraziDg and watering. Cattle are grazed primarily on private land which is viewed as
free for grazing if it· is not fenced. During the wet seaSOD, 56% of the cattle owners' graze
their caltleon private, land while 30% said they graze on government land (national park,
forest· reserve, government ranches,' and ARS). During the dry season,ss thepastoralists
move their cattle in search of water and pasture, the location shifts slightly from private land
(51%) togovemment land (34%).

Seasonal~ovementsof cattle are common in the area, especially north ofthe park, triggered
primarily by a shortage of water. It is also prompted by the deterioration of the quality .and
quantity. of pasture··resulting from·prolonged dry seasons and from· the des,truction'ofpasture

'by termites and fire. In. the destination areas which attract cattle keepers, there are·· more
reliable and easily accessible sources of water and availability of. pasture, especially. within _
LMNP. It should bebome in mind that a severe drought was being experienced during the
time of the survey, and settled pastoralists from north ofNyabushozi had been forced to leave
their land in·search ofwater.

During the ~et seasons, grazing takes place mostly on hilltops and hillsides since the valleys
are said to have too many flies which· make the cattle uncomfortable. During the dry season
the .hills .quickly dry up· and· are grazed bare, .forcing people tt) graze their livestock in the
valleys. Individualised tenure elsewhere

r

tends to .be an unattractive alternative, as farm
infrastructure, particularly fences, rigorously prevent such intrusions.

As water sources dry up and the remaining sources are found only at greater distances,
grazing time becomes increasingly short as ,much ofthe time is· spent·walking.to water.·When
the ·.·di$tances get extreme,; cattle herds are shifted to permanent water. source to enable the
stock to· have more· graZing time and easier access to water. Access to water becomes a major
issue as m0re herds converge on the few remaining water sources. ·There is a tendency for
cattle herds to' shift southward towards· the more permanent·· water sources, including· Lake
Mburo and Lake Kachera. Over 50% of the· cattle .keepers· said they water their cattle at
either· a lake or river·in the dry season compared to 12%.during the wet season. Lake Mburo,
which .is a frequent destination, is entirely. inside the park. Others go to Lake·Nakivali to the
souther to Lake Kachera to the east or to the Ruizi River, .which borders the park.. The
Water Development<'Department survey,(GAFConsult 1993)· reported that·· during a drought
situatioh, the pastoral areas adjacent to water sources become /obviously overstocked mainly
due to high concentrations of herds in smaller areas. '

Effects of cattle grazingoD environment. There is evidence of range deterioration in most
of the study area..The majority of livestock owners (12%) said pastures had. deteriorated.
Nearly 50% of.respondents who said that pasture deterioration' has occurred In their areas
identified·thecause as overgrazing followed by severe dry seasons ·(40%). Although 90% of
the respol\ldents ·indicated that they knew that there ·are possible solutions to deteriorating
pastures,such· as better grazing methods and controlling livestock numbers, 71%. said that
nothing "was being done to stop it. The reasons given for' this inaction were the lack of
individualised landholdings which leads to uncontrolled access to public land; limited land
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resultingiR theovergr(}Zing of available land; and lack of water or limited sources of water
duriRg the 'dry,seasonwmch CORcentrates large numbers of cattle in the areas with"remaining
water sources. There waSRO m.eRtioR ofbumiRg as a likely cause of rangedeterioratipn.

Cattle sales. The decision toseU livestock is important among cattle owning households.
Traditionally, it can' be ,said that the Bahima cattle keepers were generally reluctant to sell
livestock, ,but were' prepared to do so to' meet a specific and immediate need for' cash. Today,
such 'cash, needs might be to ,meet' school fees, medical,expenses, or to purchase ',acaricide 'for
their cattle. Although all households are likelY,to experience,such'cash'needs, differences in
the levels, of sales of livestock are viewed as indicating important differences between
households which may 'be expected to be reflected by differences in other'behaviours or
perceptions as well.

Respondents, from households which sold cattle were much more likely to, perceive declines
in the quality ofpasture,(p=O.01821). Households that ,sell livestock are more involved ,in the
cash~conomy than those that do not and may be'more "modern" in other respects., The
ability to perceive problems of declining pasture quality may be related to this. Alternatively,
it may be suggested that the more "modem" cattle keepers are more settled" less able to
move away from ,areas where pasture quality was declining ,and, therefore, more affected by
and aware'ofthe'problem. It may also be suggested that the more traditional'pastoralists are
more experienced managers of pasture, more in tune with 'steps that can be taken to avoid the
problem, and thu,s less likely to, perceive a problem ofdeclining pasture quality.

In general" it was found that households that sold livestock were more likely to, perceive the
park as the source of problems (p=O.06474). Households which sold livestock owned larger
herds. In this 'case it may be' that the park, is viewed in more negative terms because the
grazing 'contained within' the park might seem more important, to those with more cattle than
those,with less.

Other livestock. Fifty..fo1J.rpercent of the households reported keeping goats· whil~ only 9%
reported keeping sheep. "GeneraUy, ,households keep few goats. The majority of households
that keep ,goats had less than five (61%), ,while one-third of the households surveyed had
between five, and ten goats. Goat sales are not an important local' income source. Nearly all of
the sheep owners owned less than five sheep, indicating the insignificance of sheep in the area
Doth as ,a source of protein and as income.

Problems faced by ,livestock farmers. Limited"water and'pasture problems especially during
the dry season have become,a political issue in the pastoral areas ofMbarara District. Limited
water was, the most frequently cited primary problem facing livestock farmers (41%),
followed by limited pasture (24%) and cattle diseases (19%). Limited pasture problems was
the most frequently cited secondary problem (30%), followed by cattle diseases (22%) and
limited water (15%). One Mumma pastoralist said, "When we go to the ,ranches in search for
water, the ranchers harass uS,when we go to the park, the rangers harass us. But we have no
choice but to go' and,"be beaten."

This represents a widely held view among pastoralists in the area. Other,problems mentioned
were the lack of individual land, problems connected with the park and wildlife, and
marketing problems, for livestock and livestock 'products.
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Probl.mscaused ·bythe park and wildlife. Fewer cattle keepers (68%) said they
experienced problems caused by wildlife than mixed farmers (91%). Thisfinping is discussed
later (sectiQft IV.H.J).Cattle keepers, however, represented 15% of the respondents who
gave the primary problem arising from staying in or near the park to be either harsh park laws
or harassment by UNPrangers.Slightly over 43% of people who own cattle and who were
against the idea of the ··existence of the park gave their primary problem as limited water
sources, while.JO% said it was limited pasture.

4. THE EFFECT OF THE HOUSEHOLD'S PRIMARY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY ON

RESPONSES

Asdisctissed above, the·dominant group in the area, the Banyankole,··have traditionally. been
separated into two distinct groups, cattle keepers and cultivators. This clear dichotomy has
begun to break ~down in recent decades and the survey introduced a new economic grouping
referred to as mixed farmers to reflect this change. This should not be interpreted· as
indicating a .complex mixture of agricultural activities, integrating animal husbandry with
cropping, ...·but rather it simply indicates households that ·both own livestock and< .carry' out
cultivation. There is .no indication that these two economic activities are functionally
integrated but are carried out in complete independence of each other.

)

The inten-elationships between several variables and the main. household economic activity
have ·been discussed under other subheadings and will not. be repeated here. However,
examining household economic activity as a variable itself showed a particularly interesting
effect· on respondents'perceptions of problems faced by the household (table· 62).. Although
all three of the main socioeconomic groups perceived their most important proble~sas being
related to the existence ofthe park, over 57% of mi~ed farmers reported this, compared to
only·2J%.to J3% of the other· groups. This is clearly important for park management as it is
almost inevitable that the number of mixed farmers will·increase in the future. The largest
proportion of all groups except "others" indicated the park as their greatest problem (30% of
cattle keepers and J2% of cultivators).

Table 62. Most important economic activity by most significant problem
(p=0.OlI86)

Most significant problem

Most important None Park Water Land Poor·social Other Row total
economic activity related related related infrastructure %

Cattle keeping - 14 9 6 11 7 47
% 29.8 19.1 12.8 23.4 14.9 19.4

CUltivating 4 45 41 1 23 24 138
% 2.9 32.6 29.7 0.7 16.7 17.4 57.0

Mixed farming - 20 4 1 7 3 35
% 57.1 11.4 2.9 20.0 8.6 14.5

other 1 5 6 2 4 4 22
% 4.5 22.7 27.3 9.1 18.2 18.2 9.1

Column total 5 84 60 10 45 38 242
% 2.1 34.7 24.8 4.1 18.6 15.7 100.0
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Various i~'erpretationsof the, strong negative response of mixed farmers towards· the park
are possible and different factors could have influenced the.· result.· While mix.ed farmers are,
by ourdefimtion, bt>thcultivators and owners of livestock, it has been· shown above (section
IV.B.3) that the majority of mixed farmers are pastoralists· who have begun some level of
cultivation. ·As inex.perienced cultivators, they may be ·less.able than traditional cultivators to
cope with,or have had insufficient time to develop strategies to cope with, damage to crops
caused by·· wildlife. Furthermore, .mixed farmers are more ·likely to be settled closer to the
park boundary and thus·· more prone to crop damage by wild animals. To this extent their
perception·of the park being their main problem may well be correct. They are subject to a
wider range ofpotential and/or perceived problems than households engaged simply in one or
the other activity. Finally,. ·it .may be that the sector of the pastoralist community. that has
moved into mixed farming .. may have been the poorest sector of the community, probably
owning the fewest cattle.. In this case, being poorer, they are more vulnerable to problems
caused by wildlife and •. are thus more sensitive to the negative·aspects.of the park. In addition,
they may be more .. likely to see ·the existence of the park as being responsible for their
povertY,and their shift into .mixed farming, and thus hold a generally more negative view of
the park. This would·.. naturally result in a greater perception of the park as ··a source of
problems. Factors affecting attitudes towards the park are discussed in more detail. in· section
IV.H.4.

Cattle keepers were the most likely to indicate the importance of land tenure problems,
although this response was given by only 13%.··This would seem to fit in well with the fact
that pastoralists are most likely to be landless. The pastoralists are also the main subject of
the government's Ranches. Restructuring. Board, which· has been mandated to .provide
landless· pastoralists with land· of their own. The community has been waiting some years for
the government to· resolve. the issue and are consequently uncertain about the .. entire ·land
tenure situation. Given the generally held assumption that the lack of water is the main
problem of the. pastoralists, it is surprising" that more of them.did not .indicate this. Indeed,
more cultivators gave lack ofwater as the main problem than did cattle keepers.

In response to· a question asking directly about perceptions of problems caused by wildlife,
economic activities were correlated to differences in responses (p=O.01388). Ninety-seven
percent of the mixed.farmers indicated problems caused by wildlife, compared to 86% ,of the
cultivators and 68% of the cattle keepers. However, cattle keepers were. more likely than
other. groups (p=O.00018) ·to see the parkas causing other problems (28% vs. 6% of
cultivators). This indicates that, for cultivators, it is only wildlife that is viewed as
problematic, which indicates how park management should target. interventions. Cattle
keepers have a wider range of proble~s perceived as .caused by the park and thus the park
management must respond·to a wider range ofissues. -

These results are confirmed by the examination of the differences in, responses given when
pe~ple were asked· what .assistance the government· should· provide in relation ·to economic
CJ,ctivities(table 63). Forty-three percent of cattle keepers requested that thegovemment
resolve their land tenure problems. The higher score here compared to the percentage that
identified land. as their main problem may indicate.thatrespondents.were awar~ that. there was
little help that government would give to change the boundaries or status of the park. Forty
two percent ofcultivators and 23% of the mixed farmers·requested government to assist with
the provision of water. This confirms the results discussed above. SurprisinglY,only 11% of
cattle keepers requested assistance with the provision ofwater.
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Table 03. Most important economic activity by desired government assistance
(p=O.OOOO2)·

Desired government assistance
Most important Provide Health and Resolve wildlife Provide Other Row·total

economic activity land social service issues water %
Cattle keeping 20 17 2 5 3 47

% 42.6 36.2 4.3 10.6 6.4 19.6
Cultivating 13 45 10 57 12 137

% 9.5 32.8 7.3 41.6 8.8 57.1
Mixed.farming 6 11 7 8 3 35

% 17.1 31.4 20.0 22.9 8.6 14.6
Other 6 8 1 6 21

% 28.6 38.1 4.8 28.6 8.8

Column total 45 81 20 76 18 240
% 18.8 '33.8 8.3 31.1 1.5 100.0

In summaty,mixed farmers are the group most likely to perceive the park as a problem. The
implications.ofthis·for park management are serious given the .. general.trend away from pure
cattle keeping towards mixed farming, a trend supported by and encouraged ~y the settlement
of the pastoralists.This result indicates that negative perceptions of the park may increase· as
land uses around the park change, and suggests the importance of developing ,. strategies to
counter this.. Pastoralists indicated ··problems with land tenure, which again emphasises .the
importance of government resolving the landlessness issue around the park.

The most important problem for the majority of households from all groups is wildlife.
Ninety-five·· percent .of mixed farmers experience problems. The only park related problem'
identified by Beiru households was crop damage caused by wildlife. The role of these
perceptions in the formation of attitudes towards the park and conservation is discussed in
section IV.H.4,but it is clearthat park management must make the resolution of this issue a
priority.

F. SOIL CONSERVATION

1. SO'LEROS'ON

Soil erosion is widespreadin the study area. Bare patches on the hills are common. Sheet and
gully soil erosion is evident in the hills of Rwamuhuku inSanga Subcounty, in areas
surroundiRg LMNPon cattle tracks and near watering points, and on most ·hills in Isingiro
County. Soil erosion is. recognised to be taking place by 14% ofthe respondents interviewed.

Table 64 presents the causes of soil erosion given by those who had observed it in their area.
The largest number (39%) said the primary cause ·was steep slopes followed by· .little
vegetation cover (though this was not·directly associated, with practices like burning and over
grazing fr0m which it usually results) and "extreme climatic conditions." Overgrazing .and
poor cultivation methods as a primary cause of soil erosion was cited by only 14% of
respondents. Thus the large majority attributed soileros.ion to factors outside their control.
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Table ()4.;Pritpary cause of soil erosion

PrimalYcause
Poor husbandry methods
Extreme climatic conditions
Little vegetation cover
Steep slopes
Do not know
Total

Frequency
25
34
39
70
13

181

Percent
13.8
18.8
21.5
38.7

7.2

100.0

These views were spread equally among respondents from all the education categories. The
reasons given for the. apparent tendency to take no action over soil erosion were given as a
lack .of .knowledge 'ofwhat to do about it, an inability." to control nature, the difficulty of
controlling grazing, the shortage ofland, and constraints on investment of capital.

Despite this~ however, possible solutions to the problem of soil erosion are known, to most of
the respondents. It is worth noting that only 14% of those who claimed to have observed soil
erosion'said that nothing .could be done about it, while .44% indicated that better farming
method~ .and the planting and protecting of trees (23%) could stop soil erosion. While this
would seem to indicate an understanding 'of how to deal with soil erosion, 51% further
indicated that nothing waS being done to ,prevent it. Indeed"there appeared to be no attempts
to combat soil erosion, which. is perhaps not surprising given the perceived causes of the
problem.

2. SOIL FERTILITY

About 68% ··of respondents who practice farming indicated ,that soil fertility has .declined.
,Overcultivation .was most ·commonly mentioned as the .cause of declines in soil .fertility
(54%), followed by soil erosion (17%) and extreme climatic conditions (14%). Potential
solutions to the.problem' recorded included bush fallowing' (51%), and mulching or applying
compost manure (9%). 'Over 28% of those who had observed a decline in soil fertility said'
nothing could,be done to stop it because the.land was too limited for people to practice bush
fallowing..This· finding supports the. result discussed above which· found that households with
,smaller landholdings were less likely to achieve food -security, ,indicating that land pressure is
already becoming a serious limitation on agricultural production and i~ leading to
environment~ldegradation.

3. ·.BURNING

While burning is commonly practised in the study area, roughly' two-thirds ofthe respondents
said they ,did not practice burning. The majority (40%) ofthose that denied burning claimed
that the practice spqiled .. the land, while 26% indicated. that their land was too 'limited for
them to practice burning. Cattle keepers responded that the range was overgrazed .and·there
was no grass'remaining to bum. Others responded thatthe vegetation cover is'usedfQrother
purposes, such· as mulching and making compost (12%), and that burning was forbidden by
law (16%). The high number of respondents that denied burning could be the result offear of
the .law that prohibits it. ·Of the 32% of respondents that said they bum, 20% gave the reason
that .burning is a cultivation method, while 46% used burning as a pasture management '
method. Burning is carried out at least twice a year and is clearly still an important
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management strategy among cattle keepers. Fourteen percent suggested .that fires were
mostly accidental.

A surveycartied out in Nyabushozi County reported that·over 80% of respondents believe
that burning the range damages the soil in the long mn,····whiledenying livestock food in the
short run (GAFConsult 1993). Some respondents, however,attributedtheencroachm~ntof
bush and pasture weeds on the rangeland to the absence of fire.. Reasons given for the decline

~. in the practice·were the .. official. banning of the practice and·the lack of sufficient grass cover,
brought. about by overgrazing, to fuel the fire. These findings are in agreement. with the
findings ofthis survey.

In summary,degradationof the. productive capacity of the land around the park is recognised
by the" majority of the respondents interviewed. In general, however, there was a lack of
coneem over the issue and the tendency to believe that .. nothing could be done about. it. This
stemmed from the perception that th~ problem was caused by factors outside human control,
such as the severity·ofthe climate..Where human influences·were·perceived, however, they
tended to be seen as the result of poor management stemming from land shortages or the lack
of~control over access to grazing. Both these issues are serious and could· form the basis for
interventions by LMNP's Community Conservation Unit and projects. The importance of
resolving the lat)d tenure issue is again emphasised.

G. DeVELOPMENT

Respondents were questioned on their perceptions of the most important problems in .the
area. Table 05 summarises the responses· received to those questions.

Table 05. Most important problems in the area

Problem

None
Park related problems
Water shortage
Land related problems
Poor social. infrastructure
Other
No response

Primary
%
0.2

35.0
25.0
0.4

18.0
16.0
16.0

Secondary
%

0.6
26.0
0.4

24.0
24.0

Park related problems ranked highest as the·primary problem· faced by households, though it
was not rated high·· as a·secondaryproblem. These.problems··.primarily related to crop damage
'Qy wildlife, but also included human injury, unfair and harsh laws, and land use conflicts. Of
the 35% of the respondents who mentioned park related problems as their main .problem,
35%· said they could ,do nothing to change the situation. Another 26% suggested 'hunting
down wildlife as a solution, citing the lack of capital needed to invest in effective protection
of crops, such as fencing. ,The lack of a dialogue with the park officials was also mentioned,
withresp,ondents arguing that park authorities are not prepared to allow people to hunt bush
pigs inside the park boundaries, which makes their control outside the park impossible. The
lack of community organisation enabling collective ·action such as coordinated hunting
outside the park boundaries was also indicated as a cause of inaction. It is worth noting that
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some respondents ,believed they were helpless without government help, while others
believed that nature cannot be controlled.

The lack of water was ranked the second most critical primary problem and the most
important secondary problem. The availability of water is critical· both for domestic use as
well as for livestock, although, as discussed above, this result seems ·torelate more strongly
to the· need of cultivating families .. for domestic water. Poor. social infrastructure including
poor health facilities. was reported as the third primary development problem in the area.

H. PERCEPTIONS OF PURPOSE OF THE PARK

1. PURPOSE OF THE PARK

Two-thirds of the respondents (68%) saw the primary purpose of the park as that of saving
animals and.plants. Earning revenue for government was cited as the primary purpose ofthe
park by 21%. Tourism was cited· as the primary purpose of. the· park by only 2% of the
respondents..·Theseunsolicited responses show that the majority of respondents had a clear
and correct perception of the park's purpose. It does not indicate, however,whether this
purpose was. understood or valued.

Respondents were asked to indicate whether the purpose they attributed to the park was a
good or a bad idea. Slightly less than two-thirds of them (61%) said the purpose of the park
(whatever they believed it to be) was a good idea, while only 27% said that it was not. Those
who indicated a positive view of the existence of the park gave three main reasons: it was an
important· source of revenue for the government (42%), conservation of wildlife was· itself
important (35%), and tourism was potentially important (3%). Those who said the existence
of park is a·bad idea also gave three main responses. Fifty-six percent viewed the parkas a
waste of land, 24% indicated that it had no use for people, while 14%·mentioned that wildlife
was 'destructive.

2. VALUES Of THE PARK TO COMMUNITIES IN AND AROUND IT

To examine the resource needs of the people in the. area in relation to the park, a series of
questions was presented to· respondentsconceming their use of natural·resources. A list of
resources was presented to the respondent to determine if theyuse~ the resource, whether
the resource came from within or outside the park, if they would use a resource from ·within
the park if they were permitted, and finally· if that particular resource existed outside the park.
If ·resources were ·identified to exist both inside .and outside ·of the park, people.. were
questioned. on why those outside the park were not used. If resources did not exist outside
the park, people were asked if they knew why this was· so.
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Table 06. Current and desired use ofpark resources

Activity:

Fanning land
Papyrus
Firewood
Building wood
Honey
Medicinal plants
Water
Grazing. land
Thatching .grass
Weaving material
Fish
Game meat

Current
use
87%
25%

100%
99%
40%
96%

100%
79%
88%
50%
42%
11%

Source
in park

0%
<1%
3%
2%

<1%
6%
9%
9%

<1%
<1%
9%
3%

Use if
permitted

17%
10%
13%
16%
4%
13%
21%
26%
6%
5%

20%
14%

The percentages of households using the various natural resources conforms to expectations
drawn from general. knowle'dgeof the 'communities surveyed. Almost all households, for
example, recognised their use ofwood for building and fuel, and, their use ofwater. Thelevel
of recorded use of farming .land by households (87%). is closely correlated to the proportion
of households interviewed which reported growing crops (85%). There is an, apparent
discrepancy between the proportion of households recording use of grazing land (79%) and
the proportion of 'households that keep cattle, which reflects those households that keep
goats or sheep.

All other resources listed are of considerable· significance to the households surveyed, with at
least 40% indicating use,except for papyrus' and game meat. The very low percentage. of
households admitting to use of game meat may· indicate. the effectiveness of law enforcement,
but ·is more likely to be the result of the widespread eradication of.large mammals to the
south"and west 'of the park. and the known sensitivity.of the question. The use of medicinal
plants by' 96% of the .households surveyed indicates' 'the continued importance to rural
communities of traditional medicine, which is confirmed by the work of Scott (1993) in
communities around the park.

The very low percentage of households indicating use of.resources from within the· park
seems to indicate the .continued occurrence of most of the listed resources outside ··the park.
This is important, as it suggests that the natural resource .situation has" not reachedacriticaf
situation' and most households are able to satisfy their resource .demands without recourse to
illegal collection fro·mwithin the. park. Thus, there is.· still' the opportunity' for interventions in
resource use"'to put.·exploitation onto a sustainable footing. However, the sensitivity of·the
issue may .have resulted 'in an under-reporting .of the.useofresourcesfrom 'within the park.
That almost .10% ofho;useholds indicated a .dependence on water and grazing· resources
within the" park is important. It suggests the. need for this issue to be resolved if UNP
management wishes to prevent incursions by pastoralists into the park.

The percentage of households indicating interest in access to resources from within the park
if permitted may suggest the relative importance.of these resources' and their current
accessibility outside tbe park. For example, that less than half' the households' surveyed
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indicated an interest in gaining access to papyrus from within the park may suggest either that
papyrus is no longer viewed as. a very important resource or that it is reasonably. accessible
outside the Jlark to a significant proportion ofthe households interviewed.

The strongest· expressed interest in access to resources within the park was. shown·fOTwater,
followed ·by grazing. This confirms >the importance of the conflict over these resources
between the pastoralistsand UNP, and indicates the pressing.need for a resolution·. to this
problem. Once again, however,. the result. seems to indicate that it.is grazing (or land) which
is the keyresource·for thepastoralists and not water, as is more frequently argued. This has
important implications for park management.

The relatively low level. of interest expressed in gaining access tofarming·land·within the park
suggests that· land pressure in the area is not yet a serious problem for the. majority of
cultivating households. This is confirmed· by the· results showing respondents' perceptions of
their landholdings discussed above, but contradicts the impression of environmental
degradation occurring in part due to shortage of land.

Interest in access to wood for both building and fuel, though·low, indicates a·future issue that
park management will have to confront. Given that interest· in such materials may be mainly
expected from households nearest the park (section IV.B.7), the demand for these resources
by the park's nearest neighbours may already be high, especially for building poles.

The very low percentage of households that expressed interestin gaining access to medicinal
plants from the park· contradicts· the finding by .Scott ,(1993) that certain medicinal plants are
only available within the park. It may suggest that the implications of the question were
misunderstood by respondents. However, it may be that the majority of respondents
interviewed are not.specialists in traditional medicine and can meet their general needs· from
plants occurring outside the park. Only specialist traditional healers are aware of the
existence of certain important plants found only within the park.

Interest in gaining access to fish· from within the park was cited by 20% of respondents. This
indicates thatUNPare probably correct to allow fishing in the park but emphasises the· need
for .tms activity to be carefully· controlled. Lake Mburo is already over-fished (Busalwa
19Q2), ·and several ofthe other lakes outside the park are also known to be over-fished. The
level of interest in this resource would probably result in further over-exploitation.of this
resource within the park, with negative implications for wildlife conservation. The
considerable general disturbance to the park caused by the.large number ofpeople that would
enter to fish, and the possible conflict with tourism development, 'would also ·befactors to
consider.

That 14% of respondents indicated interest in·· gaining access to·· game meat, the. ·only ·case
where more respondents indicated interest than indicated current··use of .the resource,
suggests the importance ·of the issue, an impression·strengthened by other research (LMCCP
1994). More respondents indicated a willingness to use game meat if given permission than
admitted using it at present (14% vs. 11%). Both numbers probably reflect a certain amount
of suspicion by the respondent of the motives of the enumerators in asking these questions
and the· general sensitivity of the entire· issue of hunting and poaching. It is believed .. that a
large number of cultivators would be interested in game meat and .it is probable that a
significantproportion of them are getting access to it at present.
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The following sections examine differences in responses made in relation to several variables,.
In genera~" the differences in the use of natural resources confirms the socioeconomic
differences,betweell; the ,pastoralist and cultivating communities.

FarmiBglaBd. As would be expected, cultivating, households used, ,farlll land while
pastoralist households tended not to. However, while 'analysis by tribe confirmed this
difference (table 61), surprisingly, 66% of the Bahima indicated that they made use of farm
land~Thisresultfurtherstrengthens the impression discussed above of a pastoralist
communit)'. in transition to' a mixed farming economy. Only one-third of the Bahima pe~ple

would seem to'be strict cattle keepers, not engaging in any cultivation.

Table 61~Tribe'of,respondent by use ofcultivated land
, (p=o.OOOOO)

Use ofcultivated land
.Tribe ~. Yes No Row total

%
Beiru 104 1 105

% 99.0 1.0 43.3
Bahima 46 24 70

% 65~7 34.3 28.9
Banyarwanda 15 5 20

% 75.0 25.0 8.3
Bakiga 20 1 21

% 95.2 4.8 8.7
Other 25 1 26

% 96.2 3.8 10.7

Column'total 210 32 . 242
(% 86.8 13.2 100.0

When 'asked if they 'would use land for cultivation within the park 'if given the,' opportunity~
not surprisingly cultiv~ting households and mixed farming 'households were more likely than
pastoraJisthouseholdsto say yes (p=0.01429).

Papyrus. The park,contains a substantial papyrus resource. ,Papyrus is traditionally used for
the 'production" of household items such as baskets, mats, stirring spoons, etc., and for
thatching. ,Cultivators were found to make greater use ,of papyrus than cattle keepers
(p=0.01835).'This result was confirmed by analysis by tribe which found ,that 34% ofBeiru
respondents, indicated use of papyrus compared ,to only 11% of Bahima (p=0.01180).
Surprisingly, households more distant from the park were much more likely to use papyrus
than households olose to the park boundary (1'=0.00001),yetthe main sou~ces of papyrus' in
the area are the wetlands, within or bordering the park, and P8;PYrus, is heavy and difficult to
transport. The result perhaps simply reflects the greater concentration of Bahima households
close to the park.

When asked if they would ,use papyrus from the park if given permission, households closer
to the park tended to say yes, while those from further away declined the offer (1'=0.01104).
Given the weight of. papyrus arid the difficulty of transporting it, this is not surprising.
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Analysis by tribe showed that BalOga were most likely to want papyrus if 'given access,
though,surprisinglY,Beiru households did not express interest in having access to the
resource (p=O.OOOOl}.Female respondents were' more likely to express' interest"inaccess, to
papyrus within the park than male respondents (p=O.04575)prooably,because they are the
actual usefS ·ofthe papyrus.

Firewood and building poles. A large wood resource is conserved within the national park,
and, ,although many areas outside the park still retain many trees, this resource is clearly
declining, 'and it is likely that demand for wood' from the park will increase. If giyen access to
firewood from the park, only Bakiga expressed a strong interest in using it (29%), while
other tribes"wer~ relatively indifferent (p=O.02746).This,may indicate their greater'awareness
of the danger of supplies becoming limited in the future. The majority of the BalOga people
will have emigrated from the overcrowded and resource-short western highlands of Kigezi.
Households, that were near the park were,more likely than households far from or next to the
park to express interest in access to this ,resource (p=O.00741). This may ,indicate that
households further than about five kilometres are too far at present to exploit the resource
economically. This might change in the future' ·if fire wood resources outside the park decline
dramatically. The same trend was observed with resp,ect to building'poles (p=O.04546) where
interest in access to the resource decreases with distance from the park.

Honey. 'Forty percent of all households used honey. The use rof honey is significantly related
to economic activities (68% cultivators; 9OA» cattle keepers), tribe (62%Beiru),anddistance
from the park (51% far from the park). These results are not unreasonable given that these
variables are closely' related, as was seen earlier. Surprisingly, only 9 households" ,expressed
any interest in using honey from the park ifpermitted.

Medical ,plants. There were no ,significant differences between the ,interest of,different
socioecoDomicgroups in, medicinal plants. This would seem to indicate the almost universal
use of medicinal plants in' communities around the park, ·and the limited interest in gaining
access to medicinal plants within the park. .

Water. 'Access to water by'pastoralists has always been presented as the most pressing need
in the area and the root cause of conflict between the park authoritiesandJhe pastoralists.
Data presented above seemed to cast some doubt on this. Here, however, this impression is
confirmed. Of,the 21% of households that expressed an interest in obtaining,water from the
park if permitted, 69% were Bahima pastoralists. As tribal groups,Bahima and Banyarwanda
were, muchmorelik~ly to express interest in being given access to the water resource within
the park (50% and 30% respectively) than Beiru and Bakiga (6% and 10% respectively)
(table 68). The same result was found when economic activity was analysed (p=O.OOOOO)
with both cattle keepers and mixed farmers expressing ,8 significantly stronger interest in
access to water. ,It is likely that this indicates the po.ssibility'ofdrivinglivestock into the park
to water but the difficulty, of using this water resource fOf'householduse. Again, households
located next 'to the park expressed considerably more interest in the water resource than
households further from the park (p=O.OOOOO).
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Table6S.Tribeofrespondent by desire to use water from park
(p=O.OOOOO)

Desire to use water

Tribe Yes No Row total
%

,Beirn 6 99 105
% 5.7 94.3 43.3

Bahima 35 35 70
% 50.0 50.0 28.9

Banyarwanda 6 14 20
% 30.0 70.0 8.3

Bakiga 2 19 21
% 9.5 90.5 8.7

Other 2 24 26
% 7.7 92.3 10.7

Column total 51 191 242
% 21.1 78.9 100.0

Grazing land. As would be expected, cattle keeping households were more likely to use
grazing land than c.ultivating households (1'=0.00000). Analysis by tribe' (1'=0.00003),
distance from the park (1'=0.00259), and total landholdings (1'=0.00002) confirmed this
result.

Questioned about their interest in .being given· access to the grazing resource in .. the park,
cattle keepers and mixed farmers again were more likely·than cultivators. to express interest
(p=0.00000).Sixty-two percent of pastorali/~ts indicated. that ·they··would like access to this
resource which, .though not surprising, indicates an area of concern for the park authorities. It
also, however, indicates .an opportunity for creative and constructive park management
options.

Other variables also showed significant differences when analysed against interest in the
park's grazing resource. Again, more distant households were· less interested ·in gaining
access to the resource (1'=0.00000). More surprising is that female respondents expressed
gre~ter interest in gaining access than males (p=O.08833). This may indicate that female
owners of livestock have ·less access to grazing in general and are thus· more· interested ~han

male owners in securing .additional resources. It was also found that older respondents were
more interested in access to grazing in the park than younger respondents (1'=0.01603). This
may reflect the probability.of larger· herds being owned by older people and therefore their
greater need for additional grazing. Altematively,.it may·reflect·that older pastoralists remain
more strongly committed to a traditional nomadic lifestyle. which, increasingly, is possible
only within the park. It may also reflect a generally more negative attitude towards the park
and the prohibitions.imposed by it.

Thatching··materials. Cultivating households used less thatching material than cattle keeping
households (1'=0.01045). This may reflect the more permanent houses built by the cultivators,
and, therefore, the increased probability of· the use of iron sheets for roofing. Also,
cultivators' houses may. be roofed with papyrus or I banana leaves, whereas the houses of
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pastoralists are traditionally· roofed with thatching grasses. Only 15 households expressed an
interest in obtaining th.atehing material from the park.

Weavin.gmaterials.Fiftypereentof the households interviewed used weavjng materials,
two-thirds ofwhom wereoultivators (p=O.01258). Thissigmfieant differeneebetweengroups
is confirmed by the analyses of tribe (p=O.00530), distaneefrom the park (p=O.00066),and
the number of pieces of land held (p=O.00417). Traditionally, the main items made by
pastoralists .from .weaving grasses were the oovers for milk pots. Cultivating househQlds,
however, made a wide variety of baskets, ,bowls, and bags, and many eontinue to .do so.
When asked if they would be interested in gaining access to weaving materials·from·the park,
only twelve households expressed any'interest, seven ofwhom were cultivators.

Fish. The difference in socioeconomies. between cultivators and cattle keepers is clearly and
strongly shown in their· respective' use of fish. Fifty.;.eight percent of cultivators used the fish
resource of· the area while·.. only eight percent of the' cattle .. keepers did (p=O.OOOOO).Sixty
eight percent of the Beim household~_usedfishcompared' to less than 12% of the Bahima
households. Landowners also tended .to be fish users. Interestingly, younger respondents
tended to be from households which made greater use offish (p=0.00424) which may
indicate changing.or more varied diets among' cultivators.

The continuing lack of interest among pastoralist households. in fish was reflected in the
responses. made to th~question 'asking respondents from different economic 'categories
whether they would be interest in gaining access to the fish resource within the park
(1'=0.00125). Only 4% of pastoralist households were interested compared to 17 to 34%·of
"households having .other main economic activities.

Game Meat. Wild animals are found in considerable numbers outside of the park to the north
and east, though very few remain south and west of the park. Despite the existing ban on
hunting, the government ·is unable 'to prevent it and it is known that many people .hunt
illegally outside and even within the park. However,given .the illegality of hunting, the
question put to respondents as to whether their household made'anyuse of game meat. was
bound tocreate~suspicionand attract denials. Despite this, 26 households admitted the use of
game meat.

Differences·between the' cattle keepers and thecultivators.·is·clear. Traditionally, ·the· Bamma
would not.' eat ·.game meat, ·.and the results show that .none .of the cattle keepers admitted to
using game meat, while'J4% of cultivators and 17% of mixed farmers did (p==0.00822).
When .analysed by tribe, the differences between the .Bahima and' the Beim were clear
(p=O.00006), though a surprising 6% ofBamma admitted lousing game meat. It is presumed'
that these are .either members of the Bahima group who are in transition and form part of the
mixed farming or cultivating community or, given the serious drought conditions at the time
ofthe survey,·that some Bahima had-resorted to eating game meat.

Recreation 'and education. Less than halfthe'respondents'(42%)" admitted' having visited the
park. Of these, .49%· said they visited thepark.forwork or to graze livestock.. The. other
common reasons for visits were residence, or visiting friends and/or relatives. Those who had
never visited the park said· it was because there was no need to, because .it was ,too far to
travel, or because they were not allowed to do so.
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A high pereentage of respondents supported conservation for future generations to .know and
learnaboul wildlife. The few who did not said it was because their children wouldn't be
allowedtQsee the wildlife anyway. Others said that their children would not be able togo to
schoGI· and learn about wildlife if the parents could not afford the school fees.

Only 10% of the people said their area had been visited by a park extension worker which
indicates how limited the interaction between the people and park had been at that time.

3. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PARK

Negative effects of the park on local communities in the study area were mainly associated
with wildlife and park.,management policies. These problems greatly affected the peoples
attitudes to conservation and the park., Nearly 80% of the respondents'said they had
experienced. problems from wildlife. Of these 85% gave the primary problem from wildlife as
crop damage, 8% cited human injury, and 8% gave other. problems such. as livestock loss,
tick~, and diseases.

The main species responsible for these problems were wild pigs, vervet monkeys, and
baboons for .crop damage, while buffaloes and hippos were said to be responsible for human
injury. All wildlife species were cited as being responsible for spreading ticks and diseases,
overgrazing of pasture, and competing for salt. The origin of the destructive wildlife was
given as inside the park by 41% ofthe people who admitted they had experienced problems.
Twenty-nine percent gave the origin as outside the park, while 20% said both, and 10%
didn't know.

Only 12% .of the respondents said that living in or near the park caused them· problems in
addition to ··those caused by wildlife. The main problems were with the harsh .park laws
(79%); landlessness, poor infrastructure, and inability to kill wildlife that destroy crops
contributed to'the remaining·21%·ofthe responses.

GAF Consult (1993) reports similar problems in the following order: vermin (35%), ticks and
diseases (19%), ranger harassment (6%), landlessness (5%), others (6%), and none (29%).
The much higher score of "no problems" is the result of that survey including communities
far from the park.

It~hould be noted that the perceptions of these problems being caused by the park are greatly
affected by·whether a particular household had experienced a.problem with or benefit from
the park. Individuals who had benefited in any way from the park were less likely to··admit
theyhadpcoblems, especially when· they thought the team consisted of park employees. This
was more·· so in the Rwonyo Fish· Landing·· village which is within the. park and which is
entirely controlled by park management. On the other hand, individuals who had problems
connected with the park in the past were ready to believe the park is bad, even when such
problems were historical. As mentioned earlier,. the park was created in an unsympathetic and
forceful manner. The··consequence was that the' park became surrounded by a highly hostile
local population.

, The real situ·ation is· that problems caused by the park·do exist and are likely to .cause real
problems for the park unless they are accorded serious consideration. Th·ese problems,
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especially.when they are associated with the. park, .may have an effect on the· attitudes of the
affected individuals toward the park and conservation. .

4. ANAl.VSISOFA....TI....UDES ....O/ ....HE PARK AND CONSERVA....ION

Attitude scores. The survey attempted to determine the attitudes·· of respondents towards
conservation in general and the park in particular by presenting respondents with .a series of
nine statements about related issues ,and asking fhemtoindicatewhether or. not they agreed
with them,..Some statements indicated a positive attitude towards conservation and the· park
while others .put forward a negative attitude. If a respondent•agreed.with a' positive statement
or disagreed ~itha negative statement, this was taken to·indicating a positive attitude. The
opposite was also held to be the case.

Responses ·to the attitude statements were scored asfoUows: A positive response. to .each
statement was scored 1, a'negative attitude scored -1, while "don't know" and "no response"
were. scoredO. The scores. of all nine statements for each respondent 'were totalled to give an
attitude score. The minimum score was -9 while the maximum was 9. These scores'were
~divided into 5 classes to give an index of attitudes. Individuals whose score was between -9
to -~ were graded "very negative," those between,..5 and -2 were graded "negative," between
-1 and 1, "neutral,"between~2 andS, "positive," and between 6 and 9, "very positive." The
following table presents the index of attitudes towards conservation and the park.

Table 69.. Index of attitudes

Attitude index '

very negative
negative
neutral
positive
very positive

Total

Score

(-6to-9)
(-2 to -5)
(-1 to 1)
(2 to 5)
(6 to 9)

Number

40
44
40
50
69

243

Frequency',
%

16.5
18.1
16.5
20.6
28.4

when the 2,8% of the respondents .who were scored as "very positive" towards. the.park and
conservation.are combined'with the 21% that,were scored as '·'positive," then ,almost half of
the population interviewed can be considered supportive of the park and its objectives. ;
Though this is less than has been found in similar studies elsewhere in Africa (Infield 1988
and Harcourt, Pennington, and Weber 1987), it ,is stillasuq)risingly high figure given the
short .duration of the park's existence, the ,considerable suffering that was caused .... by its
formation, .and'· the ·continuing conflicts between the park and its neighbours. This .. result
should provide UNP,authorities with; assurance ofa solid base of, support among
communities on which to build future activities.

This result needs' to be treated with some caution however. The researchers noted a tendency
among.respondents to'avoid appearing too·negative.'Most "don't know" responses probably
indicated 'a' negative attitude and thus the majority of respondents scored' as "neutral" are
probably "negative," and several as "negative'" are probably "very negative" on·this index.
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This index of attitudes was cross-tabulated against a series of variables. to· identify-influences
on respondents' attitudes towards conservation. The results are discussed in the following
sections.

EducatioD. The level of respondents' education was found to have a significant effect on
their attitude towards conservation (table 70). More educated respondents were more likely
to express .positive attitudes, while less educated respondents were· more .likely to express
negative attitudes. Forty-four percent of the respondents with no formal educ'ationwere
scored as "negative" compared to 20% of respondents· with mor~e than primary education.
Conversely, 34% of the respondents with no formal education were scored as "positive"
compared to·76% ofrespondents with more than primary education.

Table 70. Level ofeducation ofrespondent by attitude score
(p=O.00715)

Attitude score

Respondent's Very Negative Neutral Positive Very Row total
education negative positive %

None 21 25 23 13 22 104
% 20.2 24.0 22.1 12.5 21.2 42.8

PI to 1'3 9 5 8 7 14 43
% 20.9 11.6 18.6 16.3 32.6 17.7

P4toP7 7 12 8 22 22 71
% 9.9 16.9 -" 11.3 31.0 31.0 29.2

Above primary 3 2 1 8 11 25
% 12.0 8.0 4.0 32.0 44.0 10.3

Column total 40 44 40 50 69 243
% 16.5 18.1 16.5 20.6 28.4 100.0

This is an· important r~sult from the perspective of park management. Local·leaders have
stressed the.importanceofstrengthening the park's educational program. This result suggests
that they are correct to do so. Although the suggestion thatco·nflicts arise between the people
and the park because oflocal ignorance of the park's rules and· regulations is not necessarily
correct, it appears that more educated people are more predisposed to hold positive attitudes
towards conservation. Similar results have been foundelsewhere·in Africa (Pennington 1983
and Weber 1986). .

If general education· affects ·attitudes in this positive way, then it is likely that environmental
education and ,education specifically· about the park will·be·.·even·more effective. There.should
be additional positive effects from the involvement- of tile· park in community education in
terms of public relations. It 'has been found elsewher~· that rural' communities perceive
education as a general benefit (Infield 1988). This result also confirms the appropriateness .of
park .and ·project interventions in assisting communities to improve. the level of local
education.

Economic activities. The different economic activities of households demonstrated a
significant effect on attitudes (table 71). While respondents from cattle keeping households
tended. to be slightly negative in their attitudes, respondents from cultivatorho~.seholds and
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"other"households were decidedly positive in their attitudes to the park. Positive attitudes
were expressed·. by ·55% of the cultivators and 64% of the others compared toonlyJ5~% .of
the cattle keeping households or 34% ofthe mixed farming households.

Table 11. Most important economic activity by attitude score
(p=O.04826)

Attitude score
Most important

ecOfi()miC activity
Very

negative
Negative Neutral Positive Very

positive
Row total

%
Cattle keeping

%
Cultivating

%
Mixed farming

%
Other

%
Column total

%

1
19.1
23

16.5
6

17.1
2

9.1

40
16.5

12
25.5
22

15.8
8

22.9
2

9.1

44
18.1

10
21.3
17

12.2
9

25.7
4

18.2

401
16.5

5
10.6
29

20.9
10

28.6
6

27.3

50
20.6

11
23.4
48

34.5

8
36.4

69
28.4

47
19.3
139
57.2
35

14.4
22
9.1

243
100.0

Tmsresult is interesting because it contradicts. the intuitive suggestion that cattle. keepers are
more positive towards conservation i~ general because they have traditionally lived in
harmony with wildlife, while cultivators have traditionally battled against the damage .caused
by wildlife to their crops. Similar results have been found among Masaai communities living
,around Amboseli (K.Kangwane;personal communication). One explanation·maybe that
cattle keepers have been. more negatively affected by the creation of LMNP and have had a
more difficult relationship .with park officials. Another explanation may be. that cultivators
have a lotrger-term perspective than cattle herders and are thus more concerned with the
future disappearance of wildlife. They are able to see··clearly that their economic· activities
result in the eventual total destruction of the natural habitat and most wild animals, while
pastoralists do not .have this perspective.

It is also interesting that the "other" group scored a high positive attitude toward, the park.
Many of this group earned their income in ways unrelated to the, land, such as trading or
wage earning, ·and ·are therefore unaffected by wild animals. The conservation of the park
thus .had no negative impact on their income and they· were thus more able to. view it in a
positive light.

Whatever the explanations for these results, it is important from ·the ··parkmanagement
perspective as they indicate that more effort must be targeted toward the pastoralist,
community·to .influence their attitudes towards the park.

Tribe. Analysis by tribe confirmed the analysis by eco'nomic activity· discussed above. The
respondent's tribe had a significant effect on attitudes towards conservation (table 12).
Nearly 50% of respondents from Bahima households had negative .attitudinal scores while
57% ofBeiru and 69% of"other" tribes had positive attitudinal scores.
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Table 72. Tribe of respondent by attitude score
(p=O.03016)

Attitude score
Tribe Very Negative Neutral Positive Very Row total

)

Ne~ative positive %
Beiru 15 14 16 24 36 105

% 14.3 13.3 15.2 22.9 34.3 43.3
Bahima 14 19 11 16 10 70

% 20.0 27.1 15.7 22.9 14.3 28.9
Banyanvanda 5 2 7 2 4 20

% 25.0 10.0 35.0 10.0 20.0 8.3
Bakiga 4 5 4 1 7~ 21

% 19.0 23.8 19.0 4.8 33.3 8.7
Other 2 4 2 6 12 26

% 7.7 15.4 7.7 23.1 46.2 10.7

Column total 40 44 40 49 69 242
% 16.5 18.2 16.5 20.0 28.5 100.0

Distance. There is .no statistically significant relationship between attitudinal scores 'and
distance. This result is somewhat unexpected given the relationship between distance and th~

experien.ce of problems associated with the park reported earlier (section IV.B.7).

Landholdings. Differences in landholdings .(landownership, number. of pieces, or· total
landholdings) were not found to have· a significant relationship to attitudes. As with distance,
above, this result was unexpected. The test suggested that landowners tend to be more
positive and .landless households more negative, but not significantly so.

Respondent's age. There. is a significant relationship between .the respondent's age and
attitudinal score (table 73}. In general, older respondents tended to be more negative and
younger respondents tended to be more positive. For example, 46% of respondents over .60
years old were scored as "negative" compared to only 26% of respondents younger than 30
years; only 38% of those over 60 were scored as "positive" compared to 55% of those
younger than 30.
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Table 13. Age of respondent by attitude score
(p=O.04495)

Attitude score
Respondent's Very Negative Neutral Positive Very Row total

age negative positive %
<30 9 9 13 15 22 68
% 13.2 13.2 19.1 22.1 32.4 28.0

30-39 6 15 2 16 17 56
% 10.7 26.8 3.6 28.6 30.4 23.0

40-49 8 3 9 6 10 36
% 22.2 8.3 25.0 16.7 27.8 14.9

50-60 4 9 9 5 11 38
%' 10.5 23.7 23.7 13.2 28.9 15.6

<60 13 8 7 8 9 45
% 28.9 17.8 15.6 17.8 20.0 18.5

Column total 40 44 40 50 69 243
% 16.5 18.1 16.5 20.6 28.4 100.0

This result may relate.· to the effects of education on attitudes as discussed earlier .(section
IV.B.4), which showed that younger respondents were more likely to have received formal
education and that education was related to positive attitudes. ,This result may .also .indicate
the more conservative attitudes of older people or the lack of negative experiences with the
park by younger people. This clearly demonstrates the importance of the park authorities
working with young people to capitalise on their apparent predisposition to be positive
towards· the park.

Perceptions of ~problems. Respondents were questioned about their perceptions or
experiences of problems, both in general terms and in direct relation to the park. Differences
in perceptions of problems were found to correlate_significantly with· differences. in attitudes
held.

Respondents· were asked to identify the most serious problem faced by their household.
Those that indicated that. the park was their most serious problem, or caused their most
serious problem (35%), scored significantly less positive on the index of attitudes towards
conservation and the park than respondents that indicated some other problem .. such as the
lack of water (25%)· or social infrastructure (19%) as being their most important problem
(table 14). Also, although only 4% of the respondents indicated that land tenure issues were
their most important problems, they tended to be negative.
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Table 14..Most "significantproblem by attitude score
(p=O.OI269)

Attitude score

Most significant Very Negative Neutral Positive Very Row total
·.problem negative positive %

None 2 - - 1 2 5
% 40.0 20.0 40.0 2.1

Park related 18 16 19 20 11 84
% 21.4 19.0 22.6 23.8 13.1 34.1

Water related 5 ,8 8 12 21 60
% 8.3 13.3 13.3 20.0 45.0 ( 24.8

Land related 4 1 2 - 3 10
% 40.0 10.0 20.0 " 30.0 4.1

Poor social
infrastructure 9 1 7 8 4 45

'% 20.0 15.6 15.6 11.8 31.1 18.6
Other 2 11 4 9 12 38

% 5.3 28.9 10.5 23.1 31.6 15.1

Column total 40 43 40 50 69 242
% 16.5 11.8 16.5 20.7 28.5 100.0

When' directly questioned~bout. problems caused by wildlife, respondents who claimed that
they.had experienced problems were significantly more. likely to be negative towards the park
(table 15). Although this result is hardly surprising, it is important as it indicates that park
management must seriously address this issue. By far" the most common wildlife problem,
reported by 11% of the respondents, was damage to crops by bush pigs. Park authorities
must find 'some way of reducing this problem. While studies should be carried ·out .to
determine just how important this problem is in economic terms, .it sho1l1d be remembered
that' the community's .. perceptions in this respect are more important than the actual scale of
the damage. It is perceptions of the problems caused by wildlife that· causes people to hold
negative attitudes; therefore, it is their perceptions that must be addressed.

Table 15., .Problems'with'wildlife by attitude sc'ore
(p=0.02415)

Attitude score
Problems with Very Negative Neutral Positive Very Row total

wildlife negative
\

positive %
Yes 35 39 30 43 47 194
% 18.0 20.1 15.3 22.2 24.2 79.8
No 5 5 10 7 22 49 "-

% 10.2 10.2 20.4 14.3 44.9 20.2
Column total I 40 44 40 50, 69 243

% 16.5 18.1 16.5 20.6 28.4 100.0

These results suggests two approaches for park authorities in supporting thedevelopme~t of
positive'attitudes towards conservation. First, they must try to reduce the incidence of actual
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problems caused by the· park; second, they must continue to help and .encourage ·the
govemmentin addressing·land tenure issues.

Resource .use. Respondents were asked whether they ·wou'ld use various resources from
inside the park if they were given the opportunity. In general, the majority of respondents'
indicated that they were not interested in using park resources even if permitted. However,
where significant relationships ·were found in cross-tabulations against attitude scores,
respondents that were not interested in access to park resources were more likely to .have
scored positive on .the index· of attitudes towards conservation than those that indicated they
would use the resources if offered. This effect was shown in relation to water, weaving
materials, and fish (p=0.10309, p=0.09101, and p=O.06513, respectively). However, as only
20% or less of the population expressed an interest in these resources if made .available to
them,· these relationships probably indicate a lack ofneed for tQeresource.Conversely, it may
be interpreted that those who need the resources and would use them if possible feel
constrained by the park's restriction on\ access to the resource and hence have a more
negative attitude toward therpark.

In summary, the issue of access to resources was found to .influence attitudes, which provides
support toUNP's innovative and challenging policy of.permitting resource use within the
parks. Respondents from tribes or households largely dependent on cultivating tend to be
more positive towards the park .than cattle keepers. This confirms general impressions
discussed throughout the report and indicates the importance of working more ·closely with
the p"astoralist· community to resolve the la~d issue, which affects them most strongly. The
continued support of the cultivators cannot be taken for granted, however, and active steps
must be taken to help reduce the level of damage caused by vermin. This isimportant,as the
experience of problems .with vermin and the perception th~t .the park was the source. of the
problems in general resulted in a.ffiore negative attitude towards the park. ·The importance of
education in the formation of attitudes towards conservation was confirmed, and the
generally more positive attitudes of the young suggests ·the importance ·of increasing
education outreach to schools to bolster this trend.

Specific attitudes. A more· detailed analysis looked at responses to the individual. attitudinal
statements. Statistical,tests were run on a general set of socioeconomic variables of interest
to identify significant relationships. A summary ofthese tests is discussed below.

Statement 1: "What the people and their livestock need are more important than saving
plants and wild animals."

This.statement was supported by 67% ofthe· respondents. Agreement with this statement.was
taken to indicate a fundamental opposition to the ba,sicpurpose of the park. That two-thirds
of the· respondents agreed with this statement should be of concern to the park management
as it suggests there is considerable progress to be made in demonstrating the importance of
conservation·.and wildlife.

More educated respondents were significantly more likely·to disagree with the statement than
less educated respondents· (p=0.03287). More educated respondents were 'able·.to reject· the
seeming .logic of the statement and express a positive view toward the importance of saving
animals and plants. This may indicate a greater awareness of the danger !o the plants and
animals.
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This3w3reness doesn't seem to be strong among noncultivators, possibly as a result of the
conflict between the park and cattle keepers (p=O.04886).A higher percentage of cultivators
and those with "other"primary economic activities disagree with the statement. More
positive responses (by disagreeing with the statement) were ·also expressed by. landowners
than landless households (1'==0.07377).

There was a significant difference in the responses given by different sexes (p=O.06678).
Females tended to be· slightly less likely to express a positive view. However, the· main

~ difference was on the number of "don't know" responses, indicating that females were more
uncertain6ver this fundamental issue. This indicates that the park management .has the
chance to ensure that this .sector of the community resolves·. its uncertainty by adopting a
positive view towards the importance of saving plants and animals.

Length of residence had a highly significant effect on responses (p=O.00023).Not
surprisingly, perhaps, the most recent arrivals in the area were the least certain: 27%·of them
responded with, "Don't know." In general, it was found that disagreement with the statement
increased with the length of residence, though respondents from households which had been
resident for 5-10 years are anomalous, showing the highest proportion of agreement (89%).
Similar results were found by Newmark, et. at (1992). The result may be explained by the
fact that longer-term residents have been able to observe the steady disappearance of wildlife
from the area and thus perceive the importance of conserving it. This is a generally
encouraging result, suggesting that people's support for or tolerance of the park' sobjectives
increase with time.

Perceptions ot: or the experience ot:park-related problems had a significant effect on
responses..This was· the case both when respondents were directly questioned about wildlife
problems (p=O.00928) and when respondents were questioned about other park· related
problems (1'==0.02347). In both cases, respondents who perceived a problem were· more likely
to agree with the ~tatement.For example, 71% of respondents who claimed to have suffered
direct losses caused by wildlife (inevitably believed to· have come from the park)·agreed with
the statement compared to only 49% who had not experienced wildlife problems.

Statement 2: "It is important to protect the animals and plants so ·that our children
may know and ·use them."

Sixty-eight percent of respondents agreed with this positive position towards conservation,
and 26% disagreed. This indicates a strong tendency to support conservation when expressed
in terms of the future, and UNP outreach programs should emphasise this issue. No
significant relationships were found with any of thee variables. tests.

Statement 3: "Tourists that come to visit the park are good for the area."

Fifty-one percent of the respondents a~reed with this statement while 25% didn't know and
24% disagreed. This is perhaps not surprising as the value of tourism to the area was not
evident to respondents in real terms at the time of the survey. Belief in its value was more of
an act of faith in the government and in the statements of local leaders. This faith seems to
have been stronger· among the more educated who were more likely· to agree with this
statement than· less·· educated respondents .(p=0.00233). Eighty percent of the··respondents
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with mOfe than primary education agreed compared to only 41% of the respondents' with no
formal' education. AImosttwo-thirds of the "don't know" responses had no formal education.

When analysed "by economic activity and by tribe, significant differences in responses were
found (p=0.00078 and p=0.00892, respectively). Mixed farmers tended to have the most
negative attitude toward the value of tourism, while "other" economic activity, households
were most positive. Bahim~ cattle keepers were the most likely ,to disagree with the
statement. This perhaps reflects their conservative stance on outside influences and supports
the widely, held stereotypes of the Bahima as being anti-development. Sixty-two percent of
Bakiga respondents' and 56% of Beiru respondents agreed with the statement indicating, their
more positive view of the benefits oftourism..

Females were significantly more likely to disagree with' the statement tnan males
(p=0.00689), and more likely to give a "Don't know"response. A similar result was found
for, female-headed 'household's (p=0.09559). This result, which shows that females are less
likely to see the value"ofthe park, is perhaps not surprising given their' generally lower,level
of education and their probable relative lack of experience with the outside, world. This', could
be predicted to create suspicion of tourism and a tendency to see no positive value in it.

Statement 4: "Govern.ment made the park because they wanted to take our land and
keep US, poor."

This statement represents a strong negative attitude towards the park, specifically relating to
its creation to the very sensitive issue of land. It is thus perhaps not surprising that 35%
agreed with it (55% disagreed and. 10% were neutral). Compared to the level,of support
indicated by responses to the positive statement presented above, where 68% agreed that it
was important to conserve the park for their children, the importance of the~ land',issue in
people's thinking, is clearly demonstrated.

Many local people believe, that the'Uganda People's Congress (UPC) government created,the
national park as a political,weaponagainst the people of the area to punish them for their
support ofthe National Resistance Movement, the opposition to the governmentat~hat time.
Although all of the 'Banyankole people were affected by 'this, the' strongest attacks by
govemmentfellon the Bahima people. This historical perspective may explain the significant
differences,' in responses to this question. Cattle keepers tended. to agree with this statement
while the other economic activity groups did not (p=O.~05238).Similar responses are recorded
with respect to tribe: Banyarwandapastoralists (also a target of the UPC government) were
most.likely,to agree with this statement, and Bahimapastoralists were least likely to disagree
with it (table 76). Finally, people rwhodid not own land agreed with the statement, while
landowners 'disagreed (p=O.O1818), indicating once again the influence' of the land issue.
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Table 16. Park created to keep people poor by tribe of respondent
(p=0.01493)

Tribe of respondent

Poverty attitude Beim Bahima Banyanvanda Bakiga Other R.ow, total
%

Negative 26 34 11 8 5 84
% 31.0 40.5 13.1 9.5 6.0 34.7

Neutral 15 5 2 3 25
% 60.0 20.0 8.0 12.0 10.3

Positive 64 31 9 11 18 133
% 48.1 23.3 6.8 8.3 13.5 55.0

Column total 105 70 20 21 26 242
% 43.4 8.3 8.3 8.7 10.7 100.0

The respondent's education and age were significantly related to their responses. Educated
respondents were more likely to disagree and less likely to agree with the statement
(p=0.01024).Similarly, older respondents were more likely to agree with the statement.
While there may have been an element of objective truth in the statement, more educated and
younger respondents were able to see the decision to create the park in a wider perspective.

Statement 5: "People should be allowed to use the park for'grazing and farming as they
wish."

This statement,was presented to bring to the' surface the central issue for many of the local
people, the, conflict over resources, specifically grazing and farm land versus 'land utilised for
conservation, activities. As stated above, the ,importance of the ,land issue for communities
around the park seems to have a strong effect' on their thinking about, the park. Thus, when
faced" with the issue,of land' for grazing and, farming, ,only 44/% ,supported retaining the park,
while 51% 'expressed a negative response.

Once again' we see the effect of soCioeconomic activity and tribe on responses.
Approximately two-thirds of the, cattle keepers or mixed farmers ,agreed with the statement,
while halfo·f the cultivators or "other" economic activity groups disagreed (1'=0.01478).
Seventy-five percent of'Banyarwanda and 66% of Bamma respondents agreed with the
statement compared to only 39% ofBeir;u (p=0.00292). Aspastoralists are. more likely to be
landless, and are currently facing a resource access problem, this result is not surprising.

Indeed, the'analysis of responses to the statement in relation to landholding variables showed
that landless households were significantly more likelyto'agree with the statement (table 11),
and' that agreement with the statement decreased with the number of pieces of land owned
and the total area owned (p=0.00442 and p=O.07276 respectively). Clearly, it is easier for
respondents ,from households with sufficient land for their' needs to reject ,the ,suggestion ,that
the park should be opened for grazing and farming than for those with insufficient or no land.
Respondents' nearer" the, park tended to agree with the statement (p=O.04199). It has 'been
shown above that households closer to the park are more disadvantaged with respect to
resources.
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Table 17.. Peopleshould.have.free use ofthe park by ownership of land
(p=O.OOI27) _

Ownership of land
Fr,ee use attitude Yes No Row total

%
Negative 86 37 123

% 69.9 30.1 50.6
Neutral 11 3 14

% 78.6 21.4 5.8
Positive 95 11 lQ6

%. 89.6 10~4 43.6

Column total 192 51 243
% 79.0 21.0 100.0

As discussed earlier the. significant differences in responses· in relation to the respondent's
education (p=O.00011) may reflect a clearer understanding ofthepufPoseofthe park· among
the more educated. ·It may also reflect the tendency for pastoralists to be less educated than
cultivators.

Statement6: "Parks are a waste of land in Uganda while people are short of land in
Uganda."

This "statement emphasises again the land issue, rather than the more general issue·· of the
previous statement. The relatively high proportion of respondents agreeing with the statement
again emphasises the" .importance of access to land in people's thinking about the park.
Surprisingly, no .significant differences in responses were seen in any· of the land-related
variables. However, respondents that indicated thatthey would wish to have access to land in

. the park if given it were more likely'to agree with" the statement (1'=0.09369). It should be
noted that this question related ·specifically to fanning .land in the ·park. While one would

~ assume that these respondents ·are more likely to be landless people, the lack of significant
differences in responses on the land variables· leads one to question this and suggests that
these respondents may simply be .opportunistic. Those that indicated that .they would accept
access to .water .in the park also tended to be more likely to -agree with the statement
(p=O.05848).

Significant relationships were once again evident with the socioeconomic and tribal variables
(p=O.Ol115 and p=O.08697, respectively). As.found in the teSts·discussed.above, pastoralists
were more likely to agree with the statement indicating· their ·negativ~ attitude towards .the
setting aside .ofland .for wildlife conservation. Similarly, those people living next to the park
were more likely to agree with the statement (p=O.0266~)as were those who indicated a
problem with wildlife (p=0.00429). ~

Statement.7: "Its important to set aside a place j-n which plants and animals can live."

This statement was presented to allow respondents· to· agree or disagree with the importance
of the act ofconserving resources in isolation from compounding issues such as land shortage
or poverty. Presented in this way, the results show that ·13% of the respondents were able to
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support the idea of· the park to conserve plants and wildlife. No differences were found
between responses made bypastoralists and cultivators. This is interesting as it suggests that,
all things·.being equal, both groups were equally likely to view conservation as important.
Only when compounding .problems that impact one group more than another are involved
were ·differences in attitudes detected. This ·indicates that if the govemmentcan· solve
problems such as landlessness among the ,pastoralists, area residents are likely· to become
more positive· towards the· existence of the park. Landlessness did· increase the probability of
respondents disagreeing with the. statement (p=O.06280).

There was a tendency, ·though not a strong one (p=O.10973), for less-educated respondents
to be less ·likely to ·agree with the statement than more-educ.ated respondents. Only 65% of
respondents with no formal education agreed compared with 84% of respondents. with· more
than primary education.

In general, it was found that· few variables had any effect on responses to this statement. This
may suggest that the importance of conservation as a concept, in isolation from other issues,
is generally· accepted throughout·the communi~y surrounding·the·park.

Statement 8: "Grazing and farming must be prevented in the park or all the animals
willbe·driven away."

Sixty-one percent of the respondents agreed with this statement, indicating a high level of
understanding· of the impact of human activity· on wildlife. More-educated respondents were
more likely to agree with the statement than less-educated respondents (table 19). This
suggests .. that education enables people to examine the consequences of·certain decisions.
Alternatively, it may predispose people to valuing conservation ofwildlife.

Table 79. Restriction on land use to save animals by respondent's education
(p=0.01357)

Respondent's level ofedncation

Restrict·use None PI to P3 P4 toP7 Above Row total
attitude primary %

Negative 46 16 15~ 5 82
% 56.1 18.5 18.3 6.1 33.7

Neutral 5 4 2 2 13
% 38.4 30.8 1~.4. 15.4 5.3

Positive 53 23 54 18 148
% 35.8 15.5 3:6.5 12.2 60.9

Column total 104 43 71 25 243
% 42.8 17.7 29.2 10.3 100.0

Neither .analysis by tribe nor by economic activity showed· that respondents from .pastoralist
tribes· were more likely to agree with the statement than cultivator respondents. Members of
the pastoralistcommunity would frequently claim, with considerable justification, that they
had lived in harmony with wildlife for centuries. However, this perception may have made it
more difficult for them ,to see the clear trend ·over recent years for wildlife to· decrease .in
response to increasing human use and livestock densities. Cultivating households, having had
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to deal witherop losses·due to wildlife, may be ambivalent to this causal relationship. Perhaps
related to the above, ·but possibly indicating a separate effect, respondents fr()mlandless
households were more likely to disagree with the statement than respondents. from
households with land (p=O.01041).

Respondents ·from .households that had experienced problems with ·wildlife (p=0.10171) or
from households that perceived other problems related to the park (p=O.(4274) were more
likely to disagree with the statement. Perhaps those that. experienced problems with wildlife
were indicating that the fate of wild animals was not something they were concerned about.
Cultivator households were the most likely to experience direct experience of wildlife
problems and the most likely to be aware of the incompatibility of human use and wildlife
conservation. Thus, those that had experienced wildlife problems were more negative to the
concept of initiatives being taken to help wildlife persist in fhe. area.

Differences in· responses to the statement were recorded for respondents that indicated
interest in.·being given·access to farming land (p=O.04434)· .and water (p=0.04406) in the
park. Respondents that indicated interest were more likely to disagree with the statement than
those that did· not express interest in being given access to the resources.

Statement 9: "The park should allow people to taste bush meat, otherwise why should
the park keep animals we don't eat."

Traditionally, members ofthe Bahima and Banyarwanda tribes do not eat game meat while
members of .the cultivating tribes·· do. Indeed, meat is an important partof .. the diet of
cultivators, and, hunting is an important cultural and,possibly, economic activity. That
hunting for and sale of meat from wild animals did not appear in the lists of either economic
activities or sources ofhousehold income may indicate that the importance·ofthe. activity has
declined to· insignificant levels. It· is more likely, however, that the illegality of the activity is
well known and.the presumed sensitivity of. govemmentofficers towards it resulted in an
almost total suppression of infonnatio·n about hunting. 'This statement was designed to
attempt to get behind this facade and collect some information about attitudes toward access
to game meat ina non-threatening way.

A considerable number of respondents (91 or 37%) ~greed with the statement, indicating a
desire for access to game meat. This is a dramatic increase when compared to the findings
(section IV.H.2) that show 26 respondents (11%) acknowledge using game meat and 34
respondents .(14%)wQuld like access to game meat .ifpermitted.. This incre~se may result
from· the ..difference in the way the idea was presented to the respondent. It enabled
respondents to distance themselves from the implications .oftheir responses. It also .enabled
respondents who had no personal interest in getting access· to game meat (for example the
majority of pastoralists) to respond in relation to perceptions of other people's .interest in
gaining access to the resource.

The probability of a respondent agreement with the ·statement was affected .by several
variables. Significant relationships existed between the, statement and primary economic
activity and tribe (p=O.OOOOO and p=0.00022 respectively), but not entirely in the way that
might have been expected. Seventy-four percent of the mixed farmers agreed with .the
statement, suggesting that they wanted access to meat. As the majority of mixed farmers 'are
Bahima this isa surprising result. A similar result was found ·in .the analysis by tribe which
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showed that 47%efthe Bahima agreed with the statem.ent.··In both case this was higher than
the number of Beiru that agfeed with the statement (32% and 33% respectively). The
apparent c9ntradictionbetween these results and the expected results needs some .kind of
explanatien.

One possible ·explanation is that agreeing with the statement simply indicates a negative
attitude towards the park (this is the assumption made in using the results as part of the index
to attitudes discussed· above). In this case, Bahima respondents would have simply. been
saying, "Let. people kill the wildlife· because the park is a bad thing and this will weaken the
park." It is worth noting that during the 1985/86 reoccupation ofthe park, pasteralist leaders
actively.encouraged hunters from the cultivating community to enter the area and kill. wildlife
(Mugisha; personal communication). It has been suggested that this, was an activity carried
out in an attempt to rid the area of large mammals and thus make the retention ofthe national
park by the government unlikely.

Another explanation is that the pastoralists were answering in response to their perceptions of
the interests of other sectors of the community. Though they themselves had no interest in
gaining access to game· meat the.y· were prepared to support the cause of the cultivator
community. Being less directly concerned with the issue they·were more able to give an' open
and honest.response. The cultivator respondents, however, theugh·actually more interested in
gaining. access to game meat, were not prepared to be honest .in their response, perhaps being

,more aware than pastoralists of the controversial nature of the issue.

Respondents from· households located closer to the park were more likely to agree with the
statement (p=0.01787). This could simply be supporting the above result and argument, or
could indicate that. people living closer to the park were more interested· in gaining access to
meat .·8os a .result of their proximity.. It' would be easy to imagine .that people that ·saw the
wildlife frequently (and had more problems .with it) might· be more likely to want .to have
access to it while those further away, seeing the wildlife less often would be less interested.
Since the closer households were more likely to experience. problems caused by wildlife, this
in itselfmightmake .. them more ·interested in, gaining some·.value from .the .wild· animals to
offset the .negative effects they experienced. In support of this suggestion it was found that
respondents from households which had experienced problems from wildlife were more likely
to agree with the statement than those that had not (p=0.00263). This effect was also shown
in households that indicated that the park was the main development problem in their area
(p=0.03809), 51% ofwhoIn agreed with the statement. '

The sale of livestock by .households was correlated with. responses to .the statement.
Respondentsfromhotiseholds which sold cattle were more .likely to. agree with· the. statement
(p=0.00547). Given that this variable relates mostly to the pastoralist community, the result
would seem to indicate. a negative response· to the park rather than a desire for meat. It is
possible, however, that sales of livestock may indicate a more progressive attitude towards
cattle which ···is reflected ina more progressive attitude towards the consumption of game
meat.

In summary, where statements made general reference to.conservation as a concept rather
than making specific reference to "the park," support was higher. This may suggest that
respondents were demonstrating a negative attitude towards the park itself and its managers
rather than· to the concept of conservation. 'Similar results have been found elsewhere (Infield
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1988) and indicate the importance to the park authorities of overcoming the negative
attitudes focuse(l on them and their management approach. It is believed that the Community
Conservation Project currently being implemented will assist in this respect.

The results also confirm the importance of compounding issues in the formation of negative
attitudes, the most important of which would seem to be land. Respondents were able to
identify with the park's goals and the general value of conserving wildlife until confronted
with the reality of problems of landlessness and poverty. That only half· of the respondents
recognised the value ·oftourism to the· area suggests the need for UNP to. increase efforts .. to
develop tangible benefits resulting from the tourist industry for local communities.
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V. CONCLUSION

This study has shown that attitudes towardLMNP specifically and conservation in general
are influenced by a number of factors. The analysis of the survey data has identifies three
factors to be most important: access to land, relationships with the park and experiences of
problems with wildlife, and people's main economic activities. Lesser important factors
that have an influence on these larger issues include household ,demographic variables
(age, sex,education, length of residence, etc.) and the general level of development in the
area.

The issues of access to land and security of tenure playa major role in the historic·· and
continuing. relationship between the park and the people in the ·area .immediately
surrounding the park. The large majority of households still hold land under customary
tenure but confidence in the traditional system has been· seriously eroded and there is evident
interest in obtaining·land titles. Major·government interventions, ·especially the creation of the
park, the development ofthe ARS, and the setting aside of land for refugee or resettlement
schemes have had serious· impacts on perceptions of land tenure, resulting in a prevailing land
tenure insecurity in many of the area's· communities, especially in those recently settled.
,Inconsistencies ·of government policy throughout the history .of the establishment and
demarcation of the present park boundaries have not only set the stage for the present
insecurity of tenure, but have also influenced settlement patterns into the area which may
not be consistent with the suitability of the resource base to support such settlement.

Almost one-third of the population has moved into the area in the ··last Jive years. As· is
often the case with immigrant populations, these households are younger,·bet~er educated,
involved in a variety of economic activities (though economically marginal), have little or
no land, and have settled in unoccupied or marginal lands- in this case often near to the
park boundaries. These .people therefore will be among those tnostaffectedby land and
resource tenure issues in the area.sbordering the park and. hence form the most important
target group for the park's community conservation programme.

However, these communities are also likely·. to have weaker social structures,making
community mobilisation activities and· assistance in the development of permanent community
institutions important project and park objectives. They form a natural target for project '
interventions, though· their lack of integration int~. the community makes them a difficult
group with which to work. More recently arrived house,holds tend to be less aware (and
probably less concerned about) environmental problems .and less positive· towards the park
and are, therefore, an important target for environmental education programmes. Developing
a dialogue between longer-term residents, who tend to be more aware of environmental
problems and .more positive towards the park, and recent arriyals may be a useful technique
for the park and projects to employ.

The level of respondents' education was found to have a significant effect on. their attitude
towards conservation. More educated respondents were more likely to express positive
attitu,des, while less educated respond'ents were more likely to express negative attitudes. If
general education effects .attitudes in this positive ~ay.then it is likely ·thatenviron111ental
education and education specifically about the park will be even more effective. Education is
viewed 8san ·important .component of any integrated conservation and development
programme and it is one of the most important tools used .by conservation bodies in their
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efforts to improve the status of conservation areas3nd enhance their relationship with· the
community members· in· the surrounding area. Since rural communities perceive.education· as
a general· benefit· there should also be positive effects in terms of public relationsfrGffi the
involvement·of the park in community education.

The area's three distinct economic enterprises: sedentary agriculture, pastoralism, and fishing
(and gradations in between, particularly mixed fa~ng) also have very different demands on
access to and utilisation of the land resource base.·· Both pastoralistsand residents of the
fishing villages in the park have limited· or no access to landholdings. While it could be argued
that fishers need little land on which to settle if they are going to maintain their fishing
economy, settlement for the pastoralists would necessitate the identification of significant
land areas. This demand for land for .settlement must be seen in .the light of two factors: ~(1)

the carrying capacity of the land if a livestock production system with existing cattle
populations is ·to be maintained, .and (2) the interestipg .<:>bservation from the data that
pastoralist households tend t~ be· ·much larger households ·than agriculturalists or mixed
farmers and would therefore initially necessitate larger landholdings to support these larger
families on a subsistence basis.

The demand for land will continue to .influence rural settlement patterns and· rural
development. However, the availability of "vacant" land for settlement in Uganda is rapidly
diminishing. .Some additional land can· be· identified by making available. public ·lands. for
utilisation, which infa.ct occurs as people settle on public land as customary tenants.' Further
public lands can be made available through the reallocation of leased land, which is presently
taking place via the RRB or through the· degazettement of reserve areas, which happened to
part ofLMNP in 1986..The latter solution is obviously nota desirable one as it merely delays
the· exhaustion ·ofavailable new land. The .protected areas will continue to disappear and at
the end ofthe day the problem of a shortage of land is still present, while the protected areas
are gone.

Two general alternatives exist: the intensification of·land use over existing_parcels or the
identificatioDof alternative economic opportunities that are not directly dependent on the
land.. Both of these offer scope for government intervention.

Intensification of land use will generally only occur where the security oftenure is assured.
This implies ·.the·recognition and protection of existing land rights through the informal
mechanisms of customary tenure regimes as well as t~e formalisation oftenu(e rights through
leases or land titles. Given the experiences ofolder residents in theatea, there lsa perception
that traditional tenure rights are less secure than titled land.. Government policy should be one
of strengthening these rights in lieu·of a fonnalland registration programme.

Intensification of land use, however, also implies changing land use patterns. This may lessen
the value of this land as buffer areas as the continuance of wildlife dispersal from the park
would be inc.ompatible with more intensified land use practices, particularly those which
involve fencing and changing cropping regimes. Alternative forms of land use intensification
which are compatible with wildlife must be considered.

An important strategy ·may be to concentrate on the development of non-agricultural
employment opportunities. Alternative economic opportunities will evolve· as the economy
recovers. Mbarara and to a lesser extent Masaka have experienced considerable economic
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growth in recent years. Government programmes need to continue to encourage investment
in rural areas and smaller urban centres. The·parkand the tourism industry ·may have ··an
important roleto·play.in this, and development and conservation projects should be aware of
the issue. Thecontinuiag reluctance of pastoralists to lab~ur should be noted as a constraint
on the development ofalternative sources of income.

A significant part of this paper has dealt with park/people relationships. The attitudes of
people towards the park have been influenced by the landissue,vermin, and conflicts over
resource use. While the land issue has already been addressed, those of vermin and,resource
use· conflicts need to ·be elaborated.

Nearly 80% ofthe respondents said they had experienced problems from wildlife. For 85% of
these the primary problem was crop damage. The damage to crops due to marauding. bush
pigs in particular is a very real constraint to agricultural· production and is probably the most
important factor in the ·inability of households to achieve food· security. While .the· control.of

. wildlife to ·Iimit its ability to .leave the park is in principle a possibility, in practice it is not
possible under current technological·and economic constraints. A clarification of government
policy, however, regarding wildlife which is classified as vermin needs to be addressed and
government responsibility examined. Repeatedly, community members indicated· a lack of
understanding of their rights· to protect their crops against marauding wildlife. The
responsiveness of park authorities to the assessment .. and settlement of claims of
compensation, while not currently government policy, needs to be considered. Presently
neighbouring· communities ·derive very little direct ·benefit from the Park, yet are forced. to
incur considerable costs due to animal damage of crops. At the minimum ,some ofthese costs
must be recovered.

Conflicts over resource use are much more complicated.·because of the varied nature ·of the
resources involved. The issue of access to resources was found to influence attitudes, and
provides .support to UNP's innovative and challenging policy of permitting resource use
within the.parks. While less than 10% of the respondents· indicated present use from within
the park of any of the resources listed, more than 10% of the respondents indicated that they
would use park resources(with the exception of honey, thatching grass,and weaving
material) ifpermitted, and 20%. or more would .11se water,. grazing .land, and fish. Current· use
and ·future demand are probably greater than either of these figures. Water and ·grazing .land,
however, are critical park resources for the pastoral and mixed farming.communities·in the
areas· surrounding the··· park and ·were the most frequently ··citedprimary problems facing
livestock farmers. Access to these resources are a continual source· of conflict·between··the
park· and its neighbours.

The year.in·which this survey was undertaken (1992).wasa·.drought year wmchunderscored
the critical nature of these resources. Access to Lake Mburo, as a permanent watering point,
became apolitical issue as much as a question of park policy. While the government may be
encouraging the settlement of pastoralist households with the assumed development· of
private water sources, during drought years even these water sources will disappear, as did
the darn.s ···00. private ranches the year of the survey, necessitating the .provision of access
foutes to the lake.

For at least the short run, a policy of access rights to park water and grazing resources during
drought years, effectively retaining the park area as an emergency reserve (as· was the
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traditional management of the area) must be part of the discussions of the park management
planning process. This is critical if the park·· wants to encourage the ·retention··of. open
rangeland· close. to the· park· and thus keep seasonal dispersal areas for wildlife open. Cattle
corridors are one such consideration. Though more contentious, the park. management could
also consider the option of grazing and wateringpertllits for park resources at times of
environmental· stress that would make access'to these resources costly to the pastoralist,
while at t.ne same time providing the park with an additional source of revenue for park
management. However,. any. system would have to .ensure that it did not encourage
overstocking. on rangeland around the park, with the .park· seen as an ever present ·fallback
reserve.

Such . considerations have implications for institutional integration of the park and the
surrounding communities which will.continually .benefit both parties, not just as a response to
emergency conditions. The considerations have economic' as well as ecological implications.
Over one-third of the respondents perceived the park as·· their most· significant problem. This
presents thepa~k authorities with a real challenge to reduce actual problems caused· by the
park, .particularly where· the perceptions of the problems are. conceptual, stemming· from a
generally negative attitude.

The different economic activities of households demonstrated a significant effect on attitudes.
While respondents from cattle keeping households tended to be slightly negative in their
attitudes, respondents from cultivator households and "other" households were··· decid~dly
positive in their .attitu.des to the, park. Whatever the explanations for these results it .is
important from the park management perspective, as they indicate that more effort must be
targeted toward the pastoralist community to influence their attitudes towards the park.

The examination of household economic activity as a variable itself showed a particularly
interesting effect on respondent's perceptions of problems faced·by the household. Although
all three· ofthe main socioeconomic groups perceived their most important problems as· being
related to the existence ofthe park, approximately twice as many mixed farmers reported this
compared to the other groups. The implications of this for park management are serious
given the general trend· away from pure cattle keeping and toward mixed farming, a trend
supported and encouraged by. the settlement of the. pastoralists. This result indicates that
negative perceptions of the park may increase as land use around the park changes, ... and
suggests the impQrtance of developing strategies to counter this. This is .clearly important for
park management as it is almost inevitable that the number. of mixed farmers will increase in
the future. Pastoralists indicated problems· with land tenure, which again emphasises the
importance ofgovemment resolving the landlessness issu,e around the park.

Respondents were questioned ·about their perceptions or experiences of problems, both in
general terms and in. direct .·relation to the park. Differences in perceptions of problems were
found to correlate significantly with differences in attitudes· held. Those· ·households that
indicated that the park.was their most serious.problem, ·or caused their most serious problem,
scored significantly less positive on the index of attitudes towards conservation and the park
than respondents that indicated some other problem such as. the lack of water or social
infrastructure as being their most important problem.

Park related problems ranked highest as the primary problem being faced by households,
though it was not rated .high as a secondary problem. These problems primarily related to
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crop ..damage by wildlife, but also included hu~an injury,unfair and harsh laws, and land user
conflicts. The lack of water was ranked the second .most critical primary·· problem and ,the
most important, secondary problem. The availability of water is critical'both for ,domestic use
as well as, for ·livestoc:k.. Poor social infrastructure, ,including poor health facilities, was,
reported. ,as the third primary development problem in the area.

Soil,erosien is widespread in the study area, and bare patches ,on the hills· are common.
Degradation of the. productive capacity of,'the land, around the park is ,·recognised by the
majority ,of the respondents "interviewed. In general,however, there ·was ·a lack ofconcem
over the issue~ and the tendency to believe, that nothing. could be done about it. This stemmed
from the 'perception that the problem was caused 'by factors outside human control, such ·as
Jhe severity of the climate. Where'human influ,ences were perceived, however, they tended to
be seen as the result of poor management stemming from la:ndshortages or the lack of
control Over' access to grazing. Both these ,issues are. serious and could form, the basis for
interventions by the ,Community ConselVation Unit and projects.

The results of this study suggests anum~er of activities that park authorities need '. to
undertake to continue .to ,support', the development of positive attitudes towards conservation
and the park. Firstly, they must try to reduce the incidence of actual problems caused by the
park. Secondly, they must continue to .help and encourage the government to address land
tenure·issues. Thirdly, they must expand their community ·educationlconservation aWl:\reness
programmes, targeting specific groups to address specific problems. Finally, park
management .' must promote community inyolvement in the management of protected; area
resources.. The 'central government can provide further assistance in this process. AS,indicated
above, the insecurities of land tenure neeq to be resolved.Ruraldev~lopmentprogrammes

promoting the provision of social services, improvement of agricultural practices, as well as
alternative·economic opportunities must be implemented.
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